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ABSTRACT
The ways that English teachers in Catholic high schools incorporate religion into their
teaching of literature were investigated. After observing six English teachers at five Catholic
high schools, findings were studied, compared, and contrasted for their theological content as it
pertained to the Catholic religion. The ways that teachers engaged the powers of students’ souls
(intellect, will, memory, imagination, and emotions) during instruction were noted.
The results indicated that the teachers planned lessons that integrated religious and moral
topics into their class discussions, improvised and shared comments about the literature
reflecting their personal Catholic perspectives during instruction, or avoided all religious topics
that arose during class. Engagement of the powers of the soul other than the intellect was rarely
planned, but at times evolved during instruction.
Further research is warranted in order to consider the ways that literary topics manifest
themselves for consideration in Catholic high school religion classes. Cross-curricular efforts
between religion and English teachers could be considered as well. Studies of students’ attitudes
concerning reflection of literature from a Catholic perspective would assist English teachers in
preparing lessons that would encourage adolescents to apply Catholic teachings to the topics of
literature that include metaphysical themes and considerations.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Literature and the New Evangelization
Pope John Paul II believed that the Holy Spirit directed Vatican Council II and that the
decisions made for the Catholic Church’s future during that meeting were very important if
people around the world were to understand that “man is the way of the Church” (John Paul,
1979, p. 65). For this reason he initiated the New Evangelization during his pontificate to help
people better understand and teach the truths of Sacred Scripture and Sacred Tradition according
to the Magisterium or teaching authority of the Catholic Church. “He called for new ‘ardor,
methods and expression’ of evangelization, ones that engage the present-day culture and modern
man” (USCCB, 2012). The Catholic Church is the Body of Christ. Sacred Scripture teaches that
Christ loves the members of His Body unconditionally and that they can participate in His love
through the Church. Deepening this relationship, this communion with God is the intent of the
New Evangelization. With zeal and vibrancy, Pope John Paul II wanted authentic teaching about
God to penetrate people’s understanding of truth so that they could, with St. Augustine, call Him
“O Thou Beauty, of ancient days, yet ever new” (Pusey, 1949, p. 221). Through the New
Evangelization, Catholic Church leaders encourage catechists and teachers to use new analogies
and metaphors for teaching the fullness of Catholicism in keeping with the teachings of Vatican
Council II in the twenty-first century. They also encourage deeper conversation concerning the
life of the Catholic Church in the fullness of life lived in the world.
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Pope Benedict XVI and Pope Francis have continued the initiative of the New
Evangelization, contributing ideas about education and catechesis that are important from their
perspectives. Although references to the impact of literature in the lives of people are not of
primary importance in Vatican Council II: the Conciliar and Post Conciliar Documents or
referenced often in writings about the New Evangelization, the important cultural contribution to
society of literature is not overlooked by Pope John Paul II or the popes who have followed him.
Since “the Pastoral Constitution on the Church Modern World, Gaudium et Spes” (Peachey,
2011, p. 8) referred to the great importance of literature to the life of the Church, each Pope since
the Council has commented on the ways that literature and Catholic culture interact. As an
author, playwright, and poet, Pope John Paul II wrote to help maintain Polish culture during a
time when invading countries tried to rob his homeland of its identity. As a German theologian,
Pope Benedict XVI saw the need to contrast depictions of evil and sin in literature devoid of
Christian symbolism with hope and beauty in such a way that the darkness is not ignored, but
confronted with the recognition of Christ’s suffering and redeeming love. Pope Francis, a former
Spanish literature teacher, has offered to teachers and students his own interpretation of the role
that literature should have in education, recognizing the fact that people need to be discerning
readers who apply their Catholic beliefs to what they read.
Purpose and Significance of this Study
The purpose of this study is to consider how Catholic diocesan high school English
teachers use the Catholic worldview when they teach literature. They are working in high
schools where they are free to integrate Catholic literary analysis into their pedagogy as a means
of expanding their students’ experiences of what they learn about literature with what they know
and learn about Catholicism. This integrated academic pursuit has potential to become a point of
reference for learning about many literary traditions included in their studies during English class
2

and a way to deepen their spiritual lives. Teachers can help their students engage the powers of
their souls while they learn to appreciate literature as an important academic subject in its own
right. They can also help them to focus the “Catholic optic” (Weigel, 2004, p. 10), an animated
appreciation of Catholic culture and intellectual tradition, that they are cultivating while they
participate in the Catholic educational tradition and apply it to their literary studies.
While reflecting on the seventy benchmarks included in the National Standards and
Benchmarks for Effective Catholic Elementary and Secondary Schools (Ozar & Weitzel-O’Neill,
2012), I realized that the six listed below pertained specifically to ways that literary and religious
studies should be integrated in Catholic high schools:
2.4)

The school’s Catholic Identity requires excellence in academic and intellectual
formation in all subjects including religious education.

2.5)

Faculty uses the lenses of Scripture and the Catholic intellectual tradition in all
subjects to help students think critically and ethically about the world around
them.

7.1)

The curriculum adheres to appropriate, delineated, standards, and is vertically
aligned to insure that every student successfully completes a rigorous and
coherent sequence of academic courses based on the standards and rooted in
Catholic values.

7.2)

Standards are adopted across the curriculum and include integration of the
religious, spiritual, moral, and ethical dimensions of learning all subjects.

7.3)

Curriculum and instruction for twenty-first century learning provide students with
knowledge, understanding, and skills to become creative, reflective, literate,
critical, and moral evaluators, problem solvers, decision makers, and socially
responsible global citizens.
3

7.9)

Faculty and professional support staff demonstrate and continuously improve
knowledge and skills necessary for effective instruction, cultural sensitivity, and
modeling of Gospel values. (Ozar & Weitzel-O’Neill, 2012)

These benchmarks highlight academic characteristics of Catholic diocesan high schools
that are easier stated than implemented. With those six benchmarks in mind, I realized how the
expression “Catholic intellectual tradition” was vague, could be interpreted as a cognitive pursuit
only, and needed spiritual explication for the sake of crafting the questions to guide my research.
When I heard a facilitator at the Common Core Catholic Identity Initiative Project Unit Design
Workshop in June 2013 refer to George Weigel’s use of the expression Catholic optic in Letters
to a Young Catholic (2004), I realized that Weigel was articulating the cultural experience of the
Catholic religion that in the twenty-first century many people have not experienced or discerned.
Keeping in mind that Catholic experience as well as Catholic knowledge influence learning, I
asked the following research questions: How is the charism (i.e., specific character and unique
expression of Catholicism) of each school reflected in each class that I observed? How does the
Catholic optic inform Catholic high school English teachers’ literature pedagogy? How do
Catholic high school English teachers address their students to encourage the exercise of the
powers of their souls in the study of literature?
Personal Experience
This study interested me because what I learned in religion class at a Catholic high
school, even though I was not Catholic, offered me a distinct, ideological perspective on life that
I applied to the literature that I read. When I was an eleventh grader in 1976, I decided to write
an essay for an English assignment on the topic of the timeless message of To Kill a
Mockingbird (Lee, 1960). My teacher told me that it would be difficult to defend my argument.
She said that with the passing of time after the Civil Rights Movement, the novel was slowly
4

losing its popularity and its relevance. In my essay I argued that the novel could become a classic
because it was not just a novel of regional interest condemning racism, but that it illustrated the
virtue of justice lived nobly by Atticus and Calpurnia, whom the reader came to know through
the eyes of a child. Scout, the daughter of Atticus and charge of Calpurnia, did not understand
injustice nor allow it to complicate her life. Her simple narration highlighted the beauty of virtue
in the lives of Tom Robinson and Bo Radley in the midst of ignorance and fear. My English
teacher’s comment on the novel’s declining relevance did not stand the test of time. I would not
have framed my essay in that way had I not learned about the cardinal virtues of justice,
prudence, fortitude, and temperance in religion class.
What I was learning in religion class addressed matters of my soul. One way of
ruminating over what I learned was by applying it to the literature that I read. At the same time
that I applied religion to my interpretations of literature, I noticed that some of my teachers
avoided religious considerations in our study of literature. Maybe they followed the maxim to
avoid conversations concerning religion and politics, or maybe they felt poorly prepared to make
such applications with us in class. Later I heard friends and students who attended other Catholic
high schools speak fondly of English teachers who inspired them to love literature. One friend of
mine claimed that she was inspired to work for Catholic Charities after college because of the
way her eleventh grade English teacher helped her to study and understand Bleak House (Storey,
1987). Her love for Catholic social teaching began, not in her high school religion class, but
through the way her high school English teacher taught a Dickens novel. It seemed to me that all
English teachers in Catholic high schools could strengthen the Catholic identity of their schools
and could help their students comprehend what often seemed to them the complexities of the
religion’s dogma and praxis if they allowed for a Catholic interpretation of the literature in their
teaching. Doing so would not undermine their ability to prepare their students for successful
5

completion of standardized tests or for the rigors of college English classes but instead would
deepen their analytical skills.
Years later when I taught religion in Catholic high schools, it surprised me that some of
my students whom I thought would enjoy the study of literature in English class were vocal
about their dislike of it. Sometimes I would use examples from novels or short stories to
illustrate a virtue, a vice, or a moral dilemma. My students had never considered literature that
way before. They felt in general that they had to read literature because it was the subject of their
writing assignments. They analyzed themes and symbols; they looked for conventions within
literary works as a means to an end: the completion of an essay—a grade. This clinical, linear
drill without soulful consideration seemed to me to undermine the reason why novels, short
stories, and poems were written, and it kept my students from enjoying literature. They also
seemed to disregard opportunities to engage the powers of their souls in the discussion of
literature and to introduce a Catholic interpretation (amongst others) into their readings of what
they studied. It seemed that one safe way for adolescents to consider ideas that were very
different from their own, or from what they knew, was to examine them in the literature that they
read. They could examine the descriptions of the ways that characters thought and acted. They
could contrast what they read with the way that they viewed and experienced life. Reading and
discussing literature could lend them perspective that could help them understand more about
themselves and others. Instead, they honed five paragraph essays.
As I began to study for my doctorate in secondary English education after teaching for
over twenty-five years, I was in a couple of classes composed of graduate and undergraduate
students who were in their twenties. As we learned how to help our future students develop
reading skills so that they could enjoy literature and discuss it as well as write about it, some of
my classmates and I were amazed at how interesting the lessons could be. We were learning how
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to animate texts and teach our students to do so, too. Our instructors did not put it in so many
words, but they were showing us how to liberate the powers of our souls and the souls of our
students to animate printed pages and make connections between ideas and life. Their instruction
went beyond cognition, aiming to animate hearts and souls and not just instruct minds.
At that time, I kept thinking about what seemed to me should be important in Catholic
education—encouraging students to make relevant connections between religion and literature. If
Harper Lee and many other authors engaged the powers of the souls of their readers to interest
them in their novels, it seemed that teachers in Catholic high school English classes could assist
their students in cultivating the skills that they needed to engage the Catholic optic, which
utilizes all the powers of the soul when a person engages them in interpreting life, as literary
analysis. Harper Lee engaged more than the intellect in sharing Scout’s perspective with her
readers. She set the stage for souls to be enkindled not just through the intellect, but through
memory, imagination, and emotions as readers willed to be engaged through her words to
participate in the lives of the characters.
Catholic high school English teachers could introduce their students to a deeper
experience of reading literature if they encouraged their students to keep in mind what they were
learning about the Catholic religion to focus the powers of the soul as they read. In fact, when I
read To Kill a Mockingbird with a Catholic optic, applying what I learned about justice in
religion class, I saw the theme of justice running through the novel in a way that I had not
noticed before. I learned lessons about justice that transcended Maycomb and could be applied
anywhere, any time. It seemed that the Catholic optic could be taught just as other reading
practices were taught. Literature teachers could encourage their students to employ critical
assessments of ideological, theological, and philosophical ideas found in the literature or
consider why those ideas were absent from it as they considered the texts they studied. This
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formative assessment would encourage students to apply their understanding of Catholicism to
literature and delve into the ramifications that the teachings of the Gospel and Catholic doctrine
and tradition have outside of religion class.
Application of Theory
While I watched what was happening in the Adolescent Literature and Improving
Reading in Secondary School courses, I participated in the classes myself and read essays and
books by Carol Jago (2011b) and Mike Rose (2005). They wrote about the ways that they
learned and taught. They were not stuffy, clinical teachers. They reflected a zeal for secondary
English education that inspired and reminded me of the zeal that I had for teaching religion. It
seemed to me that while they taught in secular schools, they taught to the powers of the soul;
their work reflected concern for the spirit as well as the mind. There was something more to what
they taught than what my religion students’ English teachers taught. I found out that Jago and
Rose had attended Catholic high schools and had been inspired by teachers who engaged not just
their intellects but also their wills, memories, imaginations, and emotions as they taught them.
Teaching in the public sector, Jago and Rose would not speak of the Catholic optic, but as
beneficiaries of it, they utilized the powers of the soul in a secular context as they taught their
students. There was a difference in their understanding of and approach to secondary English
education compared to that of the Catholic high school English teachers with whom I had
worked.
When Jago (2011a) and Rose (2005), both now university professors of education, wrote
about the study of literature, they incorporated such words as “imagination” (Jago, 2011a, p. 338;
Rose, 2009, p. 27), “hearts” (Jago, 2011a, p. 341; Rose, 2009, p. 27) “desire,” (Jago, 2011a, p.
342), and “emotion” (Rose, 2009, p. 27), as they discussed what is necessary to encourage a
“vital experience of literature” (Jago, 2011a, p. 340) in the lives of students. They relied on
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terminology that references affective and spiritual learning strategies as well as cognitive ones
(Buchanan & Hyde, 2008, p. 310). They depended on ancient and medieval definitions to
describe how adolescents should be encouraged and nurtured to accept the challenge to read and
relish literature. Rose (2009) wrote, “We don’t see words like emotion or imagination, or for that
matter, identity in our education policy. They are not the language of rigor, of education science”
(p. 27). These words referring to the powers of the soul are frequently used in Catholic and
secular tradition, since they defined aspects of people’s interior life, and reading can involve the
interiority and subjectivity of the soul as well as the objective rationality of the mind. Jago and
Rose realized that teaching and learning involved all the powers of the soul, not just the mind or
intellect. They also realized that love of literature is a matter of the heart, too. Jago explained,
I believe that the topics students in Catholic high schools consider in religion classes can
often be discussed in literature classrooms. How could any serious conversation about
Crime and Punishment not address issues of right and wrong, what it means to ‘step over’
into sin, and the power of redemption? (personal correspondence, 2013)
These words referenced intangible human realities that were difficult to define. Their existence
eluded concrete definitions, but it was important to attempt to identify and define them because
they needed to be addressed in the pursuit of meaningful education that leads to lifelong learning.
When Rose (2005) wrote about his high school English teacher Jack McFarland, he
described a dedicated teacher who cherished “Western intellectual history…We learned about
Greek philosophy, about Dante, the Elizabethan world view, the Age of Reason, existentialism”
(p. 33). The respect that McFarland commanded from his students allowed him to share with
them a prep school curriculum. “Tomfoolery, not to mention assault, had no place in the world
he was trying to create for us, and instinctively everyone knew that” (Rose, 2005, p.33). Then
Rose (2005) described the way that McFarland impacted him through his teaching: “He gave me
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a way to feel special by using my mind…and something inside me that I wasn’t quite aware of
responded to that” (p. 34). Rose (2005) differentiated between his mind “and something inside”
(p. 34) himself that he is not “quite aware of” (p. 34). I suspect that MacFarland moved Rose’s
soul by igniting his imagination and emotions through the use of his mind.
While Rose analyzed his experience from his vantage point as a student, Jago reflected
on her Catholic school experience’s impact on her, not as a student then, but as a teacher now.
Jago quoted Wayne Booth, “… [teachers] make converts, they make souls that have been turned
around to face a given way of being and move the world” (p. 61). Then Jago wrote of her goals
as she teaches literature,
That’s what I want to do: make converts. I suppose the fourteen years I spent in Catholic
schools may have something to do with this, but I see it as my mission in life to turn
students into readers whose way of moving in the world is somehow shaped by literature.
(Jago, 2011b, p. 61)
Rose (2005) and Jago (2011b) implied that their Catholic school experiences animated their very
souls, their hearts, and their minds. It was evident that the pedagogical styles that define them as
extraordinary educators made room for mystery as they taught and inspired students to learn.
As eternal questions are considered in Catholic high school religion classrooms, the
application of these questions surface in English classes as literature is read and studied. Booth
as quoted by Jago (2011b) emphasized the fact that motivated students will exceed their
literature teachers’ expectations in the classroom when they are inspired to understand literature
with their hearts and souls, not just through their cognitive abilities. It seems that the Catholic
high school is the perfect setting for putting these expectations into play. Students’ experiences
of literature should be both individual and communal. “For Christianity, a world centered on the
ego must give way to a world centered on the other(s). And in this process, the ethos of the
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school is always at least as important as its curriculum and teaching methods” (Caldecott, 2012,
p. 35). Whole class discussions that ponder the ramifications of philosophical and theological
ideas at work in literature, or at work in the criticism of literature, encourage students to move
beyond isolation as Rose did. It also allows adolescents to view religion as a liberating force so
their faith lives mature and become more meaningful, looking to the spirit of the Beatitudes for
inspiration, not just the Ten Commandments for restrictions.
Simone Weil (1959) wrote in “Reflections on the Right Use of School Studies” that
“attentive concentration on that which is sought and desired unites teacher and pupil through the
‘third’ which is the living truth (the content, if you like) not yet possessed and yet somehow
invisibly present, implicit in the relationship itself” (p. 3). Weil claimed that this experience
could be joyous and a beginning for the spiritual life because it made room for God to captivate a
person’s soul as the person desires to learn more about the truth (Weil, 1959). Literary
conventions serve to unite us in interpretations of symbols and signification; however, literary
works speak to the individual heart in ways that integrate the mystery of God at work in the
world and in our souls. Although at times the words heart and soul are used interchangeably, the
heart is sometimes defined as the inner sanctum of the soul. Helping adolescents to share what
they learn in religion class through analysis of the literature they read for English class could be
the quintessential academic experience as hearts speak to hearts in logical, reasonable ways,
heightening intellectual pursuits and building community.
When English teachers instruct students in Catholic high schools to use all the powers of
their souls in making cross-curricular connections between religion and literature, students can
unfold their own mysteries in union with God (Weil, 1959). They ignite an interest in life and in
the life to come among their students, preparing their hearts to love God better. Then students
learn to go to the “peripheries” (Beckett, 2006, p. 623), studying the literature, but also
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considering it “in the light of Christ” (Beckett, 2006, p. 623). Students can learn to consider their
thoughts alone or volley them creatively with others. Reading can be like the spiritual life;
students can constantly learn to comprehend more as they read just as they can become more
spiritually alert and perceptive as they grow in the sacramental life. “The primary proximate goal
of the Catholic secondary school should be truth, whole and entire…Truth comes into the mind
by many and varied channels, through intuition, revelation, grace, and abstraction”
(Lee, 1963, p. 65). “Thus there are no strictly secular subjects or secular truths. Neither does all
truth flow from formerly labeled Catholic sources. St. Thomas [Aquinas] said, ‘Take truth where
you find it, anywhere, anywhere at all’” (Lee, 1963, p. 65). Truth can always be found, according
to the Catholic tradition, although sometimes after extensive mining, in high school literature
classes.
As adolescents “learn to be critical and evaluative” (Miller, 2006, p. 50), the Catholic
religion “provides young people with the essential principles for critique and evaluation” (Miller,
2006, p. 51) and teachers help them to gain confidence in the application of their faith as they
consider what they read. The document Lay Catholics in Schools: Witnesses to Faith issued by
the Sacred Congregation for Catholic Education (1982) in Rome stated,
An organic, critical, and value-oriented communication of culture clearly includes the
communication of truth and knowledge; while doing this, a Catholic teacher should
always be alert for opportunities to initiate the appropriate dialogue between culture and
faith – two things which are intimately related – in order to bring the interior synthesis of
the student to this deeper level (p. 29).
Planning for these opportunities is challenging work.
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This Study
As I observed Catholic diocesan high school English teachers, I wanted to see if they
used the six benchmarks as a structure of teaching and if they incorporated the Catholic optic
into their instruction. I also wanted to see if they planned instruction and developed opportunities
engaging all five powers of their students’ souls or if they primarily addressed the intellect as the
power of their students’ minds when they taught literature. If they did help their students to focus
the Catholic optic during their study of literature, I was interested in learning of the students’
responses to the ways that Catholic doctrine was applied or contrasted to important literary
themes. This dissertation explored the ways that six English teachers whom I observed
approached the teachings of Catholic religion and religious themes as they taught literature.
In “Learning Beyond the Surface: Engaging the Cognitive, Affective and Spiritual
Dimensions within the Curriculum,” Buchanan and Hyde (2008) noted in a study they conducted
that, when teachers integrated “the affective, spiritual, and cognitive” (p. 311) dimensions of
instruction and learning, students are totally involved in what they learn. While “the whole
person” was engaged in learning, “transformative learning experiences”
(Buchanan & Hyde, 2008, p. 317) take place. Although their research is carried out in religion
classes, Buchanan and Hyde believed that activities incorporating affective, cognitive, and
spiritual dimensions of teaching and learning could be implemented in other subject areas. In
their final analysis they referred to earlier research recognizing that students “seldom learn solely
within any one dimension of learning” (Buchanan & Hyde, 2008, p. 314).
Alluded to by educators, yet rarely mentioned directly, Jago (2011a) believed that
engaging the powers of the soul contributed to meaningful learning. It would follow then, if
Catholicism meaningfully permeates curricula in what I am calling the Catholic optic, students
will contextualize their faith as they study literature. The lessons from religion classes applied to
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discussions of literature in English classes would highlight the reality of religion. Just as
examples from literature can illustrate the moral dilemmas that lessons in religion classes define
for adolescents, Catholic exegesis offers interpretations or analyses of literature not found in
most literary criticism.
During my observations at the high schools I visited, it seemed that the administrators,
faculty, staff, and students at each school identified themselves in community as Catholics in
various ways, sometimes emphasizing their communities of faith more so than in the Catholic
content of their academic pursuits. Because of this observation, I asked the question, How is the
charism of each school reflected in each class that I observed? Over 40 years ago, an article
entitled “New Concept of Catholic Education” was published in the magazine The Priest (Green,
1971). Not a scholarly or peer-reviewed journal, the insights that Green shared with his readers
in nine pages reflected the challenges that Catholic school educators still face today. “[The
Catholic school] has an obligation to prepare each of its students to live a sacral life in a secular
society and to extend his sacral life to the rest of society” (Green, 1971, p. 12). Academic rigor
should bolster students’ faith lives in the midst of their daily activities. “It is precisely in the
Gospel of Christ, taking root in the minds and lives of the faithful, that the Catholic school finds
its definition” (Sacred Congregation for Catholic Education, 1977, section 9).
In this qualitative study of literary instruction at five diocesan high schools in different
regions of the United States, I observed six units of study taught in six classrooms to see how the
Catholic optic was employed in teaching. Besides recording the instruction and discussions, I
recorded interviews with the teachers and three students from each class. My transcriptions and
field notes allowed me to separate my positive feelings of Catholic identity at work in the school
communities from the rare use of the Catholic optic at work in the English classrooms. In asking
the question, How does the Catholic optic inform Catholic high school teachers’ literature
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pedagogy? through the case studies completed, I noted ways that English teachers assisted their
students to “transfer knowledge” (Trafford, 1998, p. 14) and apply it in their literary “learning
experience” (Trafford, 1998, p. 17) so that what they learn in religion class enlightens their
“spiritual and academic quest” (p. 17) in English class. In the interviews with students, I
investigated whether they believed that what they learned enhanced the “Catholic character”
(Trafford, 1998, p. 19) of their studies as a whole without violating the “autonomy” (Trafford,
1998, p. 19) of the academic discipline.
I found that when the Catholic optic was utilized in the classrooms, it was done so
charitably and rudimentarily. By tracing in my review of literature the history of Catholic
education from the beginning of the 1900s until the publication of the National Standards and
Benchmarks for Effective Catholic Elementary and Secondary Schools (NSBECS) (Ozar &
Weitzel-O’Neill, 2012), I attempted to identify reasons why integrating the Catholic optic with
the study of literature was challenging. By referencing the work of Jago (2011b) and Rose
(2005), I had hoped to illustrate the ways that the Catholic high school English teachers whom I
observed compared to their claims that literature should be read with the heart as well as the
mind. By summarizing the theological points that Aquinas, a thirteenth century theologian and
philosopher made about the powers of the human soul, I tried to validate an unempirical means
of describing ways that metaphysical realities impact learning by asking the question, How do
Catholic high school English teachers address their students to encourage the exercise of the
powers of their souls in the study of literature?
The findings reflected the ways that English teachers tried to engage the powers of their
students’ souls as they instructed their students in conventional settings using conventional
methods. While believing in the powers of the soul and their importance, the teachers who
claimed to incorporate the Catholic optic into their literary studies did so reservedly. It seemed
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that the use of the Catholic optic lacked depth in application and was reserved to specific issues
such as topics of contrast with theology of the body. For the teachers whom I observed, the
Catholic optic was definitional as opposed to philosophical and ideological. As far as the powers
of the soul were concerned, teachers attempted to engage the lesser powers to lead to intellectual
endeavors which oftentimes did not materialize. They did not seem to believe that intellectual
content presented well could engage the other powers of the soul.
The practice of engaging all of the powers of the soul was not so obvious in most of the
observations that I made, but in some student interviews it seemed that these students were using
the powers of their souls to experience the literature they read in class even if their teachers did
not encourage them to do so. These students believed that religion extended into every facet of
life and included important ramifications for the study of different academic subjects. Even
non-Catholic students interviewed believed that Catholic perspective was a legitimate and
valuable way to view and interpret literature, knowing that it is not the only way that literature is
viewed or interpreted, but it is important that it factors in as part of education in a Catholic
school.
The study of literature has the potential to impress the hearts and souls of adolescents
favorably or negatively. In an essay entitled “On Fictions and Gospel,” Thomas Howard (2007)
wrote, “This is the paradox about stories: they seem to lead us away into imaginary regions, but
they have an unsettling way of discovering for us the immediate place where we are” (p. 9). The
study of literature is not necessary for salvation, but for some students it can become the catalyst
for deeper experiences of life.
High school English teachers expect their students to become competent, discerning
readers and competent writers. In Catholic high schools, teachers and administrators have an
added obligation of challenging students to discern the life of Christ at work in the world, in the
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Church, and in themselves. Classes in the humanities especially speak to students’ hearts and
souls, whether offered in secular or sacral settings (Green, 1971). All Catholic school students
have hearts and souls and participate in what is sacral and secular but sometimes fail to
understand any connection between the two in the same ways that students can read words
without comprehending meaning. Acknowledging that truth across the curriculum challenges
Catholic school teachers to know the truth of their content areas, be pedagogically astute, and
understand the intersection of the subjects that they teach with Catholicism. Just as reading
strategies are taught to high school students to help them better comprehend what they read,
teachers who share the Catholic optic with literature students can help them to understand
connections between what is sacral and secular, transferring knowledge into their hearts.
In this dissertation, Chapter 2 traced the history of Catholic education in the United
States, defined the Catholic optic, and considered its ramifications in the study of literature at
Catholic high schools. Chapter 3 explained the methodology that I incorporated into the research
that I completed. It reflected how I wanted not only to see the application of the Catholic optic to
the interpretation of literary content, but to understand the interaction between instruction and the
appeal that teachers made to students’ powers of the soul. Thinking that there would be a
connection between the engagement of the powers of the soul and deeper penetration of the
literary content, I recorded findings in Chapter 4 that reflected the powers of the soul at play with
minimal application of the Catholic optic focusing on literary content. In Chapter 5 I discussed
those findings and suggested ways to further the study of the Catholic optic applied in Catholic
high school English classrooms.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Catholic Identity in the English Classroom
In 2009, through the auspices of the National Catholic Education Association (NCEA),
an initiative known as the NSBECS began. Published in 2012, NSBECS “provides school
leaders and governing bodies with the necessary framework—credible, consistent, agreed-upon
criteria – to confidently lead truly excellent Catholic schools” (Ozar, 2012, p. 10). These tangible
benchmarks resist centralization as each school community responds to these challenges
individually. One of the designers of NSBECS, Lorraine Ozar (2012), wrote:
A standards-based, learning-focused written curriculum at the local level supplies the
specific directions. At the same time however, specific directions alone can throw us off
and lead to dead ends or undesirable destinations if they are not connected to a good
terrain map. Standards inform local curriculum; local curriculum actualizes standards for
real children in real classrooms (p. 10).
Six benchmarks within the NSBECS have a bearing on the integration of the study of religion
with literature as well as other content areas. These six benchmarks include the integration of
“scripture and the Catholic intellectual tradition in all subjects to help students think critically
and ethically about the world around them” (Ozar & Weitzel-O’Neill, 2012, p. 19). Through the
implementation of the NSBECS, the NCEA wants the Catholic identity of its schools, not only
the state and federal departments of education and academic standards of higher education in the
United States, to drive their curricula. The motivating force of this curricular reform aligns itself
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with common core standards. It is known as the Common Core Catholic Identity Initiative
Project (CCCII), and in the summer of 2012, planning sessions began for grades K-8 and in the
summer of 2013, continued for grades K-8 and, for the first time grades 9-12.
The NCEA committed to this initiative. Planning for CCCII for grades K-12 took place
for three days during the summer of 2013. While K-8 teachers planned age appropriate crosscurricular units, high school teachers designed units covering the themes of Italian Renaissance,
Immigration: Our Struggle and Our Hope, and Greek Tragedy. Committees collaborated in
planning units during the workshop. These units were peer-reviewed by NCEA advisors. The
unit plans were posted on the NSBECS website to serve as models so that diocesan and school
curricula committees can refer to them as training sessions for the implementation of CCCII
continue across the United States. While over two hundred K-8 teachers participated in the
CCCII unit design workshop, only thirteen 9-12 grade teachers volunteered to do so.
Some administrators in Catholic high schools throughout the United States began to
implement NSBECS. The need for NSBECS surprised many people who were unfamiliar with
the history of Catholic education in the United States during the past 50 years. Before the 1960s
very few lay teachers taught in Catholic schools. Almost all of the teachers were priests,
consecrated religious men, and women who dedicated their lives to Catholic education. During
the first half of the twentieth century when the Catholic population in the United States increased
tremendously, bishops throughout the country were challenged to support the demands for
Catholic schools. Pragmatically speaking, more emphasis was placed on the development of
educational physical facilities than on curricular and pedagogical development. Teachers
instructed from textbooks and their own content knowledge. There was no prescribed curriculum
taught throughout the Catholic school system in the United States. Then the liturgical renewals
and changes in some ecclesiastical laws and practices that took place in the Catholic Church after
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the Second Vatican Council coincided with the cultural revolution of the 1960s in the United
States and influenced the composition of Catholic school faculties. The numbers of students in
Catholic schools began to decline. Leaders of Catholic education realized that their schools were
in an identity crisis (Green, 1971). At the beginning of the twenty-first century, there was
agreement among administrators and faculty members in Catholic Schools of Education that
“[Catholic elementary and high school students] are being short-changed and deprived in
substandard and inadequate educational environments” (Garanzini, 2012, p. 8). NSBECS (2012)
provided the framework for “continuous quality improvement, examination of best practices and
reflection on our outcomes...evaluation and redesign” (p. 9). Accountability could not begin until
there was an understanding of the limitations that had developed in integrating what was sacral
and secular in Catholic secondary education.
Catholic educators referred to infusing Catholic identity into the curricula of Catholic
schools (Ozar, 2012), but there were no studies of ways that Catholic teaching is integrated into
the English curriculum of high schools. In his article “Narrative Theology in the High School
Classroom: Teaching Theology through Literature,” Father Louis DelFra (2005) outlined a
course of study for a year-long elective course, but he did not research the impact of Catholic
exegesis that was occurring in high school literature classes. He referred to ways that
“non-sacred literature is used to augment Christian revelation and cultivate students’ minds and
imaginations to engage with narrative toward an explicitly catechetical end” (DelFra, 2005,
p. 348), but he did not explain how or give examples of ways this augmentation takes place.
Individual Catholic high school religion and English teachers throughout the United States have
probably designed similar elective courses that supplement the academic requirements at their
schools and strengthen students’ experiences of the faith by drawing connections between what
they study and what they believe. These courses could become models for curricular design
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throughout the United States, but for many educators the academic void goes unnoticed, because
they do not realize that there is a void. For there to be an understanding of the potential for
instruction in this regard, the void must be defined. The history of Catholic education in the
United States, the role of the soul in learning, and the formation of students’ “Catholic optic”
(Weigel, 2004, p. 10) should be considered.
Catholic Schools in the United States
Catholic schools helped students retain their faith in a pluralistic society. Churches took
great pride in the schools they sponsored in the nineteenth century, and tuition was rarely
charged or inexpensive. Catholic schools were staffed by priests and consecrated religious men
and women. The clerical spirit of service allowed an immigrant population to come into its own
in a foreign culture. It seemed as if all Catholic schools would always have faculties of priests,
religious Sisters, and religious Brothers. Father Thomas E. Shields, an instructor of education at
The Catholic University of America in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, believed
that lay teachers would never be a part of the Catholic school experience in the United States
(Kolesnik & Power, 1965).
The Church finds that her educational aims are best achieved through the organization of
her teachers into religious communities which are governed by the counsels of perfection,
and it is hard to see how she could have achieved her results any other way.
(Kolesnik & Power, 1965, p. 38).
His comment reflected that Church leaders did not plan for the future because of the demanding,
immediate needs to educate the increasing Catholic population of school-aged children.
Catholic historians have recorded the role that Catholic schools played in the lives of
millions of Americans from a perspective of social justice and Catholic identity. Many people
from many different cultures needed help, and the Catholic Church provided that help through
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parishes that encouraged isolation from a Protestant environment. Just as during World War I,
high school students of promise were encouraged to postpone their last year of secondary school
to teach in one–room country public schools throughout rural areas in the United States because
many teachers had enlisted in the armed services; Catholic schools enlisted young consecrated
religious women without any teaching experience to teach in their classrooms. These Sisters
were ill-prepared to teach students to read and write, but they did the best that they could in their
classrooms. For decades, Catholic education in the United States functioned in terms of survival,
and students’ academic sustenance was not pedagogically enriched. The basics were taught from
textbooks published by Catholic educational companies. From 1850 until 1920 English was the
second language of almost 50% of the students and some of their teachers in urban areas (Walch,
2003). Untrained teachers, the vast majority of whom were consecrated religious women, guided
their students through the rudiments of reading, writing, arithmetic, and religion—what became
known as the 4 R’s.
In the early 1900s, leaders in education departments at universities such as Notre Dame
and The Catholic University of America realized that religious congregations of Sisters had to
invest considerable amounts of time and effort into their formation programs since so many
young women were entering religious life. These congregations did not have the programs to
train their young Sisters for classroom teaching. While the demands of the teaching apostolate in
the Catholic Church’s schools were becoming greater, training programs for these Sisters were
devised so that the Sisters could be trained during the summers and in teachers’ normal schools,
accredited by Catholic universities which allowed the classes to be offered within the convents.
Before that time seasoned consecrated religious women teachers gave encouragement and guided
young Sisters as they entered the classrooms as teachers for the very first time. With teachers’
manuals in hand, they took control of their classrooms (Walch, 2003).
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This pragmatic approach to teaching served its secondary purpose very well, but officials
in institutions of higher learning realized that the primary goals of education were not met and
worked to secure the proper approach to curriculum development in Catholic schools. Some of
these college professors took the teachings of John Dewey and baptized them for adoption in
Catholic schools. Sometimes these ideas could be implemented in Catholic school classrooms,
but often, because of the large numbers of students and limited space, traditional classroom
practices were maintained. Innovative curriculum implementation took place in private Catholic
schools owned by religious congregations who fashioned their schools’ curricula to form elite
students to be leaders in secular society (Hughes, 1910). These schools charged tuition and
expected that their students would attend college. These students would become the adults who,
although sometimes shunned by established social circles throughout the United States, would
use their wealth and position in Catholic society to aid the bishops in building more schools to
serve the growing Catholic population (Walch, 2003).
All too often the rich heritage of the Catholic literary tradition was neglected while the
Catholic Faith was supported through attention to detail concerning literacy and catechetics. In
Book Three, American Profile, of The Catholic High School Literature Series published in 1944,
Sister Mary Theresa Brentano (1944), one of the editors of the series wrote of the marginalized
position of Catholics in the United States. She stated, “Neither in the present nor in the past has
there been a body of Catholic writing commensurate with the numerical strength of Catholicism
and the splendor of its revealed truth largely because there has not been a ready and eager
Catholic audience” (Brentano, 1944, p. viii). This statement implied that most Catholics in the
United States in the nineteenth and first half of the twentieth centuries because of their
marginalized status as or children of immigrants in this country, had little time to cultivate their
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desires for reading and instead worked hard to survive and make homes for themselves in this
country.
By the 1950s, Catholics knew the spiritual support of their Church as they integrated
socially and politically in cities and communities around the United States. Many American
Catholics began moving from cities to the suburbs and “after the big waves of Catholic
immigration had moved through the ethnic neighborhoods and joined the great American middle
class, the logic on which these schools were founded rapidly faded, and Catholics turned away
from them in droves” (Baker & Riordan, 1998, p. 17). The contribution that Catholic schools
could make, “that of the confessional school which seeks a synthesis of faith and culture and
looks to sustain and develop the faith community, together with the home and parish, to transmit
a specific Catholic vision of life” (Morris, 1997, p. 379), seemed unimportant before the cultural
turmoil of the 1960s. “Catholic schools in the 1950’s did not brim with academic innovation or
exploration; they were coarsely ritualistic and academically limited” (Baker & Riordan, 1998,
p. 20). The spiritual needs of American Catholics were changing. They needed to have a
comprehensive and integrated understanding of natural law and history to ground their studies of
literature so that they could interact among people of other denominations and religions
intelligently and confidently. The safe haven of Catholic ghettos no longer sheltered the
intellects of American Catholics, and they were ill-prepared to face the scrutiny of people
ignorant of Catholic teaching (Green, 1971). The Catholic school system’s religion curriculum
did not grow commensurately with the experience of its population; therefore, gaps developed in
many Catholics’ understanding of the complementarity of faith and reason.
Aggiornamento and the Cultural Revolution in the United States
In the early 1960s, Pope John XXIII anticipated the desire for renewal (which was
referred to as Aggiornamento, the Italian word for bringing up to date) that society yearned to
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have and called for all Catholic bishops around the world to attend a Church council that would
complete the unfinished business of the First Vatican Council (Crocker, 2001). The Second
Vatican Council itself outlined a renewal in the Catholic Church implemented in some dioceses
around the world. Notably, when he was Cardinal Archbishop of Krakow, Poland, Pope John
Paul II successfully implemented the initiatives of the Second Vatican Council in his archdiocese
(Weigel, 2010).
The secular cultural revolution that defined the 1960s in many Western countries
complicated the implementation of the Second Vatican Council. Because of the philosophical
turmoil that surrounded the times, people sometimes confused the Church’s mission in the world
with the changes taking place in secular society. There were misunderstandings and
misrepresentations concerning the teachings of the Second Vatican Council (Crocker, 2001). The
aftermath of the Council was a time of confusion in the United States in general and the Catholic
Church in particular. These misunderstandings in the Church coincided with the relative
affluence and ease that many American Catholics had gained for the first time since their
families had immigrated to the United States decades earlier. Material prosperity eased the
demands placed on them and complacency allowed for secular attitudes to take root in their lives
according to Walch (2003). The secularization of society and the cultural revolution initiated
bewilderment among American Catholics and in their parishes. The cult of Catholicism lost its
appeal for many members of the Church. Priests, Sisters, and Brothers asked for dispensations
from their vows (Grant & Hunt, 1992, p. 198). Educational leaders were confused by the
situation in which the Catholic Church found herself; therefore, confusion escalated among the
lay faithful.
As more lay people began to teach in Catholic schools, Catholic school administrators
sought state accreditation so their teachers would be able to accumulate years of service that
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could be applied to their retirement benefits if they transferred into the public sector (McLellan,
2000). Then Catholic schools were encouraged or required to adopt state-approved textbooks.
Before the early 1970s, Catholic textbooks—like the Loyola grammar series—were adopted by
the vast majority of diocesan school systems and studied by Catholic school students. Religion
textbooks were not under scrutiny by these secular accrediting agencies, but other academic
textbooks were. Without the Catholic content in the textbooks, teachers were ill prepared to
integrate their subjects with Catholic history and literature. Without teachers’ editions that
included Catholic commentary, lay teachers found it time-consuming and difficult to supplement
their studies with Catholic teaching (Green, 1971). Since most lay teachers attended secular
colleges or universities, their formal education in Catholic theology ended in high school while
their formal education in the content areas that they would teach continued.
Lay women and men were hired to teach in Catholic schools, filling positions once held
by priests and consecrated religious women and men (McLellan, 2000). Possibly feeling inferior
to the priests and consecrated religious whose places they were taking, lay teachers
underestimated their ability to understand theological and moral themes in their content areas.
For example, an English teacher, not understanding The Pardoner’s practice of selling
indulgences in Canterbury Tales, would refrain from addressing or poorly explain the Catholic
Church’s teaching of the forgiveness of temporal punishment due to sin so to contrast it with The
Pardoner’s unorthodox practices. Teachers integrated Catholic themes throughout the content
areas less so that, “by and large, [curricula] followed the pattern of teaching and learning set in
the secular schools” (Green, 1971, pp. 9-10).
Because the foundation of the Catholic parochial and diocesan school system in the
United States was a reaction to a need more than the implementation of a plan in many regions of
the United States, Catholic diocesan high schools prioritized adoption of high school English
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curriculum that helped students transition into mainstream America. They would be familiar with
the same literature that their non-Catholic peers knew. Consideration of the theological and
philosophical ramifications of the literature they read and wrote about did not enter into the
instruction they received (Green, 1971). While ideals of critical and multicultural education were
intrinsic to the tenets of the Catholic Faith, their integration into the English curriculum in
Catholic diocesan high schools was not a part of a curricular plan (Walch, 2003). The English
curriculum remained pragmatic and utilitarian, mirroring the curriculum of non-Catholic high
schools and the assessment standards required throughout the United States (Applebee, 1993,
p. 70).
Although many Catholic educators and parents noted the challenges of secular
acculturation their schools faced in the 1960s, they never agreed upon an academic course of
action for addressing these problems. Albert Koob and Russell Shaw believed that the “Catholic
school crisis” (Walch, 2003, p. 181) should be solved, not by closing schools, but by
transforming them into “elite institutions” (Walch, 2003, p. 181), but school administrators
lacked specific procedures for doing so. As Catholics became more acculturated into American
culture, secular or Protestant, they did not view these perspectives on life as intolerant or
antagonistic of their Catholic beliefs because they had freedom to practice their religion—albeit
major challenges in defending or explaining its teachings to people who questioned their beliefs.
It was an expression of the American experience Catholics viewed positively and wanted to
espouse, not fully realizing the cultural and religious concessions that they were making. Their
parents and grandparents received rudimentary education and instruction in the Catholic faith,
providing them with the skills that they needed to survive. In the generations that followed,
second, third, and fourth generation American Catholics acquired social acceptance because they
had been well educated in Catholic schools and became patriotic, contributing citizens (Walch,
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2003). Gaining affluence made it easy to take for granted the Catholic Church that had protected
their ancestors from racism and religious intolerance. In the 1960s, Church leaders, taken offguard by dissention within the Church after the Second Vatican Council, missed opportunities to
initiate the teachings of the Council within Catholic schools and plan for the needs of Catholics
in their new roles in American society.
Through the last four decades of the twentieth century, the religious education of
adolescents in Catholic high schools did not keep pace with the generational affluence and social
integration that the Catholic population gained in the United States (Youniss, 2000). As the
philosophical trends in secular society challenged contemporary Catholic thought, Catholic
philosophy of education retained its principles, drawing from “notable Catholic thinkers such as
Aquinas, Newman, Maritain, Chesterton, and Lonergan” (McLaughlin, 1996, p. 136) without
adequately addressing “directly matters of current educational concern” (McLaughlin, 1996,
p. 136). Even though these students were segregated in Catholic schools taking religion classes,
the application of the Catholic optic into the instruction that they received in other subjects did
not systematically occur. As a result, students were poorly prepared to deal adequately with
reasonable questions about and challenges to their Catholic faith.
The education that students received in Catholic schools was not keeping pace with
developments in American culture because they were not learned in the Catholic intellectual
tradition or how to focus the Catholic optic. For example, since most Catholic teachers “received
their training in secular universities” and “most Catholic schools in the United States…depend
on the same textbooks and other resources as those used in the public schools” (Field, 2000,
p. 4), the content taught “is decidedly impoverished in the rich heritage and meaning of Christian
faith and culture” (Field, 2000, p. 4). Piety needed to be informed, but even the reform of the
liturgy made it difficult for Catholics to glean from rituals an understanding of the importance of
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their religious heritage. Historian James Hitchcock, in his book The Recovery of the Sacred,
stated,
In thousands of ways what young people have perceived in the Church is a situation of
seemingly boundless confusion, internal conflict, and steady disintegration. They had
pronounced the liturgy and the Church ‘meaningless’ because they had been unable to
obtain from parents, teachers, or clergy a coherent account of what it means to be a
Catholic. (Hitchcock, 2014, p. 5)
This confusion manifested itself in many Catholic high school English classrooms.
Conceptual Framework
The six benchmarks of NSBECS that apply to teaching and learning in content areas,
specifically for the purposes of this study, the teaching of literature, assume that teachers and
students accept God’s role in creation and the Church’s position in manifesting God’s love in the
world. The Catholic optic results from the cultivation of practice of the Catholic religion and
education in it. The benchmarks provide for the integration of the Catholic optic using crosscurricular instruction in academic settings. When teachers engage their students through the
powers of their souls then memory, imagination, and emotions activate more than a mental
reaction to information. Students choose to integrate knowledge into their minds and souls.
Teachers understand that the benchmarks encourage implementation of instructional and reading
strategies that cultivate the affective, spiritual, and cognitive dimensions of students’ abilities to
learn. Figure 1 illustrates the process through which this integrated learning takes place.
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Figure 1

A Conceptual Framework for Catholic High School Literary Analysis

While this conceptual framework shows that God initiates the pursuit of education, the
benchmarks articulate the challenge and outline the “terrain map” (Ozar, p. 10, 2012) that
English teachers should utilize as they learn more about and plan to transmit the Catholic optic.
Since the Catholic optic perceives sensually and spiritually, teachers need to plan ways to
incorporate the senses of the body and the powers of the soul through instructional strategies that
engage students in deep learning of literature. When English teachers instruct their students to
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apply the Catholic optic to the literature they read, they give them opportunities to understand
the application of the Catholic faith to the human condition in its many complexities.
Bishops have organized the Catholic school system in the United States through their
dioceses, so there is not a centralization of organization in the system as there is in the public
sector through the auspices of state and federal departments of education. An initiative such as
NSBECS cannot be enacted as quickly or thoroughly in Catholic high schools throughout the
United States as No Child Left Behind was or Common Core Standards attempted to be. The
autonomy of parish and diocesan schools is honored and respected. Those educators who have
designed the NSBECS want to encourage administrators and teachers on the local level to set
goals for school improvement.
National Standards and Benchmarks for Effective Catholic Elementary and Secondary
Schools were drafted by a national task force of Catholic school educators and
supporters, in communication with the National Catholic Educational Association
(NCEA). The first draft was reviewed by participants at the Chief Administrators of
Catholic Education (CACE) annual conference in October 2010. Using the feedback from
CACE, the task force crafted the second draft for open review at the NCEA national
convention in April 2011. Two sessions were attended by stakeholders representing all
levels of leadership. Following revisions to the second draft, the Task Force invited
selected domain experts, leaders in Catholic education, Bishops, pastors, and other key
stakeholders to provide a final round of feedback on the third draft. A fully vetted and
revised document is now offered to the entire community March 2012.
(Ozar, 2012b, p. 6)
Because of political disagreement concerning Common Core Standards and their
implementation, many Catholic bishops have asked their diocesan school superintendents not to
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participate in CCCII, originally an initiative of NSBECS. The general attitude on the part of
some Catholic educators concerning CCCII is that Catholic schools already instruct students in
effective ways that match or exceed the objectives and goals of the Common Core Standards;
therefore, CCCII is unneeded. For those school communities that have adopted CCCII because
they have separated the politicization of Common Core Standards from the educational reform,
the following goals explain their approach to integrating the Catholic optic into their strategic
plans.
The Common Core Catholic Identity Initiative has two goals:
1) to empower Catholic schools and dioceses to design and direct the implementation of
the Common Core standards within the culture and context of a Catholic school
curriculum
2) to infuse the Common Core standards with the faith/principles/values/social justice
themes inherent in the mission and Catholic identity of the school.
(CCCII, 2013, p. 2)
While many Catholic school teachers were not familiar with NSBECS and even though the
NSBECS are not curriculum content standards, it seemed appropriate to use them in the
framework of my research since their use indicated “how well a school is fulfilling its obligation
to those who benefit from its services (e.g. students, parents/guardians and families, faculty and
staff), to donors and contributors, to the Church, and to civil society” (Ozar, 2012b, p. 6).
Incorporated with the Catholic optic, the six Benchmarks form a realistic conceptual framework.
Catholic Optic
By coining the phrase “Catholic optic,” Weigel (2004, p. 10) wrote that it can be
described in many ways. He described it as “nature and grace, faith and works, Jerusalem and
Athens, faith and reason, charismatic and institutional, visible and invisible” (Weigel, 2004, p.
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10). He mentioned that it can be called “a taste for the analogical as distinguished from some
Protestants’ taste for the dialectical” (Weigel, 2004, p. 10) as the Mass and the sacraments take
precedence over preaching and theological argumentation. In “broadest terms” it is “Catholic
culture” (Weigel, 2004, p. 10). Throughout his book Letters to a Young Catholic, Weigel (2004)
created an appeal to the powers of the soul through the senses. He illustrated with examples the
Catholic Church’s appeal to the soul “aesthetically as well as intellectually, with the emotions as
well as the mind, through friendships and worship and experiences-beyond-words as well as
through arguments and syllogisms” (Weigel, 2004, p. 10). Each letter or chapter in Weigel’s
book described “particular places where this uniquely Catholic way of seeing things comes into
clearer focus” (Weigel, 2004, p. 10). He told stories about the Scavi of St. Peter’s Basilica in
Rome and The Old Cheshire Cheese Pub that G. K. Chesterton frequented. He summarized
Brideshead Revisited and described Chartres Cathedral.
In all that he wrote, Weigel appealed to his readers’ “sacramental imagination” which he
believed is another way to define the Catholic optic. Sacramental imagination, according to
Weigel (2004, p. 86), is “the core Catholic conviction that God saves and sanctifies the world
through the materials of the world” (p. 86). All of the sacraments use tangibles by which
sanctifying grace is conferred. “Water, salt, and oil are the materials of baptism; bread and wine
are the materials of the Eucharist...; and the consummation of marital love completes the vows
exchanged at a Catholic couple’s wedding” (Weigel, 2004, p. 86). The Catholic Church takes
“the ordinary stuff of the world” and uses that material to “bring us into communion with the
truly extraordinary—with God himself” (p. 87). What is sacred is not supposed to be segregated,
but rather appreciated and integrated into our daily lives.
When Catholic education utilizes the Catholic optic, it engages and exercises all of the
powers of the soul through the application of Catholicism in every academic subject to carry out
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its mission. Besides being a religion, “Catholicism is also an optic, a way of seeing things, a
distinctive perception of reality” (Weigel, 2004, p. 10) that can help people live life confidently
in love with God. Since the intellect and the will “do not require corporeal organs…in regard to
the operations themselves” (Torchia, 2008, p. 139), their potential for participation in “sacred
science” (Torchia, 2008, p. 139) adds dimension to academic study in subjects other than
religion. When English teachers engage the powers of the soul, their teaching strategies engage
learning strategies that influence more than cognition. The soul’s role in learning does not have
to be ignored or minimized in Catholic schools, but at times it inadvertently is because of the
impact that Cartesian philosophy has made on the world in which we live today.
When Pope Francis, a Jesuit scholastic at the time, taught young men literature and
psychology at a Catholic high school in the 1960s, he accepted the students’ challenge to study
literature in a bit risky way. Since they did not like reading El Cid and wanted to read more racy
literary works, Pope Francis said that he “decided that they would study El Cid at home and that
in class I would teach the authors the boys liked the most” (Spadaro, 2013, p. 15). His outcomesbased approach covered the required material for the course, but “in an unstructured way. But by
reading these things, they acquired a taste in literature, poetry, and we went on to other authors.
And that was for me a great experience” (Spadaro, 2013, p. 16). For Pope Francis, “God is in
every person’s life...Even if the life of a person has been a disaster, even if it is destroyed by
vices, drugs or anything else—God is in this person’s life. You can, you must try to seek God in
every human life” (Spadaro, 2013, p. 15). When literature is viewed in this context, another
dimension of human experience takes place. If such experiences take place in English
classrooms, the Catholic optic focuses on the literature as it is, allowing the teacher and students
to delve into the literature from a different frame of reference. Doing so would only broaden
their experience of the texts, not diminish or limit them.
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While Pope Francis did not mention assisting his students in applying the Catholic optic
to their reading of Spanish literature, the fact that he referred to reading the “racy literary works”
(Spadaro, 2013, p. 15) of Federico Garcia Lorca and Fernando de Rojas as risky implied that he
was mindful of the obligation that was his in bridging a gap between exposing his students to
provocative literature and helping them to appreciate great literature from a Catholic perspective.
A Catholic high school English teacher is not required to integrate the Catholic optic when
teaching literature. Instructing students to examine the author's structure of a literary work and to
develop the logic that leads to an analysis of themes is complicated. Yet in a Catholic high
school, it would be helpful for a literature teacher to acknowledge straddling two (i.e., sacred and
sacral) cultures, interpenetrating one with the other, or ignoring Catholic culture in the critical
analysis of literature. If such acknowledgements are not made, then the Catholic high school is
complicit in forming “worldly minds with Catholic patches” (Walsh, 1961, p. 6).
In an article about the experiences of one of Pope Francis’s students, Jorge Milia
explained how Father Bergoglio (now Pope Francis) accepted the challenges that his students
posed for him and shared with them the “wonder and awe” (Glatz, 2014, p. 2) that he found in
the literature that he read. Only twenty-eight when he taught Milia, Pope Francis integrated
innovative pedagogical practices with interesting content to help the students understand what
they read. Milia remembered how Bergoglio would have the students “take turns teaching the
class… and experience teamwork and foster team spirit by putting on plays” (Glatz, 2014). Years
before Weigel coined the phrase the Catholic optic, Bergoglio was instilling it in his students as
he had them read and discuss existentialist and leftist writers so that they could “analyze them,
break them down piece by piece…and never be hoodwinked” (Glatz, 2014), Malia said. He
encouraged his students to use all of the powers of their souls to experience the ideas that were
impacting the world that they lived in and to compare those secular and sacral ideas, “getting
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them to participate and find their way” (Glatz, 2014). Malia said that Pope Francis “guided the
students with suggestions and explanations” instead of orchestrating and dictating as other
teachers conducted their classes (Glatz, 2014).
The Powers of the Soul
To understand Catholic teaching about the nature of the human person, definitions of the
powers of the soul provide a theoretical framework that transcends the work of the mind alone in
learning. Even though the exercise of the powers of the soul in education can be traced back to
Socrates, the numerous ways that they are used are not antiquated. Because of negative
connotations sometimes associated with religion, educators avoid discussing the soul when
referring to pedagogy (Miller, 2000). Catholic teaching emphasizes the fact that the intellect is a
power of the soul as well as a power of the mind. When the other powers (e.g., will, memory,
imagination, and emotions), are employed with the intellect in learning, more than cognitive
development takes place. Catholic education recognizes the dignity of every human person and
maintains that every human being is made in the image and likeness of God (Cummings &
Allen, 2012). In this respect Catholic education is incarnational. Since the intellect influences the
work of the soul as well as the work of the mind, the ramifications of the integration of learning
through all the powers of the soul gives education affective and spiritual dimensions that
Catholics believe allow them to participate in the very life of God. The development of this
attitude toward teaching and learning in the Catholic tradition has influenced cultures and
societies through the centuries and is built on the thought of ancient Greek philosophers
(Beckett, 2006).
Since the time of Socrates, consideration has been given to the soul’s role in the life of a
human being. “Philosophy is visibly at work in his Socratic method of rising above the merely
pragmatic to the level of the abiding intelligible truths, upon which the cultural values rest”
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(Chervin & Kevane, 1988, p. 37). Metaphysical realities are not illusory and can be discerned
with the intellect. In 380 B.C., Plato acknowledged the fact that “knowledge is available to man
because of his intelligence” (Chervin & Kevane, 1988, p. 37). Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle are
in agreement about “an intelligible order of reality beyond the level of the senses…that the
intellect knows” (Chervin & Kevane, 1988, p.39). But Aristotle “rejected the concept of a
separate world where the Ideas, the abiding intelligible truths, existed somehow as such”
(Chervin & Kevane, 1988, p. 39) and believed that they existed in this world in forms that gave
them being. He realized that the human soul made man as an animal “different from the beasts”
(Chervin & Kevane, 1988, p. 40). For this reason, Aristotle delineated the powers of the human
soul to explain how with the senses “man knows an order of reality beyond sensory appearances”
(Chervin & Kevane, 1988, p. 39).
Even with advancements in brain science throughout the centuries, educators continued
to study the role of motivation on the human will as a power of the soul that in turn impacts
cognitive development. While Descartes, for example, emphasized the impact of cognitive
learning in material understanding apart from the spiritual dimension of the soul, the ways that
Aquinas (1952) before him explained the integrated work of the five powers of the soul with
material understanding did not segregate what was material from what was spiritual in the role of
the intellect in human beings. Consideration of the powers of the soul in learning first delineated
by Aristotle still influences educators in the twenty-first century, seven centuries after Aquinas’
death. Aquinas’ influence is noticeable in the pedagogy of Jago (2008) and Rose (2005).
Aquinas understood the unity of the body and soul, expounding Aristotle’s teaching in
this regard. The soul has no matter but is the subject of the intellect and the will (Kreeft &
Aquinas, 1990). The soul animates the body through those powers. The imagination, memory,
and emotions can aid the intellect and will, or they can dim their endeavors in the life of the soul.
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Even as Aristotle pondered these definitions, Sacred Scripture writers of the Old Testament made
references to the soul as “human life or the entire human person” (Catholic Church, 1994, p. 93)
Eventually the word soul developed to “signify the spiritual principle in man” (Catholic Church,
1994, p. 93). Through what Torchia calls Aquinas’ “creative adaptation of Aristotelian
principles” (Torchia, 2008, p. 138), Aquinas avoids “the deficiencies of…excessive spiritualism
or naïve materialism” found in the work of other philosophers and “earlier Christian
anthropologies” (Torchia, 2008, p. 138). Elsewhere “Aquinas stresses a genuinely unitary
conception of human nature” (Torchia, 2008, p. 138). The soul as “the form of the body”
(Torchia, 2008, p. 138) and its “intellectual principle” (Torchia, 2008, p. 138), raises all of the
activities of human life to a higher plane” (Torchia, 2008, p. 138).
The intellect is the highest of the soul’s powers and is motivated by the will. The will is
informed by the intellect. With the assistance of the memory, imagination, and emotions,
although lower powers, the will can be assisted in motivating the intellect, and the intellect and
will strengthened by seeking virtue and truth. To think and to choose freely are responsibilities
that participate in the very nature of God. To misuse these powers keeps people from enjoying
their full human dignity. This is the reason why education is important in the role of cultivating
and developing the intellect, will, memory, imagination, and emotions. Auer (2008) explained
that, from St. Thomas Aquinas’s perspective, “the desire for infinite goodness—the fullness of
good—arises from the intellect itself” (p. 89). The idea of “good-ness” develops an appetite for
itself in the intellect which is the will. People only seek what they believe to be “good-ness”
(Auer, 2008, p. 89), and this is why Catholic doctrine believes in objective truth and goodness
originating in the Holy Trinity. It is also why the pursuit of virtue and living morally are believed
to be most important in the pursuit of true happiness (Auer, 2008). The “body-soul unity” (Auer,
2008, p. 37) is a balance that Catholic teaching guards and protects through doctrinal and moral
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teachings that impact all high school subjects, not just religion. Grace builds on nature, as St.
Thomas Aquinas (1952) was first to say, so nurturing true and logical definitions of the powers
of the soul among young people helps them to know how to be truly happy, not just seek
material or utilitarian success and fulfillment.
Auer (2008) described the functions of the powers of the soul. The intellect is the ability
to think and to come to know the truth. The will is the ability to choose freely to do right or
wrong. The intellect and the will are rational powers. Imagination and memory are two of the
sensitive powers dealing with material and immaterial concepts internally. The emotions are
responses to what is sensed and, when cooperating with reason, wisely guide the intellect. The
sensitive powers of the soul take material and immaterial information the soul perceives and
apply that information to situations that are physical and metaphysical. Imagination can also be
used creatively. The memory and imagination work in partnership. The memory senses time as it
recalls images.
In Catholic schools, “a sacred science (sacra doctrina)…allows for a knowledge of God
in a manner that is both authoritative and conducive to a sense of certitude” (Torchia, 2008,
p. 127). Aquinas taught that “all creation makes one, big, circular movement from God and back
to God, referred to by theologians as ‘The Great Circle of Being’” (Gaitley, 2012, p. 55).
Catholic education can use what theologians traditionally call “the powers of the soul” (Torchia,
2008, p. 137) to instruct students about how they can perceive metaphysical realities in the Great
Circle of Being and better participate in this mystery. After Descartes developed his
philosophical idea which maintained the separation of spirit and matter (Chervin & Kevane,
1988), the belief that the soul “is the substantial form of a body which has the potency to act”
(Auer, 2008, p. 33) was called into question. As more modern philosophers espoused Descartes’
idea in this regard, “a changed concept of ultimate reality” (Chervin & Kevane, 1988, p. 218)
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evolved and this philosophy became pervasive in modern American society. So the concept of
the soul, no longer seen as “the source of life in a body” (Auer, 2008, p. 34), changed to be “the
human subject thinking” (Chervin & Kevane, 1988, p. 218). With the development of this idea,
“modern philosophy is set upon two separate paths of development, often opposed, the one
toward idealism and the other toward empiricism, physics, and psychology” (Chervin & Kevane,
1988, p. 218). Augustine and Aquinas believed that through the powers of the soul, knowledge
could be transformed into wisdom and that faith and reason enhanced and complemented each
other (Torchia, 2008). Since Catholic high school students are influenced by the secular world in
which they live, they are immersed in a perspective on life that is based on modern philosophy,
even though their faith subscribes to metaphysical reality. To help them learn that there is
another way of perceiving reality, acquainting them with the Catholic optic so that they can
apply its perspective to what they read strengthens their ability to experience what is Catholic
with all of the powers of their souls, not just the intellect and move beyond a perception of
reality limited to what the senses perceive alone.
Powers of the Soul without the Catholic Optic
Rose (2009) acknowledged the importance of engaging students’ emotions and
imaginations in the process of learning. In a commentary entitled “One from the Heart: Helping
Young People Reconnect to School” published in Education Week, Rose (2009) described the
work of good teachers. Challenging adolescents to read and study so to one day have “a good job
and financial security” was not enough to motivate them. Rose believed that “economic appeal
falls flat unless it connects with something of emotional significance in a student’s life” (Rose,
2009, p. 27). He saw motivation connected to matters of the heart. “We don’t see words like
emotion or imagination or, for that matter, identity in our education policy. They are not the
language of rigor, of education science” (Rose, 2009, p. 27). The eternal goals of Catholic
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education are of “emotional significance in a student’s life” Rose, 2009, p. 27) but that, too, was
challenging to teach.
In her presidential address at the National Council Teachers of English Annual
Convention, Carol Jago (2010) echoed Rose’s beliefs when she said, “Much is made of the
economic impact of education, but I’m more concerned about preparing students’ hearts and
minds for whatever the future may hold” (p. 341). She believed that “reading literature offers
ballast to a Gradgrindian, facts-based education” (Jago, 2010, p. 338). Jago’s speech addressed
the concerns of teachers from public and non-sectarian schools. When asked to address potential
for integrating religious instruction in Catholic high schools with literary topics in English class,
Jago wrote,
Students are hungry for compelling and courageous conversations about what is the right
thing to do. Avoiding such discussions impoverishes instruction. Seizing upon
opportunities to ask controversial questions and then making sure one's classroom is a
safe place for exploring ideas that are still in the process of forming is what I call great
teaching. (2013, personal correspondence)
What seemed idealistic and subjective in the study of literature was pertinent to the formation of
the powers of the soul. Rose and Jago understood that great teaching engendered desire among
adolescents to look beyond the utilitarian implications of their existence so that they wanted to
learn how to make the real world a better one (Jago, 2010). Jago (2008) also explained that great
teaching “requires an act of the will” (p. 305) and “an instructional plan that makes difficult texts
accessible to students” (p. 305).
Scaffolding the process of learning by incorporating pedagogy, content, and religious
inquiry in Catholic high school English classes allows for an exploration of literature that moves
beyond linear study. Shirley Brice Heath (1993) explained this process when she considered the
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role of writing about literature. The concepts behind writing formal essays for school required
students to invest themselves solely in a Cartesian method of “logical steps of reasoning,”
“moving from doubt through proof to certitude” (Heath, 1993, p. 116). These “principles and
practices” (Heath, 1993, p. 116) did not take into consideration the traditions of people whose
lives were not academically oriented in “formal schooling” (Heath, 1993, p. 116), but were
nonetheless intellectually and imaginatively motivated through “sensus communis” (Heath, 1993,
p. 117) and admiration for mystery in “story-swapping, retelling of myths, proverbs, folktales,
and witty nuggets of conversation” (Heath, 1993, p. 117). If the students’ backgrounds were
taken into consideration as they learned, then the students could learn to compensate for their
formal academic shortcomings.
Just as Heath (1993) observed that the Cartesian method applied to writing could thwart
creativity and imagination, so it could thwart a spontaneous and provocative response to the
interpretation and analysis of literature. As the teaching of writing and the interpretation of
literature became formalized and systematic, less room was made for students’ holistic
approaches to reading literature, thinking about it, and sharing their understanding of it through
discussions and writing assignments that were not, in a sense, scripted. As teachers incorporate
reader-based approaches to reading and experiencing literature, they can make use of literacy
teaching strategies that strengthen the integrated learning process for the students. Writing about
literature does not have to be Cartesian; the beauty of mystery does not always lead to certitude.
A well–written essay can be the meditation of mystery in a novel, short story, or poem shared
with and contemplated by all the students in a class. A thought-provoking classroom discussion
does not have to be linear with a beginning, middle, and end.
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The Catholic Optic: Potential Ignored
When literature becomes “the basic currency of a social exchange system rooted in
experience” (Willinsky, 1991, p. 146), as Louise Rosenblatt described it, literacy will mature as
the teacher encourages the students to cultivate the “social exchange” (Willinsky, 1991, p. 146).
The Catholic high school is the perfect environment in which this pedagogical process can take
place because education is not only an intellectual endeavor. In that environment it should
engage all of the powers of the soul. Teachers must learn how to encourage informed responses,
faithful to the texts, which are developed logically on the part of students. The astute teacher of
English must be well read and have an appreciation of the many different ways that adolescents
experience literature. Appreciating the different perspectives that students have on a work of
literature will liberate them to have greater confidence in their own abilities of analysis. When
literature helps students to participate in life, not just entertain or exercise them, literacy is at
work in the study of literature. The “sensus communis” matures and strengthens individuals and
the community (Cummings & Allen, 2012, p. 101).
At the point in history when feminist and African American critics spoke out in defense
of their literature and many of those literary works were incorporated into high school English
curricula throughout the United States, Catholic authors and critics such as Walker Percy,
Thomas Merton, Flannery O’Connor, and Dorothy Day were marginalized (Elie, 2004), their
literary works rarely considered by Catholic high school teachers. Catholic educators seldom
emphasized literary interpretations that were uniquely incarnational and sacramental, seeking
instead to follow the curricula established by public and private non-sectarian secondary schools
(Applebee, 1989). Since by and large teachers did not introduce Catholic high school students to
the writings of Percy, Merton, O’Connor, Day, and other Catholic authors (Elie, 2004) they did
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not have those writers’ Catholic optics to integrate into their considerations of great literary
works.
While secular and materialistic acculturation of Catholics was prevalent in many
communities throughout the country, Catholic high school students were not taught to
understand the subtleties inherent in their ethnically diverse communities that included people of
different religious persuasions. In preparation for the National Congress on Catholic Schools in
1990 sponsored by the NCEA, “eleven papers were commissioned around the five central themes
of the Congress” (Grant & Hunt, 1992, p. 244). Two of them examined “The Catholic School in
Society…While school will continue to prepare students for responsibility as world citizens, they
should also be ready to assume new configurations in the future. There is now an urgent need for
discussion of these points beyond the Catholic community” (Grant & Hunt, 1992, p. 244). The
bishops of the Catholic Church worked to promote acculturation to an American way of life that
was sensitive to the piety and devotion of an ethnically diverse population, but many American
Catholics evolved into Catholic Americans who wanted to emulate the prestige of the privileged
American white Anglo-Saxon Protestant culture, not appreciating the beauty of their humble
diversity and religious history, nor understanding its important contribution to a diverse society.
“Their grandparents and parents saw parish schools as a form of protection and security for their
children against a frequently hostile American society. In an increasingly pluralistic, ecumenical
world, discrimination against Catholics is a distant memory” (Walch, 2003, p. 243). The
American Dream insisted that its followers make ethnic concessions for the common good of
American culture. The melting pot of American education influenced Catholic education through
subjects other than religion. That social pressure ever so subtly undermined Catholic culture and
ethnic diversity so that many Catholics segregated themselves from other religions and
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denominations or amalgamated with them without deepening their knowledge and appreciation
for the beauty and dignity of their Catholic faith (Green, 1971, p. 10).
Current Approaches to Catholic High School English Curriculum
Catholic high schools that develop a cross-curricular approach to the study of literature
and religion support a lively approach to academic endeavors. If scaffolding integrates pedagogy,
content, and religious inquiry in curriculum development and lesson planning (Buchanan &
Hyde, 2008), even challenging literary works intrigue adolescents and are as relevant to them as
young adult literature (Niemann, 2013). In her article “Elevating Our Standards: A Revolution in
Young Adult Literature,” Sister Scholastica Niemann (2013) wrote, “It is essential that students
have an appreciation for literature and its influence. We must show them the power of books, the
role of literature in culture, and the way that literature affects the human person” (Niemann,
2013, p. 41). She took issue with Bushman (1997) and Gallagher (1995) who believed that young
adult literature was the best remedy for enlivening bored English students and actually engaging
them in the process of reading. Niemann spoke of reading as “intellectual nourishment”
(Niemann, 2013, p. 40) and believed that teachers should encourage students to read books that
are “wholesome, beneficial, and healthy,” since “what we read shapes who we are” (Niemann,
2013, p. 40). She wrote that “books not only inform us, but they form us—they form and shape
our thoughts, our desires and our values” (Niemann, 2013, p. 41). Niemann implied that she
believed many Catholic high school English teachers should have avoided teaching morally
ambiguous literature.
Father Louis DelFra (2005) believed that, especially with “a narrative approach to
catechesis…students will continually be moving among, and being encouraged to integrate
personal experience, literary experience, and their encounter with Jesus in the Gospels” (p. 351).
The weaving of these experiences “as articulated in literature and the Scriptures, while
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sometimes complicated, challenges students not to disconnect their faith from their lived
experience” (DelFra, 2005, p. 351). He designed a curriculum that can be taught as a religion or
English class to twelfth graders (DelFra, 2005). What DelFra outlined in his curriculum weaves
his plan into action. It is interesting to note that DelFra is a priest who has training in education,
theology, and literature, but in his article encourages English teachers, whether lay or religious,
to move beyond “the two contemporary tendencies towards fundamentalism, the overobjectification of revelation and an overly anthropological view of revelation, which denies any
transcendent dimension” (DelFra, 2005, p. 353). DelFra described how to instruct adolescents
“not only through their intellect, but also through their imagination and their emotions” (DelFra,
2005, p. 351). The English teacher guides students as Dante the poet had Virgil guide Dante the
pilgrim. The curriculum DelFra suggested becomes a pilgrimage for students so that they can
“encounter Christ” (DelFra, 2005, p. 351). An elective course for juniors and seniors, it
illustrates the potential for curriculum development of required courses that integrate “unity of
body and soul” (DelFra, 2005, p. 351) in the process of learning.
Pope John Paul II began a counter-cultural movement among young people in the
Catholic Church (Weigel, 2010). Niemann (2013) argued that adolescents are eager to come into
contact with Christ through his body the Church because of their understanding of embodiment.
This was the reason why two million young people gathered in Madrid, Spain for World Youth
Day 2011 and why three million were in Rio de Janeiro for World Youth Day 2013. The
implications of this movement inspired some Catholic high school English educators to look
beyond their current approaches to pedagogy and content in their literature classes and
incorporate the depths of Catholic ideological and philosophical ideas that their students ponder
in their religion classes. Niemann (2013) argued that this practice of teaching to students’
strengths and higher motivations had been lacking since the 1960s and that those educators
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writing English curricula for Catholic high schools today should pay attention to their students
who are “eager minds...tired of the clichéd image of rebellious teenagers, young people full of
innocence and goodness who desire to make a difference in the world” (Niemann, 2013, p. 40).
The integration of this ideology into the English curriculum would take a commitment of time on
the part of English educators who would want to encourage this new perspective on learning.
DelFra’s curriculum illustrated the possibilities that Niemann (2013) encouraged in her article.
Reading Faith, Values, and Tolerance into Literature
Balancing Catholic analysis and exegesis of literature can be difficult for well-meaning
teachers who treasure their Catholic faith. Although Charles Suhor and Bernard Suhor (1992)
entitled their book Teaching Values in the Literature Classroom: a Debate in Print, their topic
deals with pedagogy and the inculcation of value judgments. Charles Suhor was an English
teacher in non-Catholic schools and disagreed with his brother Bernard Suhor, who was a
Catholic high school English teacher, about the way he taught religion as he taught literature
(Suhor & Suhor, 1992). Bernard Suhor reacted against secularism and moral relativism as he
taught literature. While his chapter about teaching Catholic values emphasized moral attitudes
and allowed opportunities for disagreement during class discussions, his analysis became
political, not literary, as he stated his attitudes of moral righteousness.
The Catholic optic allows for a comparison of experiences, but Bernard Suhor’s
pedagogy seeks demarcation as opposed to inclusion. In response to his brother’s accusation that
he is a religious zealot when teaching literature is his first obligation, Bernard Suhor admits, “So
I am working on that, Charlie, although I am not as successful at being kind as I am at being
morally outraged” (Suhor & Suhor, 1992, p. 180). The defensiveness of his arguments detracted
from the philosophical and theological accuracy in his criticism of the literature considered. For
example, in a statement set before his students, Bernard Suhor initiated a topic that might be
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better initiated by the students, “In Stephen Crane’s The Red Badge of Courage, it is strange that
the youth, a sensitive young man from rural New England, not once thinks of turning to God in
prayer for counsel or courage to face his overwhelming dilemmas” (Suhor & Suhor, 1992, p. 61).
While Bernard Suhor wanted to integrate Catholic identity and social teaching into his
criticism of literature and many of his points are well argued politically, those points did not
engage the powers of the soul in theological ramifications intricately bound in the literature or in
its criticism. The political edginess of his pedagogy could have easily alienated students instead
of enticing them into meaningful discussions about the literature. It is as if Bernard Suhor longed
for days gone by in Catholic education and wanted to restore the simplicity of the past while his
brother acknowledged secular developments but no longer believed in the importance of religion
in the interpretation of literature. The juxtaposition of their ideologies underlined an important
era in the history of Catholic education in the United States and why Bernard Suhor longs for the
past (Suhor & Suhor, 1992, pp. 94-96).
“Especially Special: Learning About Jews in a Fundamentalist Christian School”
(Schweber & Irwin, 2003) illustrated how there can be limitations involved when religion is
applied to literary analysis as eighth-graders read The Hiding Place by Corrie ten Boom (1978)
during a nine-week unit on the Holocaust. A teacher in an Evangelical Christian school wanted
her students to read about and understand ten Boom’s faith in action so they could apply such
faith in their own lives. Since Schweber and Irwin are Jewish, they offered important reflections
on the teacher’s and students’ attitudes concerning Judaism and Christianity. Unable to separate
their Christian beliefs from what they were reading about Jews trying to escape ethnic and
religious persecution by the Nazis, Mrs. Barrett, eighth grade teacher at Eternal Grace School,
and her students examined their own opinions during their Holocaust unit instead of learning
about the horror perpetuated by Christians against Jews. Their lack of objectivity in their study
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sentimentalized the obviously noble role of Carrie Ten Boom while circumventing the issues of
prejudice and racism. The article also reflected the need for systematic understanding of religious
belief and not just opinions based on generalizations concerning religion. The memoir could not
speak to eighth graders by itself. Just as the Holocaust must be placed in its historical context,
discussions on the book needed to be set in a factual, religious context and not left to the
emotional interpretations of adolescents. The emotions must be informed through accurate
historical and theological content which affirms or corrects prior knowledge so that the memory
and imagination participate in learning about the beliefs and suffering of people.
Schweber and Irwin (2003) wrote, “The packet format mimicked Mrs. Barrett’s
pedagogy; characteristically, she sought direct quotations, precise answers, and short responses”
(p.7). The linear reading assignments about complicated experiences of suffering underestimated
the horror of racism and religious prejudice while minimizing the potential that students might
have gained through learning and imagining what courage really involves in the face of evil and
hatred. While there was no doubt that Mrs. Barrett had the best of intentions, she perpetuated her
misunderstanding of religious praxis based on popular Protestant ideas in part aligned with
Protestant theological tradition. Her misreading of Jesus Christ’s teaching on the Law and the
Prophets, “the old law was no longer in place” (Schweber & Irwin, 2003, p. 10), replaced what
Jesus actually said, “I have come to fulfill the Law and the Prophets” (Matthew 5:17 Revised
Standard Version, Catholic Edition), yet reflected Protestant Christian teaching that since the
New Testament is the fulfillment of the Hebrew Scriptures, it alone became the source of truth
necessary for redemption.
There remained distance between the students and their analysis of The Hiding Place.
They were encouraged to consider and think about the atrocity of the Holocaust without
imagining the emotions of the people who lived in the midst of it. Hitler was a baptized
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Christian. Many of the Germans who brought about the Holocaust were Catholic and Protestant
Christians. There are many New Testament passages (e.g., Matthew 7:5, 1 John 4:20, Romans
2:3, etc.) that used in conjunction with the text of The Hiding Place would pull students into the
dilemma at the heart of the Holocaust—“man’s inhumanity to man” (Burns, 1794). Mrs. Barrett
introduced The Hiding Place to her students and then expected them to glean the lessons from it
themselves. The religious training of the students limited their ability to engage the text and
struggle with the mystery of sin. The students and Mrs. Barrett, unable to move beyond an
interpretation of The Hiding Place as Christ’s presence in the midst of evil, could not delve
deeper into the multi-layered nature of sin at work in the hearts and souls of good people just like
them and their families who lived during the Holocaust. Schweber and Irwin (2003) wrote, “For
in insular worlds, there are checks and balances neither on the constructions of collective
memory nor on the images of abstracted others conveyed within them” (p. 18). The lesson for
students to learn involved the cultivation of perspective, but limitations inherent in
“fundamentalist dogma” (Schweber & Irwin, 2003, p. 15) kept perspective at bay.
People of all religions and denominations have the potential to harbor fundamentalist
attitudes that lead to triumphalism instead of honesty and humility. “God on the Gallows”
(Spector, 2007) documented challenges to multicultural sensitivity at Adams Junior High School
and River Hill Academy and reflected the implications of teachers’ resistance to address
religious ignorance and bias among students in public schools. Believing that addressing
students’ ignorance of religious topics and themes inherent in a study of the Holocaust would
violate the separation of church and state, teachers at the two schools neglected to address
academic issues that keep students from learning important facts concerning the Holocaust.
As Spector (2007) observed and documented the developments in the two classes, she
realized that there were many ways that the teachers could have addressed their students’
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ignorance, but they were either afraid or did not have the pedagogical tools to do so.
“Opportunities to discuss religious topics in relation to Night were not part of the study guide
questions that structured the unit, and strongly expressed religious interpretations…were tacitly
accepted because they were not actively taken up by teachers …” (Spector, 2007, p. 48). Without
guidance, without education, students who were misinformed maintained the biases that they
learned from their home and church environments. The teachers at Adams Junior High School
and River Hill Academy initiated units of study that they were, in essence, unable to direct for
fear of bringing religion into public classrooms. The students could not bring into focus the
outcomes that their teachers wished for them without directed instruction. The students at the
two schools did not have a knowledge base with which to begin their study of the Holocaust and
Night without referencing religious attitudes. Cultural sensitivity by definition includes religious
knowledge and understanding. To teach and learn knowledge of religion in respect to culture is
not a violation of the separation of church and state. It is noteworthy that in public schools when
the goal was to teach tolerance for diversity the topic turned to religious beliefs. Exposure to a
literary work was not enough to solve problems caused by cultural insensitivity and bias.
Adolescents must be taught to understand other people’s beliefs so that they can respect them.
“Students’ religious narratives” (Schweber & Irwin, 2003, p. 51) cannot be treated as fact when
they are uninformed or misinformed. Teachers have an obligation to assess prior knowledge and
share objective facts with students so that they can understand how their beliefs are influenced
by misinformation or bias.
Spector (2007) pointed out in her article that even a memoir about the Holocaust like
Night cannot educate the emotions on its own. Students must be directed to read it carefully so
that erroneous prior knowledge can be acknowledged and corrected. It illustrated that teaching
tolerance for diversity must reach students’ souls to impact change. Students can learn of
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intolerance in the past and understand historical events, but that knowledge does not necessarily
activate adolescents to will change concerning their present beliefs and behavior. When the
students at Adams Junior High School and River Hill Academy made comments based on
erroneous religious beliefs about Christians and Jews instead of discussing intolerance and bias
in secular terms, their teachers were uncomfortable contending with these misconceptions.
Spector (2007) contemplated the real dilemma that she uncovered; “‘Education’…is not about
consummating or concluding thought; it is about drawing it out, engaging it, and leaving it open
for additional reflection” (Spector, 2007, p. 47). The study of such a personal memoir cannot be
left to perfunctory discussions and summative assessments that record right and wrong answers.
There must be soul-stirring discussions and challenges that pose more questions than substantiate
answers. The comments that students made concerning their religious beliefs were erroneous
interpretations that reflected poorly on organized religion. The fact that such positions would go
unchallenged and uncorrected in an academic environment because of unsubstantiated claims
that they were religious illustrated why people in contemporary society harbor misgivings about
religion.
When the powers of the soul are incorporated into full participation as literature is read,
the experience allows readers to share their emotions in the classroom honestly and to confront
their intellectual limitations in perceiving the ramifications of meaning involved for all of the
work’s stakeholders. Honest but charitable participation in classroom discussions are important
teachable moments and learning experiences. If students cannot share and experience literature
this way, it is the teacher’s responsibility to instruct them in the importance of learning in a
considerate way.
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Catholic Perception and Insight
In The Risk of Education, Luigi Giussani (2001) stated “True education must be an
education in criticism” (p. 9). Adolescents want and need to make decisions on their own. They
need guidance in this regard. The way that each soul absorbs what it learns is a mystery.
Teachers direct their students to learn and understand content, making sure what they teach is
accurate and realizing that the ultimate synthesis of the material is left in the heart and soul of the
student. Lessons that include religious themes should be informative, clear, but always shrouded
in mystery. “Precisely because it wants to present a complete worldview, a true education will
especially want to teach students the habit of comparing their positions not only with those of
others but especially with the tradition they have received” (Giussani, 2001, p. 68). Through the
Church instituted by God’s Son, Jesus Christ, the transcendence of God approaches humanity.
Human beings respond to this work of God through the power of the Holy Spirit by responding
to the graces that God gives. Whether one believes in the religion or not, Catholic Christianity is
a worldview that has influenced people for almost 2000 years. It is a trustworthy departure point
for learning. The Catechism of the Catholic Church provides a system for logical discussion,
argument, and criticism. As a resource it protects the intellect from dishonesty and illogic. As a
point of reference it provides a common vocabulary. Since the publication of the Catechism of
the Catholic Church in English in 1994, Catholic educators have used it as an authoritative
source that can be referenced to steer them clear of error concerning Catholic topics taught and
discussed in class.
Referring to Christianity in general, T. S. Eliot (1950) viewed the religion as a tradition
as did Giussani (2001). Eliot believed that Christianity could help readers understand and
analyze literature. Eliot wrote in “Religion and Literature” (1950), that although literature is
“determined only by literary standards” (p. 343), the “greatness of literature” (Eliot, 1950, p.
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343) could be determined by other standards. Eliot made a point of writing that he was not
referring to religious literature but the use of “ethical and theological standards” (Eliot, 1950, p.
343) in critical assessment of literature.
Eliot did not believe, as the New Critics did (Elie, 2004), that “the relation between
Religion and all Literature” (Eliot, 1950, p. 346) could be completely separated. He believed that
people’s religion influenced their judgment, behavior, and beliefs, and that “the fiction that we
read affects our behavior towards our fellow men, affects our patterns of ourselves” (Eliot, 1950,
p. 347). Eliot asked his reader to remember a time “when he or she was completely carried away
by the work of a poet” (Eliot, 1950, p. 349). Then he suggested that as a reader matured and read
more, the authors influenced the reader one at a time until “finally they begin to affect each other
in our mind” (Eliot, 1950, p. 349). Because this process could occur, Eliot (1950) believed it
important that the person develop “a keen and abiding sensibility” (p. 349) as a discerning
reader. He believed that when Christians’ religious beliefs informed their reading of literature,
those readers maintained their positions as discerning readers of secular literature, without
ignoring the importance of their “own principles” (Eliot, 1950, p. 354).
The articles “Especially Special” and “God on the Gallows” documented research
reflecting that vague theology and misconceptions about Judaism made it difficult for teachers to
define evil and discuss sin during the Holocaust (Schweber & Irwin, 2003; Spector, 2007).
Adolescents sought the truth in outlandish and defensive ways. By making blunt or controversial
comments in class (e.g., I don’t know or Jews deserved what they got because they didn’t
worship God) they desired attention and direction from their teachers, not confused,
dispassionate silence. At Eternal Grace School, Mrs. Barrett was not prepared to discuss with
Justin the answer to her own question (i.e., “What happened to Jesus and his relationship with
the Jewish people?”), finally answering it for him partially, but without thorough discussion, and
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therefore incorrectly (i.e., “No. Okay. And sooo Jewish people rejected Jesus”) (Schweber &
Irwin, 2003, pp. 9-10). In both situations the topic of racism became minimized through broad
generalizations about the application of Christian doctrine that detracted from serious
considerations of literary works. Religion became trivialized. The teachers failed to engage
religion constructively in their instruction and teachable moments were lost.
Giussani (2001) believed that adolescents must have a tradition that they know and
participate in with which they are able to compare the longings of their hearts. “If we possess
tradition, we can enter the world with an image of destiny, a hypothesis of meaning, even before
we read it as an argument in philosophy books” (Guissani, 2001, p. 8). Giussani did not mention
the study of literature when he discussed the importance of adolescents knowing a tradition, but
it could serve as borrowed wisdom in this regard. “The final standard of judgment must be found
inside of us, for otherwise we are alienated” (Giussani, 2001, p. 9). Experiencing literature and a
personal commitment to one’s religion helps an adolescent “to criticize…to take hold of things”
(p. 9). Authentic adolescent pedagogy and catechetics never coerce students, but entice them
through “a genuine experience of truth” (Giussani, 2001, p. 68), but it also informs them, not
leaving them to muddle through possible misinformation alone. This liberating approach to
education helps adolescents to then decide, “This is true, or “This is not true,” or “I’m not sure”
(Giussani, 2001, p. 10).
In The Risk of Education, Giussani summarized the essence of Catholic secondary
education. He wrote that it is a search for “the true, the beautiful, and the good” (Giussani, 2001,
p. 8) that must be supported within the community of the school, but is an internal pilgrimage of
the soul “depending on the circumstances of each individual experience” (Giussani, 2001, p. 10).
The English curriculum can be an integrating force in the academic life of a high school because
English touches the study of every subject and every subject is in some way included in literature
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(DelFra, 2005). It also presents many ideas and themes that engage and exercise the powers of
adolescents’ souls as they find their “inner standard of judgment” (Giussani, 2001, p. 9). Eliot
(1950) assumed that Christians would know their religion from “a definite and theological
standpoint” (p. 343). Schweber and Irwin (2003) and Spector (2007) revealed that in religious
and secular schools, teachers and students claiming to be Christians did not necessarily know or
seek to learn more about their religion so that they could consider its ramifications through the
study of literature.
In The Crisis of Western Education, Christopher Dawson (1961) believed that as Catholic
education matures among a nation of people, it must move from being “a utilitarian parochial
effort for the maintenance of a minimum standard of religious instruction” (p. 97) as it “becomes
the gateway to the wider kingdom of Catholic culture which has two thousand years of tradition
behind it and is literally world-wide in its extent and scope” (Dawson, 1961, p. 97). The study of
literature is positioned within Catholic school curricula to be a point where academic pursuits
converge so that students see that the gateway of Catholic education leads to intellectual
freedom, not academic repression. Dawson (1961) wrote about the evolution of Western
education in a way that espouses its catholic and unbiased vision of the world. He admired the
“activity of the Western mind” (Dawson, 1961, p. 128), including its “scientific and technical
invention, as well as…[its] geographical discovery” as “the result of a long process of education”
(Dawson, 1961, p. 128).
Giussani (2001) wrote, “Education today is flawed. Its rationalistic approach forgets that
an existential commitment is a necessary condition for a genuine experience of truth, and
therefore of conviction to exist. We cannot understand reality unless ‘we are in it’” (pp. 68-69).
The students and teachers at Eternal Grace, Adams Junior High, and River Hill did not have a
chance to experience the truth of the Holocaust as their study remained clinical and outside “of
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it” (Giussani, 2001, pp. 68-69). James S. Taylor (1998) attributed this stalemate in education to
“the Cartesian legacy” (p. 171) implemented systematically in primary and secondary schools
throughout the United States. In his book Poetic Knowledge, Taylor (1998) observed that “we
are not moved by thought alone but by the integration of an idea and desire, the desire for union
with reality, and all of our composite being perceives reality as a good” (p. 171). The unity of
Catholic teaching and belief gives perspective to Catholic high school English teachers and
students that when applied to literature helps them participate in it, not just write or talk around
it. When the intellect and will guide the imagination, memory, and emotions to understand
reality, the process of learning cultivates more than intelligence and individual academic
accomplishment. Truth and wisdom become gateways that lead individuals and communities to
love.
Claritas and Logos: Learning through Literature
The General Directory for Catechesis (Catholic Church, 1998) referred to knowledge
being imparted to students through content, methodology, and the “pedagogy of God” (Catholic
Church, 1998, 137-147). This aspect of Catholic education interfaces with the mission of
education in Catholic high schools through the teaching of all subjects. The General Directory
Catechesis emphasized the “action and work of God” in this learning process. There is an aspect
of formation and transformation that can occur, incorporating the life of grace at work in the
souls of students through their intellectual activity. The educator or catechist teaches within “the
overarching context of educational discipleship of the Lord” (Willey, 2009). Christ is the driving
force, the pedagogue for both the teacher and the student. Catholic educators believe what St.
Thomas Aquinas taught, that grace builds on nature, but many find it difficult to implement
teaching strategies that encourage the maturation of grace in their students. Literature reflects life
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and attitudes about life. Religion correctly incorporated into the powers of the soul animates life
and attitudes about life.
Niemann (2013) believed that religion can raise the same questions that young adult
literature does, exercising the will, memory, imagination, and emotions, without disrespecting
chastity and modesty that should be honored in a Catholic context but are all too often ignored in
contemporary young adult novels. In her work as a high school religion and English teacher,
Niemann (2013) noted that when the powers of the soul were engaged and ordered to the pursuit
of truth and virtue, the spiritual dimension of students’ education integrated their work and
animated connections between religion and English. Faith and reason complemented each other
within the soul when the powers of the soul are open to God’s inspiration. Claritas and logos
illustrate how this mediation occurs.
When Catholic literary critics refer to claritas (Aquinas, 1952, p. 211), they are using an
expression first coined by St. Thomas Aquinas. It identifies a quality of beauty that when applied
to literature is transparent to truth. Through claritas, the reader responds to the literary work read
and to God’s presence in the process. Believing that God’s grace is constantly present, literature
read contemplatively shares penetrating insights that illumine routine.
In her book, In the Light of Christ, Lucy Beckett (2006) quoted Hans Urs von Balthasar
when he wrote of literature and music because he understood hidden dimensions in the arts that
spoke to the soul. “Art, great art, has a special, reserved place among human endeavors. It is
close to that side of the absolute that we call ‘grace,’ free gift” (Beckett, 2006, p. 12). Beckett
explained that great writing brings “us close to God” (Beckett, 2006, p. 14). This terminology
brings religion into literary criticism. A literary work has the potential, just as prayer does, “to
lift the heart and mind to God” (Catholic Church, 1994, 2559). The Greek word logos, borrowed
by Christ’s first disciples to explain the Incarnation of Jesus Christ, reflects the way that ideas
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given expression in words then form literature having potential to stir souls to recognize within
desire for truth that is subjective and objective. Logos refers to ideas that are divine and human,
meeting in prose and verse, read by people who are, in turn, inspired to think and live fully
(Caldecott, 2012).
For example, the words of Harper Lee (1960) in To Kill a Mockingbird describing the
horror of racism and ignorance through the narration of Scout Finch allow some readers to move
beyond the intrigue of plot to contemplate questions about justice and fortitude. “When enough
years had gone by to enable us to look back on them, we sometimes discussed the events leading
to his accident” (Lee, 1960, p. 1). Lee’s words engage the emotions and exercise the intellect
encouraging contemplation to look back. They tug on the memory and imagination, not easily
forgettable, conjuring up examinations of consciences of sorts that make readers uncomfortable.
Her words prod readers out of complacency to face the implications of inaction in the presence
of injustice. Dill’s sickness and tears over Tom Robinson’s inhumane cross-examination by Mr.
Gilmer unmask and indict evil that readers can recognize in their personal selfishness and
disregard for the dignity of other persons. Transparency to the truth, claritas, is a quality of To
Kill a Mockingbird as it unmasks evil in a provincial setting giving it eternal ramifications for the
human soul. Through the development of the novel, Lee juxtaposes love and friendship with
callousness and prejudice. Tugging on the reader’s conscience, the author’s words connect the
author with the reader, and through contemplation, with a spirit that lifts the emotions to a deep
sense of awareness. This experience of reading that moves the heart and soul to believe or
understand truth in a penetrating way is an experience of logos.
When education participates in the supernatural realm of learning, teachers and students
can explore the meanings and relationship of words on different levels through the study of
literature. Claritas works in tandem linguistically with logos to move beyond the narrow
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confines of literal meaning. “Meaningfulness of being,” a Christian translation of logos, captures
the relational importance of words, communication, and literature. The Christian intellectual
tradition which developed after Jesus Christ’s ascension into heaven used the Greek idea of logos
to relate God the Son’s relationship to God the Father. St. John the Evangelist uses the Greek
meaning of word or logos when he wrote “The word became flesh and dwelt among us” (John:
1:14), meaning that the Second Person of the Trinity, God the Son, takes on human nature and
becomes man. Just as an idea is articulated, becoming a word, God is incarnated and becomes
man (Caldecott, 2012).
Following the Greek notion of logos, authors incorporated various ideas into the literature
they wrote through themes and symbols. Readers interpreted or critiqued literature from different
perspectives and in different ways. Beckett validated the Catholic literary criticism which she
believed fell between two fundamentalist perspectives, religious and relativistic, both of which
she found problematic. Beckett (2006) wrote, “The gap between the truth that is in God and
words, our human words, disappears in Christ, the Word of God. But elsewhere and always, in
words we continue to speak and write, the gap remains open” (p. 623). Logos is important
because imagery and symbolism in literature signal ideas beyond the literal meaning. People read
words that compose literature. Sometimes they contemplate what they have read and then
assimilate meaning beyond what they have read. Such considerations involve participation that
might or might not be true to the text. Beckett (2006) continued, “To shut the truth inside one
definitive, completed version [of interpretation or criticism] we have chosen is one kind of
fundamentalism; to shut truth outside all our speculations and ideas is another” (p. 623-24).
Reading is relational in that authors share their ideas with readers and readers ruminate on it.
When words convey meaning well, readers experience claritas (Beckett, 2006).
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There is literature that is not integral to Christianity but with which Catholic Christians
should be familiar. With claritas as a guide, Beckett inferred that Catholics read and understand
the literary work as it is but also understand what it is not. This exercise accepts the literary
work, appreciating and criticizing it objectively. Beckett believed that such literary interpretation
and criticism is intellectually honest in ways that fundamentalist positions are not balanced or
objective.
Christian fundamentalism requires us to abandon our intelligence…Among intellectuals,
however, the doubt-free, Nietzschean denial of the trace of God can become a
fundamentalism, belonging to human ‘owners of truth-claims’ and closed to critical
scrutiny, as crude and excluding as any religious fundamentalism–and as unintelligent.
(Beckett, 2006, p. 624)
When readers pursue the story, they learn more about the human condition. They then can
contemplate and contrast that particular representation of the human condition with others to
glean religious significance from it. The secrets of wisdom emancipate the human condition of
the reader to delve deeper than is literally possible, although remaining true to the text is
important. Beckett (2006) implied that the two extremes of fundamentalism are not true to texts,
whereas Catholic criticism respects the text in a balanced and realistic manner. Academic
discipline frees the intellect and will to act in ways that are beyond emotion but can utilize the
emotions to work in accord with them to perceive reality and discern claritas where it can be
found in a text.
While Beckett (2006) considered the limitations of morally relativistic and religiously
fundamental criticism lacking in her definition of the integration of religion with the study of
literature, Mark Knight (2009) merely defined the legitimacy of the perspective.
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A religious reading of a text is congruent at some level with virtually every branch of
literary criticism and it does not have to restrict itself to subject matter typically seen as
sacred; nor does a religious reading of a text have to emphasize the realm of morality as
so many people seem to presume. (Knight, 2009, pp. 2-3)
He implied what he believes is necessary for there to be thorough and fair consideration of a
literary work from a religious perspective. “While religious thought is inflected with subjectivity,
as is any system of thought, individual beliefs take on communal substance as they are shared,
argued over, and passed down through diverse interpretive communities over time” (Knight,
2009, p. 3). Knight understood that literary critics were apprehensive of what they considered
proselytizing. “My desire is to open up the meaning of literary texts rather than close them
down” (Knight, 2009, p. 4).
American Religious Experience and Catholic Literary Analysis
Catholic educators have said that the study of religion is the most important subject in
their schools. While Catholicism provides a world vision, for students it is all too often
departmentalized, not integrated, into the curriculum of a Catholic high school. Beckett (2006)
stated, “There is no need for a Christian to have any idea of the work of Dante or
Dostoyevsky…But there is surely a need for those who are drawn to Dante or Dostoyevsky to
have some idea of Christianity” (Olson, 2007). Although Beckett is correct, one of the goals of
Catholic education is translation of the study of religion into society and culture. Adolescents can
go through the motions of receiving an expensive education and overlook the reason for it: the
development of a relationship of love with the Triune God built on knowledge of their creation.
When Thomas Kiely (2009) quoted The Sacred Congregation for Catholic Education’s document
The Catholic School concerning what a Catholic school should impart,
fundamentally a synthesis of culture and faith, and a synthesis of faith and life: the first is
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reached by integrating all the different aspects of human knowledge through the subjects
taught, in the light of the Gospel; the second in the growth of the virtues characteristic of
the Christian (p. 79),
he explained that
This formation is achieved by their [students’] dynamic encounter with adults who
demonstrate how one learns within the many educational and cultural disciplines, and
how one questions each discipline’s role in the overall unfolding of God’s revelation
through the Christian mystery.” (Kiely, 2009, pp. 79-80)
Achieving such a pedagogical balance is imperative or monotony holds hostage adolescents’
imaginations and breeds contempt for the only reason Catholic schools exist.
Judeo-Christian symbols, images, philosophy, and theology are the back story of many
literary works. If they are not, they provide rich contrasts for even nihilistic works. As Mark
Bauerlein (2012) wrote in “My Failed Atheism” as he discussed his introduction to The
Catechism of the Catholic Church, it “revealed a discourse just as sophisticated and learned as
the most scholastic paragraphs of deconstruction and cultural studies” (Bauerlin, 2012, p. 51).
The “explanation of the sacraments as signs and presences was just as semiotically advanced as
the theories I remember from graduate seminars on structural linguistics” (Bauerlin, 2012, p. 51).
The imagination animates the belief system of Catholicism and consideration of literature
contributes to that animation. Jago (2011b) stated, “The introduction of the 1901 Ginn &
Company sixth grade literature book…Literature in its noblest form should do for the child what
it does for the man—open the eyes to clearer vision, and nourish and inspire the soul” (p. 67).
Jago (2011b) continued to discuss the intensity with which many adolescents participate in
virtual worlds and how in them they “feel they can be their best selves” (p. 68). Divine Comedy
(2004) engages the imagination to participate in what is supernaturally real and bears on the way
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that adolescents think about their natural lives in light of eternity, offering contrast to culture that
Eliot (2003) poetically described in The Waste Land.
Religion should reach into literature without being invasive but rather informative or
enlightening (Beckett, 2006). Catholicism is more than a worldview; if lived as it is defined, it is
participation in grace. If students in Catholic high schools study Catholic teachings, the truth that
they learn can be integrated into the ways that they read literature (DelFra, 2005). Studying
literature gives them opportunities to experience challenges to their faith vicariously since
reading novels, short stories, and poems can be akin to religious experience. Literary texts work
as applications to the moral life. They both have the underpinnings of poetic knowledge (Taylor,
1998). The study of literature from a Catholic perspective can help adolescents see the world as
sacral even as secular interpretations are more the vogue (Green, 1971).
The approach to the study of literature that takes into account the tenets of the Catholic
Faith allows students to delve into perspective in ways that Erich Auerbach (1953) referred to in
Mimesis. “The connection between occurrences is not regarded as primarily a chronological or
causal development but as an oneness within the divine plan, of which all occurrences are parts
and reflections” (Auerbach, 1953, p. 555). Auerbach’s reference seemed to refer to The Great
Circle of Being, that important component of the theology of Aquinas. Auerbach was not a
Catholic. In understanding dimensions of natural law as he did and applying them to literary
criticism, Auerbach substantiated what Catholics can do in using the Catholic optic as a form of
criticism when they read and study literature.
A Catholic high school is an institution where students should be, to a certain extent,
separated and sheltered from the world so to be engaged in Catholic thought and better able to
read the signs of the times as they study secondary education’s core curricula. Their
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philosophical and theological studies should influence what they are thinking about their studies
in the humanities and sciences.
In their place, classroom teachers can offer a spiritual vision of life, one that invites
students to what Pope John Paul II calls, ‘the common effort to build the civilization of
love’...and to participate in a conversation about life’s meaning and purpose, an education
of transcendence ‘beyond facts into truth, beyond self-interest into compassion, beyond
despair into the love required to renew the community of creation.’
(Trafford, 1998, p. 25).
If teachers fail to emphasize the Catholic perspective in academic pursuits, this integration of
truths can be taken for granted and therefore overlooked.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Researcher Positionality
My beliefs about the Catholic religion influence the impressions that I have concerning
the observations that I made and what I noted as I read the transcriptions of the classes and
interviews included in my research. As a Dominican Sister, I am a woman who takes her
membership in the Body of Christ seriously. I believe the teachings documented in the
Catechism of the Catholic Church, Second Edition (Catholic Church, 1994) and The Holy Bible:
Revised Standard Version, Catholic Edition (2006). I believe that Catholic Christianity is a
synthesis of faith and reason. Because I believe in the seven sacraments and in fallen human
nature redeemed through Jesus Christ’s Paschal Mystery, I wish that everyone in the world could
know the joy that I know in the Triune God’s merciful love for them. I want to follow the Pope
leading me to search deep within and then find myself on the peripheries, praying and working
with other people to be Christ’s body.
I believe that the Catholic Christian tradition since the time of Christ has held education
to be primarily important. In the analogy that St. Paul makes concerning the life of the Church
with Christ as the head of a body and the people of God being the members of this same body, I
believe that the soul of the Body of Christ, figuratively the heart, is the Holy Spirit. Through the
Body of Christ, my heart has the potential to benefit from the beating heart of Christ or, if I
ignore the opportunity to cooperate with his love through the animation of the Holy Spirit, grow
listless. I believe that this analogy reasonably directs the intellect, will, memory, imagination,
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and emotions to points where the theological virtue of faith can be engaged to help believers—
members of the body—move beyond the limitations of time, space, and sinful messengers of
sacred teachings to believe in the message, the Word, who is both man and God, and who wants
to love through the members of his body. These incarnational principles, as mysterious as they
might seem, make sense to me and I believe them in faithfulness to my own experiences and to
Catholic doctrine (Catechism of the Catholic Church, 1994, 748-750). I believe that the study of
literature is of tremendous help in this process because it engages the imagination and emotions
in ways that impress the intellect to think with the mind of Christ and incline the will to follow
the inspirations of the Holy Spirit through right judgment.
Research Questions
Students may sometimes benefit from interpenetrating religion and literature on their
own, but when literature teachers animate this approach by assisting them in focusing the
Catholic optic as they read, it is my belief that there are many insights that students can gain and
applications that they can make that strengthen their understanding of life and literature. Just as I
believe that through prayer and attentiveness to God’s will the Holy Spirit directs my soul, I
believe that students who cultivate the Catholic optic within the powers of their souls perceive
deeper meaning through the literature that they read and study. Just as a spiritual director can
help me in my spiritual life, I believe that students’ English teachers can help them to delve into
literature through the use of the Catholic optic and understand nuances that would go undetected
without the application of that perspective. Because of these beliefs, I asked these questions as I
completed my research:
1. How is the charism (i.e., specific character and unique expression of Catholicism) of
each school reflected in each class that I observed?
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2. How does the Catholic optic inform Catholic high school English teachers’ literature
pedagogy?
3. How do Catholic high school English teachers address their students to encourage the
exercise of the powers of their souls in the study of literature?
As I watched English teachers interject theological subtleties as they instructed their students, I
took into consideration the roles that curricula and the teachers’ beliefs and experiences had in
broadening these classroom instructions, engagements, and exercises. By asking these questions
and noting these influences, I hoped to gain an understanding of how English teachers assist their
students in applying what they learn about religion through the study of literature.
Research Design
In four months of qualitative exploration of 6 different Catholic high school English
classes in various regions of the United States, I observed the participating teachers as they
taught literature. In multiple case studies observations took place at diocesan high schools.
Marshall and Rossman (1999) stated, “Case studies take the reader into the setting with a
vividness and detail not typically present in more analytical reporting formats” (p. 159). I
understand case study research as Creswell (2007) explained Stake’s definition to be “a choice of
what is to be studied” (p. 73). Through a qualitative paradigm (Marshall & Rossman, 1999), I
employed case study design as I observed one teacher as she taught one unit to one class of
students. Each teacher’s class constituted an individual case. I followed this procedure at five
different schools, but at one school I observed two different teachers so that I completed six case
studies. Through informal observations and interactions with administrators, staff members,
faculty, students and their guardians and parents, I observed the school’s population at work and
play together that characterized each school’s charism. Besides the 52 hours that I spent formally
observing English classes, I spent 129 hours informally observing and participating in the
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hospitality offered to me at the five high schools during my visits. Through classroom
observations, interviews with the teachers and students, and inquests into class documents such
as lesson plans, scopes and sequences, and syllabi, I delved into the procedures for learning in
each class. Because of the scope of the research, student interviews were secondary sources of
data that informed my insights and helped me to better “be able to describe the complex social
system being studied” (Marshall & Rossman, 1999, p. 194).
Completing case studies freed me to isolate my considerations of particular units of
instruction in the classrooms of the six teachers whom I observed so that I could then discuss
with the teachers and select students the experiences that impacted their participation in class and
made it meaningful to them. Because the research questioned the impact of learning on the lives
of the teachers and students before and during their experiences in the classes that I observed, it
was important for me to give them opportunities to explain their current situations and relate
their recollections from the past that influenced the ways that they taught and learned in class.
The six benchmarks of the NSBECS that pertained to content teaching and learning framed my
consideration of the instruction that I observed.
By applying the framework of the benchmarks I was interested in seeing what role, if
any, the Catholic optic and powers of the soul played in literary analysis. Throughout my review
of literature, I found that Catholic educators refer to moralist positions and intellectualist
positions concerning instruction in Catholic schools but offer no suggestions about the bearing
that the two have in classes other than religion classes (Lee, 1963). Unfortunately, little empirical
research has been done in this regard. The design of my research facilitated inquiry into
pedagogical efforts that encourage Catholic thought to interpenetrate the study of literature but
not interfere with it. By employing “a collective case study” (Creswell, 2007, p. 74), I presented
my findings thematically across cases. Since I brought “personal experiences into the study” (van
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Manen, 2007, p. 236), I mined field notes, transcriptions, and digital recordings to see if there
were similarities in learning concerning the Catholic optic and powers of the soul as it took place
in very different situations and circumstances.
By considering the use of the Catholic optic as a way of utilizing the Catholic intellectual
tradition to analyze literature, the case studies focused on if and how this process took place.
While the experience of Catholicism varies at each of the five high schools, the cross-case
analysis (Yin, 2003) focused on the intellectual pursuit of the Catholic optic within the English
classroom but influenced by school esprit de corps. I considered the viability of intellectual rigor
deepening teachers’ and students’ desire to enjoy the Catholic optic as an interpretation of
lessons that literature offered them or the possibility that they viewed the Catholic optic as a
minimizing form of analysis that lacked academic credibility.
Sample
The six teachers to be observed I chose through purposeful sampling (Merriam, 1998). I
was intent on gathering data from different parts of the United States so I observed in five
different regions of the United States. I also wanted to observe at diocesan high schools, not
private Catholic high schools. The difference was that at private Catholic high schools,
admission is selective. Catholic diocesan high schools have open enrollment. One teacher I met
during my participation in a national conference and when I contacted her principal, I asked if it
would be possible not only to visit his high school but to observe the teacher whom I had met. I
wanted to observe at the high school where she taught and at two others where I asked
administrators for permission to observe because of their inclusion on the 2012-2013 Catholic
High School Honor Roll sponsored by The Cardinal Newman Society that recognized excellence
in Catholic identity, academics, and civic education at Catholic high schools across the United
States. At one of those two high schools, the principal told me that she wanted me to observe two
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specific teachers. At the other high school I asked the principal if I could observe a Sister whom
I knew who taught English there. When I attended a session at the 2012 NCEA Convention, I
heard an excellent presentation by an assistant principal whom I later contacted to ask permission
to observe a teacher of his choosing at the high school where he administered. He recommended
the teacher whom I observed. At the fifth high school, I asked and received permission to
observe a teacher whom I knew by reputation, but he declined my request and suggested that I
observe one of his colleagues. When I received permission of the assistant principal to ask the
teacher recommended, I was allowed to ask her and she gave her permission for me to observe a
unit that she taught.
Access
At three high schools I contacted principals and at two I contacted academic assistant
principals to receive permission to observe teachers and students. After I contacted the
administrators of the schools, I received permission to approach the individual teachers. The six
teachers were all women and were licensed English teachers. Two of these teachers were
consecrated religious Sisters. The other four were lay teachers (See Table 1).
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Table 1
Teacher Participants
School
(Teacher)
Eastern Catholic
(Dr. Murphy)

Years of Experience
15

Unit Taught During
Observation
Medea

Grade Taught
10

Eastern Catholic
(Sr. Mary Patrick)

20

9

Le Morte d’Arthur

Coastal Catholic
(Mrs. Moore)

9

11

Victorian Poetry

Heartland Catholic
(Mrs. Robin)

17

9

Non-fiction

Mountain Catholic
(Sr. Mary Edith)

10

11

Ernest Hemingway

Foothills Catholic
(Mrs. Short)

5

9

Romeo and Juliet

Participants
Four of the five high schools included grades 9-12. Coastal Catholic High School
included grades 8-12 (See Table 2).
Table 2
Demographics of Student Population
School (total students)
Eastern Catholic (564)

African
Caucasian American
66%
8%

Asian
5%

Multiracial
11%

LatinoOther
Hispanic Ethnicities
9%
1%

Coastal Catholic (415)

69%

26%

1%

0%

2%

2%

Heartland Catholic (562)

93%

1%

2%

3%

1%

0%

Mountain Catholic (361)

48%

11%

7%

15%

18%

1%

Foothill Catholic (611)

81%

7%

4%

0%

4%

4%

After consultation about the research, the teachers recommended students to be included
in the study. After observing one time during each of the classes, I included in my field notes
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names or descriptions of students who seemed attentive and interested during the classes that I
observed. When I asked the teachers if they believed that it would be appropriate for me to
interview the 18 students whom I chose, they were in agreement with the choices that I made
even if my choices were different from the students whom they recommended. Even though
those students and their parents had completed consent forms, I asked the 18 students for their
verbal consent to be interviewed as well. Two students at Eastern Catholic declined, and with the
teachers’ approval, I chose and asked two other students if I could interview them. They agreed.
I believe that the two who agreed in writing and then declined verbally were both shy students
who initially believed that they would not be chosen for interviews. All but three of the one-onone interviews took place in school libraries or cafeterias where the student and I could speak
privately but in plain view of teachers and other students. The interviews at Foothills Catholic
were held in the yearbook work room adjacent to the students’ English classroom (See Table 3).
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Table 3
Student Participants
Teacher
Eastern Catholic
(Dr. Murphy)

Students
Allie
Matt
James

Grade
10
10
10

Age
15
15
16

Jeff
Boutros
Jayne

9
9
9

14
15
15

Coastal Catholic
(Mrs. Moore)

Gisele
Julie
Shane

12
11
11

18
16
17

Heartland Catholic
(Mrs. Robin)

Joel
Angela
Charles

9
9
9

14
14
15

Mountain Catholic
(Sr. Mary Edith)

Jaylee
Julio
Bert

11
11
11

16
17
17

Foothills Catholic
(Mrs. Short)

Jan
Brad
Joe

9
9
9

15
15
14

Eastern Catholic
(Sr. Mary Patrick)

Data Collection
Over the course of four months, I observed a total of 52 hours of English instruction
across the six classrooms, with an average time spent within each context of eight hours (See
Table 4). The data was collected using “on-site investigation” (Merriam, 1998, p.137). The class
observations predominated and guided the decisions made about conducting interviews with
students and teachers. I observed one entire unit of study in each of the English classes that I
visited.
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Table 4
Data Collected from Teachers

Observations,
Audiotapes, Field
Notes
6 blocks
(540 minutes)

# Interviews
with
Teachers
Artifacts
5
Scope and sequence;
curriculum goals;
lesson plans; all
handouts; e-mails

School
Eastern
Catholic

Teacher
Dr. Murphy

Eastern
Catholic

Sr. Mary Patrick

6 blocks
(540 minutes)

5

Scope and sequence;
curriculum guide;
lesson plans; sample
unit tests; e-mails

Coastal
Catholic

Mrs. Moore

4 50-minute
classes
(200 minutes)

5

All handouts; sample
unit tests; e-mails

Heartland
Catholic

Mrs. Robin

10 45-minute
classes
(450 minutes)

5

Scope and sequence;
curriculum guide; all
handouts; sample unit
tests; e-mails

Mountain
Catholic

Sr. Mary Edith

15 45-minute
classes
(675 minutes)

5

All handouts; e-mails

Foothills
Catholic

Mrs. Short

10 70-minute
classes
(700 minutes)

5

All handouts; sample
unit folders; e-mails

Interviews with Teachers
Interviews with teachers and students followed near the end of each visit so that better
understanding of the sources of the interpenetration of literature and the Catholic optic could be
examined. I audio recorded the interviews. As I observed how the research questions were
addressed throughout the school and in each class, I tried to notice subtle similarities in the
outcomes of the various styles of instruction that I read and took note of while analyzing the
transcriptions. For that reason one last interview of the teachers took place after the
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transcriptions were completed. I asked the teachers the same or similar questions about their
preparations for teaching and student motivation (see Appendix A), but most of the questions
that I asked during the interviews dealt with what happened in each class that I observed. I
corresponded via e-mail with all of the teachers once I returned home.
Interviews with Students
In the interviews with students, I asked them about their ideas concerning the relationship
between what they learned in English class and religion class (See Appendix B). If they did not
believe that there were connections, I phrased questions more specifically, summarizing what I
had observed during a class to see if they believed that my observations reflected interpenetration
of literature and religion in any way. Some students were forthcoming with comments and
analysis. Other students had not considered the ideas that I proposed and struggled to respond. I
would improvise leading questions to help them with answers while at the same time trying not
to answer the questions for them.
Field Notes and Audio Tapes
Lectures, discussions, and instruction that took place during English classes were
observed and recorded. While audio recording the classes, I also took notes about what I saw the
teachers and students doing during classes. After observing the teachers and students, I realized
that class lectures and student participation illustrated what happened in ways that curriculum
guides and lesson plans did not. Depending on what took place during classes, I designed
questions concerning interpenetration of religion and literature that took place through teachers’
instructions or students’ comments. I wanted to confirm or disconfirm analysis using the
Catholic optic in the study of literature. Interpenetration of religion with the literary work
considered would be a topic of the interview with the teacher whether it seemed to take place in
her instruction or not. When the interpenetration of the two was student-generated, I interviewed
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the student whose comments were noteworthy to see if prior knowledge applied in the class
came from knowledge gained at home in experiencing Catholicism or if it had been gained
through study in religion classes in grade school or high school. If there was no interpenetration
observed in a class, the details of instruction were noted.
Artifact Collection
During each class I received the handouts that all of the students received. Some teachers
sent me samples of corrected tests at the completion of their units of study. Curriculum guides
were made available to me at two schools. Three students who were required to collect and
organize their unit notes in decorated folders sent me those assignments once they were returned
to them (See Table 5).
Table 5
Data Collected from Students
School
Teacher
Eastern Catholic
Dr. Murphy

Student Interviews
3

Artifacts

Eastern Catholic

Sr. Mary Patrick

3

Final examinations

Coastal Catholic

Mrs. Moore

3

Completed tests

Heartland Catholic

Mrs. Robin

3

3 unit projects

Mountain Catholic

Sr. Mary Edith

3

Foothills Catholic

Mrs. Short

3

3 unit notebooks

Data Analysis
After transcribing data and reading it numerous times, I began coding first for
interpenetration of religion and literature. Then I coded for instances of the different powers of
the soul being used in the classroom. As I coded for the third time, I looked for commonalities
between instruction and six of the benchmarks from the NSBECS (Ozar & Weitzel-O’Neill,
2012) that apply to the interpenetration of the Catholic optic with the study of literature.
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Regarding interpenetration, after listing ten recurring themes it became clear that those themes
could be summarized as three common points of reference at the five schools—doctrine,
morality, and theology of the body—so I refined my codes to reflect what the data were saying.
I made several more passes through the data with my updated codes to see if these naturalistic
generalizations (Creswell, 2007) helped me to identify the Catholic optic utilized during
instruction.
During the third round of coding, I searched for correlations between the use of Catholic
terminology and the engagement of the powers of the soul during teachers’ instruction. Then
during the last round of coding I compared the times that I realized that benchmarks were met
while Catholic optic themes were discussed. Since the directives of the NSBECS (2012) stated
that, “Dioceses, educational networks and schools implement the NSBECS within their context
and culture” (Ozar, 2012, p. 11), I also wanted to note how the charism of each school was
reflected in the English classes that I observed.
Catholic Optic
As I coded the data in the transcriptions, I soon realized that there were far fewer
references to the Catholic optic than I had expected while observing the classes. I initially coded
transcriptions for any terms and phrases that signified Catholic terminology. In the transcriptions
I watched for references to scriptural themes, God’s presence among people in terms of grace
and virtue, and the realization of God’s love at times of difficulty. After highlighting these
references I coded them according to themes.
I coded for the teachers’ instruction or use of religious analogies that connected literature
and Catholic themes for students. Teachers mentioned incarnation, redemption, Holy Eucharist,
virtues, dignity of life, theology of the body, Body of Christ, vices, evil, and Catholic tradition. I
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coded these topics, but these references were undeveloped themes because their application to
the literature was cursory.
Choice of Benchmarks
The six benchmarks chosen from the seventy included in the NSBECS referred to
educational qualities that incorporate Catholic teaching in all content areas taught in Catholic
high schools. For the purposes of this study, the six benchmarks provide a framework by which
the interpenetration of religion in the study of literature can be considered.
2.4)

The school’s Catholic Identity requires excellence in academic and intellectual
formation in all subjects including religious education.

2.5)

Faculty uses the lenses of Scripture and the Catholic intellectual tradition in all
subjects to help students think critically and ethically about the world around
them.

7.1)

The curriculum adheres to appropriate, delineated, standards, and is vertically
aligned to insure that every student successfully completes a rigorous and
coherent sequence of academic courses based on the standards and rooted in
Catholic values.

7.2)

Standards are adopted across the curriculum and include integration of the
religious, spiritual, moral, and ethical dimensions of learning all subjects.

7.3)

Curriculum and instruction for twenty-first century learning provide students with
knowledge, understanding, and skills to become creative, reflective, literate,
critical, and moral evaluators, problem solvers, decision makers, and socially
responsible global citizens.
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7.9)

Faculty and professional support staff demonstrate and continuously improve
knowledge and skills necessary for effective instruction, cultural sensitivity, and
modeling of Gospel values. (Ozar & Weitzel-O’Neill, 2012)

Although these benchmarks are meant to be goals for Catholic educators in general, not English
teachers in particular, I thought that using these benchmarks as measures of Catholic identity for
the classes observed would allow for a way of identifying “multiple realities” (Creswell, 2007,
p.45) at work in each class even though the teachers were not familiar with the NSBECS.
Since none of the teachers knew about NSBECS when I asked them if they were familiar with
the initiative, using the benchmarks to compare the teachers’ inclusion of the Catholic optic with
national expectations indicated where instructional efforts needed to begin instead of indicating
how thoroughly the Catholic optic was inculcated in the teachers’ instruction.
Powers of the Soul Addressed during Instructional Unit
By coding the transcriptions for the ways that the six teachers made content relevant
through the affective and spiritual dimensions of learning as they engaged and encouraged their
students to use their memories, imaginations, and emotions with their intellects and wills, I
guided my analysis of the case studies with a methodology incorporating the Catholic optic
while studying similarities in standards met in the classes at the five different high schools. I
coded for references to powers of the soul (intellect, will, memory, imagination, and emotions)
during the instruction of the units I observed.
Triangulation
The initial analysis of data was important to the accurate process of triangulation.
“Triangulation using multiple sources of data” (Merriam, 2009, p. 216) highlighted common
themes and topics and helped me “compare and cross-check data” (Merriam, 2009, p. 216) that I
collected in the six individual classes. I read through the interviews, developed and completed
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charts, and tried accurately to reflect the students’ and teachers’ meanings. As I completed the
research and looked for common themes, I carried out a synthesis to see if common themes
indeed existed. When they did not, it was important to be accurate in recording that aspect of the
research and considering if there was meaning in their absence. I contacted teachers by e-mail
and asked clarifying questions seeking to confirm or disconfirm evidence of patterns that I saw
both within and amongst cases.
One tendency that I had at first as I coded was to contemplate situations and read into
them broad generalizations about ideology and praxis. It was challenging for me to guard against
inserting misjudgments and refraining from impetuosity as I outlined and wrote “detailed
descriptions” (Creswell, 2007, p. 75). It was difficult for me to admit that where I wanted to read
into the transcriptions applications of the Catholic optic and uniformity with the six benchmarks
at work in instruction, the coding disproved my intuition. Analytical coding slowed me and
forced me to question my biases and misjudgments.
Interpenetration of Religion and Literature in Teachers’ and Students’ Comments
While combing the transcriptions of these classes to search for the ways that the teachers
treated religious themes found in the literature, I also noted how philosophical and ideological
thoughts were woven into the works’ themes and then included or contrasted with Catholic
beliefs by the teachers. When it seemed that students initiated interpenetration of religious topics
into class discussions, I listened for the subtleties between secular literary conventions and
Catholic doctrinal terminology. I interviewed the English teachers about the ways they used
Catholic themes and topics in their literature lectures and instruction to see if they were
conscious of integrating Catholic teaching into their classes. If they were, I asked them to
describe what they envisioned their outcomes to be through the use of this pedagogy. When I
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interviewed the students I tried not to mention specific Catholic terminology and waited for their
references to it.
Differences between Classes and Interviews
From the transcriptions of the classes that I observed as well as the transcriptions of the
interviews with students and teachers that I conducted, open coding allowed me to identify
themes of Catholic tradition, doctrine, and theology of the body that emerged through broad and
vague references. In the interviews those topics did not repeat themselves as often as did the
topic of teacher-student rapport. I noted that the cohesive and unifying element at work in the
Catholic sense of teaching and learning that I observed taking place at these five schools and in
the six classrooms in which I spent time was an idea of being together in the community of a
Catholic school. Although this attribute is included in NSBECS, the six benchmarks that I
highlighted for coding purposes emphasized academic content through which the Catholic optic
emerged.
“Researchers must ask themselves what they have learned from doing the interviews,
studying the transcripts, marking and labeling them, crafting profiles, and organizing categories
of excerpts” (Seidman, 2006, p. 128). By writing memoranda about the seemingly disconnected
or confusing information (Seidman, 2006, p. 129), my insights began to connect what was at first
random because I took time to note what I learned. I avoided building “theory” (Seidman, 2006,
p. 129), but I did realize that there are facts that go unnoticed in the observation and interview
processes if they are not pondered and contemplated through thorough written consideration and
study. Developing charts to organize the data according to the information mined from the
observations and interviews and comparing all six class observations identifying exact words and
phrases helped me, but I still found it difficult avoiding my own biases. By returning to the six
benchmarks time and time again during data analysis, the necessity of interpenetration of the
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Catholic optic and the engagement of the powers of the soul in teaching and learning to respond
to the concepts behind the NSBECS became evident and their absence noticeable.
Table 6
Data Sources
Research Question
or NSBECS
Benchmarks
Question 1
Charism

Observations
and Field
Notes

Audiotape
Interview
Transcriptions with
of Classes
Students

Interviews
with Teachers

X

X

X

X

Question 2
Catholic Optic

X

X

X

X

Question 3
Powers of the Soul

X

X

X

X

Benchmark 2.4
Catholic Identity

X

X

X

X

Benchmark 2.5
Catholic Intellectual
Tradition
X

X

X

X

Benchmark 7.1
Catholic Values

X

X

X

X

Benchmark 7.2
Cross-curricular
Influence of
Religion

X

X

X

X

Benchmark 7.3
Formation of
Relevant Global
Citizens

X

Artifacts

X

Benchmark 7.9
On-going Faculty
Formation in
Instructional
Strategies and
Gospel Values

X
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X

Limitations of Methods
Jago (2011a) and Rose (2005) separated engagement of the powers of the soul from
Catholic content in their work in the public sector. My methods took for granted that the two
would be connected in the interpenetration of the Catholic optic with the teaching of literature in
the Catholic high school English classes that I observed. My methods took for granted that what
I would observe would be intellectually substantial and enhanced with pedagogy that would
engage the other powers of the soul into deep consideration of the beauty of Catholic thought at
work interpreting some of the best secular literature written in or translated into English. These
presumptions hindered my ability to understand clearly what I observed as initially I projected
deeper significance to what I observed than evidence eventually allowed me to admit was the
case.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Site Descriptions
To complete the research for this dissertation, I traveled 5,000 miles to visit Catholic
diocesan high schools in five different geographical regions of the United States: deep-south,
mid-Atlantic, mid-south, mid-west, and west. Being a Catholic Sister and visiting three schools
completely staffed by lay people was a humbling experience for me. The members of those
school communities respected consecrated religious life. They understood the contributions
made by Catholic Sisters to education; they knew that there were far fewer consecrated religious
Sisters in the United States in 2013 than there were in the past; and they were intrigued by my
presence in my religious habit, representing Catholicism past and present.
The administrators and faculty members with whom I interacted seemed to trust me
unconditionally, and that fact frightened me because I understood that, as a researcher, my work
might uncover findings that would be unwelcomed constructive criticism that would upset them.
The high regard they had for me as a consecrated religious Sister made the interviewing process
with the English teachers easier than I had thought it would be. It appeared that the forthrightness
of the teachers reflected that they believed me to be their advocate as opposed to a researcher
open to find whatever appeared before me. Very few of the students in those three schools had
ever met a Sister, so they did not know how to approach me. They stared at me in obvious
interest about my habit, not knowing what to say. The student interviews in those schools were
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usually awkward because the students seemed apprehensive and wanted to represent their
teachers and school well, while at the same time impress me.
Each of the five schools was easily identifiable as a Catholic high school. The schools
had athletic programs and other extracurricular activities similar to those sponsored by secular
private and public high schools. They also had chapels, crucifixes in each classroom, statues and
pictures of the Blessed Virgin Mary and saints throughout the schools. Each school community
prayed together at the beginning and end of each school day over the public address system,
attended all-school Mass together at least once a month, and made opportunities available for
students to receive the Sacrament of Penance (confession) at least twice a year. Play casts and
sports teams prayed together before practices. Faculty meetings began with prayer. School rings,
and at one school students’ car keys and key chains, were blessed at special ceremonies. These
similarities were obvious. The Catholic attributes that distinguished each school community,
known as the school’s charism and reflecting the interior life of the high school, were more
difficult to identify. As I observed English classes in the five high schools, I kept what seemed to
be each community’s special mission in mind to see how it influenced English instruction.
Table 7
Comparisons of Five Schools
School
Religion
at least
4 Hours
a Week
Eastern Catholic
X

English
at least
4 Hours
a Week
X

Coastal Catholic

X

X

Heartland Catholic

School
Mass
Once a
Week
X

X

Mountain Catholic

X

X

Foothills Catholic

X

X

Religious
and or
Priests on
Faculty
X

X
X
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X

Evidence
of Student
centered
Instruction
X

English
Department
Mission
Statement
X

Eastern Catholic High School
Location. At Eastern Catholic High School, located in a suburb of a metropolis in
Eastern United States, the students participated in studies that integrated philosophy in every
content area. There was a commitment on the part of the administration and faculty to impart an
appreciation for the Catholic intellectual tradition to their students. After speaking with several
students during their lunch periods and after school, I learned that they were motivated to learn
because they realized that if they were going to be occupationally or professionally successful in
the region of the country where they lived, they needed to be well educated. They wanted to
reason, speak, read, and write well. In every informal conversation with upperclassmen, students
were quick to tell me of their plans for undergraduate study and future careers. They understood
the competitive nature of their next academic steps and believed that Eastern Catholic High
School’s standards prepared them to advance. The principal told me that over 70% of the
students came from working class families. They and their parents or guardians saw their
educations as investments that prepared them for undergraduate studies and should ultimately
ease financial burdens because students of Eastern Catholic would have opportunities to qualify
for college grants and scholarships.
Population. All of the students at this school participated in the bioethics curriculum that
required them to take two and one-half years of courses in philosophy and bioethics. The courses
were not considered religion courses. This high school was only six years old but already had an
enrollment of 564 students. Within the school population, the students’ ethnicities were as
follows: 1% Pacific Islander; 5% Asian; 8% African American; 9% Latino/Hispanic; 11% multiracial; and 66% Caucasian.
Charism. The bishop of the diocese asked a religious community of Catholic Sisters to
administer and teach in this high school founded to address the need for Catholic formation
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concerning bioethical issues. Four Sisters worked at the school. One was principal; the second
was an assistant principal; the third was chair of the bioethics department; and the fourth was
chair of both the religion and English departments. The other administrators and teachers at
Eastern Catholic were lay teachers. The Sisters’ charism articulated itself in a studious and
contemplative way of life that prepared them to teach truth in light of the Judeo-Christian
tradition through all of the subjects offered at Eastern, especially bioethics. The school’s faculty
and staff believed in the Sisters as academic leaders in their community, collaborating with them
to respond to the needs of the students through professional and curricular development. A great
deal of time and effort were invested into interviewing and then hiring teachers who believed in
the Catholic mission of the school and understood the mandate that the school community
received from the bishop of the diocese to instill in the students a deep reverence for what Pope
John Paul II referred to as the culture of life and the dignity of the human person.
At Eastern Catholic, the ethos of the school seemed mature and disciplined—subdued
compared to most high school atmospheres. Between classes the students hurried, not to allow
more time to socialize once they arrived in the next classes, but to give them ample time to
prepare for the subject in the next block. Once there they primarily prepared for the classes to
begin and secondarily, casually conversed with each other. When the second bell rang for class
to begin, the students seemed ready for the teachers to begin.
With the school chapel in the center of the school building, the tabernacle could be seen
from both the first and second floor hallways. As many students passed in front of the chapel,
they looked towards the tabernacle and made the sign of the cross, acknowledging the fact that
the Holy Eucharist was reserved there. This act of devotion and reverence symbolized
acknowledgment of Christ’s sacramental presence. When I asked a group of students about their
practice, one of the students said to me, “All but two of the walls of the Chapel are glass. Sister
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taught us that if we acknowledge Jesus in the sacrament, he helps us acknowledge him in
everyone.”
Eastern Catholic High School had a program that served students with mild to moderate
cognitive impairments. These students interacted with students in many of their classes while
specialized instructional time was reserved for the participants in the program. The teachers
whom I interviewed stated that this integration strengthened the entire school community.
Inclusion built immediate understanding of the culture of life among students and appreciation of
the dignity of every person as being made in the image and likeness of God. The house system
(i.e., groups to which the students are assigned as freshmen for the purpose of strengthening
community), integrated the grades in extracurricular activities, intramurals, and in competitions
that encouraged adherence to school rules. The fact that the high school was begun with a
particular mission in mind and that years of planning went into its inauguration helped the
administrators and faculty members to be mindful of the high aspirations inherent in the high
school’s mission and to remain focused on maintaining them.
Evidence of charism informing English instruction. While I visited Eastern Catholic
for two weeks, I observed Dr. Murphy and her tenth grade students studying Medea (Euripides,
431 B.C.) The students carried out Dr. Murphy’s directions systematically while she moved
around the classroom observing the students as they worked in groups answering questions that
she provided for them on worksheets. The groups wrote their findings on poster-sized self-stick
paper. Dr. Murphy facilitated the groups’ presentations of their findings. During the 540 minutes
that I observed the class, Dr. Murphy lectured for only twenty minutes, an introduction to Greek
theater.
While visiting Eastern Catholic, I also observed ninth graders studying with Sister Mary
Patrick a two-week unit on Thomas Malory’s Le Morte d’Arthur (1485). While Sister’s unit was
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teacher-centered, her pedagogical style wove her lectures through the student activities so that
the students acted out medieval customs associated with chivalrous manners. She included the
etymology of words and vocabulary into her instruction.
Perhaps because the bioethics curriculum at Eastern Catholic required the students to
think critically and move beyond their feelings about ethical dilemmas, it seemed that students
approached the literature that they read in English class more from a critical intellectual
perspective than from an imaginative one. Dr. Murphy insisted that they provide evidence from
the play to support their interpretations. The students were logical and methodical in their
discussions and presentations during class. Since the foundational course for bioethics was The
Human Person, the ninth and tenth graders whom I observed had learned about the influence of
the powers of the soul in the human person, not from a religious, but from a philosophical
perspective.
Foothills Catholic High School
Location. At Foothills Catholic High School, there seemed to me to be less of a parochial
vision of Catholic education than what I had observed at the other high schools maybe because
this school was located in the American Mid-South and only 50% of the students in the high
school were Catholic. In a thriving suburban area, this diocesan high school seemed like an
exclusive college preparatory school.
Population. There were a total of 611 students at Foothills Catholic. The minorities in
the school—4% Hispanic; 4% Asian; 4% other ethnicities; and 7% African American –
benefitted from financial affluence and interacted well with the majority students 81%
Caucasian. The high school was founded in 2002 with a lay faculty.
Charism. Because the high school’s mission includes the education of many Protestant
Christian students in an area of the United States where less than 10% of the population is
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Catholic, people who have never known Catholics to get to know them and learn about their
beliefs. Some Protestant Christian students told me that their parents wanted them to attend
Foothills Catholic because faculty and staff assured their parents that their religious beliefs
would be honored in the academic community. The school has developed an impressive
academic reputation in a short time. Foothills Catholic included a program for students with
learning disabilities. Advanced placement was offered in 21 courses. There was a house system
similar to that of Eastern Catholic and a competitive interscholastic athletic program that had
already helped to cultivate professional athletes in football. The commitment to the Catholic
intellectual tradition on the part of administration and faculty appeared to be quite different from
that of Eastern Catholic. The ecumenical spirit that influenced their work among themselves and
their students reflected acceptance and inquiry about the beliefs and practices of religions and
Christian denominations. One teacher stated, “At Foothills, students are presented the facts about
the ways that people believe in God differently. Catholic beliefs are contrasted with other
religious beliefs. They are not taught exclusively. It is taken for granted that students know their
Catholic faith and need opportunities to compare it with the beliefs of other people.”
Part of the appeal that Foothills Catholic held for non-Catholics was that it represented a
traditional education with a faculty committed to teaching excellence. Non-Catholic students
with whom I conversed informally said that their beliefs were respected in the theology classes
required of all students. The first headmaster convinced the school community of his
commitment to academic excellence and formed a faculty who embraced his classical philosophy
of education. The high school has remained true to its mission. Emphasis was placed on creating
an environment in which the students understood the importance of character formation and took
responsibility to do so on their own. The head of one of the academic departments was not
Catholic, but she viewed herself as a Catholic educator since she taught at Foothills Catholic and
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subscribed to its mission. That fact commented on the manner in which the faculty at Foothills
Catholic believed that they espoused the mission of their Catholic school even when they were
not adherents of the Catholic faith. The teachers believed in Catholic education as it was
promoted at Foothills Catholic; therefore, they believed they were Catholic educators. The chair
of the English department, a Protestant Christian told me, “It means so much to me as a Catholic
school educator that I can incorporate my beliefs about God when I teach.” She and other faculty
members viewed the ecumenical spirit and the liberal arts emphasis inherent in the school’s
ideological foundation as Catholic education.
Evidence of charism informing English instruction. For three weeks I observed Mrs.
Short as she taught a unit on Romeo and Juliet (Shakespeare, 1591) to ninth graders. They read
parts of the play aloud during class and watched excerpts of the Zeffirelli film. Mrs. Short
required the students to complete additional reading assignments, and she also gave them
worksheets with questions concerning those assignments. She and the students discussed some of
their answers to those questions during class after she reviewed students’ worksheets to see
which answers they had found difficult to complete. Mrs. Short did not mention Catholic topics
as she taught Romeo and Juliet. Her approach to the play was secular and academic (see
Appendix O).
Heartland Catholic High School
Location. Heartland Catholic High School was founded in 1925. Over the past 88 years
Heartland, located in Midwest United States, has grown from being a parochial high school to a
regional diocesan high school with 562 students.
Population. The students at Heartland Catholic were familiar with an agrarian way of life
in a homogeneously populated area. The student body was 1% Hispanic; 1% African American;
2% Asian; 3% multi-racial; and 93% Caucasian.
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Charism. Different religious communities of Sisters and Brothers have administered and
taught at the school throughout its history. One of the sayings associated with the school was
Enter to learn. Leave to serve. Catholic mission seemed intrinsic to the school’s existence. It
seemed that instilling a commitment to Catholic social teaching was the motivating force within
Heartland’s academic community more so than imparting understanding of the Catholic
intellectual tradition. The school community raised and donated $32,000 to a Catholic high
school hard hit by Hurricane Sandy that damaged property and buildings along the Mid-Atlantic
coast in the fall of 2012. A group of sixteen twelfth graders with two faculty chaperones
representing Heartland Catholic traveled to a hurricane-damaged area during their mid-winter
break to serve as volunteers and work in the recovery efforts that continued three and a half
months after Hurricane Sandy.
Since Catholic identity for the students who attended Heartland resided primarily in their
families, the students honored the traditional values that their parish communities embodied.
When I attended two Sunday Masses in the area during the two weeks I spent at Heartland
Catholic, I noticed many students whom I recognized from the school. They and their parents
made a point of speaking to me before or after both Masses. Before I had an opportunity to ask
the principal about my impression in this regard, he mentioned, “I don't know where you went to
Mass on Sunday. You probably went to St. Sebastian's. You will notice, I don't know what time
you went, but if you had gone Saturday at 5:00, you would have seen half our schoolchildren.”
When I responded, “I was at both,” he continued,
I am amazed at how many of our young kids are at church. Like when you comment—I
don't comment on it anymore. I first came out, I commented, and it was like well “Aren’t
you supposed to?” It would be like if my [teachers] had said to me [when I was a high
school student] in 1965, I saw you at church with your mother and father, I would say,
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“Aren't you supposed to do that?” That's what—now when I was at St. Bede's High
School in another city—that was not common. If you go to that city, and go into their
church, it is a lot of old people. Here that is not the case. Even holy days, we are off, you
will see kids at the 5:00 Mass the night before. Now they are dressed because they are
going to go play this game or that game, but that's very reassuring to me that the Church
is still very much a part of their life.
In faculty and student interviews, it became obvious that many at Heartland Catholic adhered to
the belief that families are domestic churches and they experienced local and school
communities supporting, conferring, and collaborating with them. The principal, a religious
brother, summed it up well when I asked him,
These young people say "I'm just going to go to college in town. I'm just. Does that have
something to do with their being so happy and satisfied on the farm or do they not have a
type of real confidence in their intellects to branch out?”
Brother James replied,
I'd say it's more of a confidence in that they know this, and they like this. So I think when
they say, “I am just going to stay here,” it is a part of, “I don't want that part of the
world.” You know, we have some kids that are real good old farm boys, and we have
some kids that are a little more sophisticated, but I think in your time here, besides
observing the classes, you have to admit that you know of no place like this.
Although the principal would have first-hand knowledge of sophisticated characteristics that
students in his school manifested, it seemed to me that the students with whom I interacted were
refreshingly unpretentious and thoughtful adolescents.
The principal of the school realized that the students assumed important responsibilities
working on their families’ farms and assisting their parents and guardians with paying their
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tuition by working part-time. He gave students many privileges at Heartland Catholic that
students in other Catholic high schools do not know. They chewed gum during school; they had
a lenient dress code; and they had opportunities for early dismissal from school frequently. Some
students took advantage of classes offered at vocational technical schools before school began or
after having spent half a day of school at Heartland Catholic. When career day was held at
Heartland Catholic, many of the young men chose to attend talks given about “agrarian careers”
since their families’ dairy, cattle, and vegetable farms are lucrative businesses that are four and
five generations old.
No advanced placement courses were offered at Heartland Catholic. There were dual
enrollment classes offered at both a nearby state university and a Catholic university within one
hundred miles of the high school. Unlike many Catholic high schools, home economics was still
offered at Heartland Catholic. Latin I and II were offered to students as a developmental course
for those who were challenged in grammar and vocabulary. Religion classes were offered only
three days a week. Since these attributes of academic life at Heartland differed substantially from
the academic programs I observed at the other high schools, it seemed to me that lived
experience of Catholicism at Heartland Catholic was valued more than intellectual understanding
of it. It was explained to me by the principal that many parents took seriously their roles as the
primary educators of their children and worked in collaboration with administrators and teachers
in this high school. The satisfaction with and closeness of the community somehow obviated the
need to be acquainted with other philosophies of life. It was as if challenges to the Catholic faith
had made no real inroads in this region at all and did not need to be considered intellectually.
Evidence of charism informing English instruction. Mrs. Robin, the teacher whom I
formally observed teaching a non-fiction unit to ninth graders, allowed me to observe her as she
taught an elective course on contemporary novels (see Appendix J). The eleventh and twelfth
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grade students seemed to dismiss challenges to God, faith, and family because they did not
believe that the challenges were valid or because the students had not learned ways to apply the
qualities of those principles to a fuller understanding of their studies. There was no real reason to
consider arguments against these challenges because faith and family kept the students safe and
supported who they were and who they wanted to become.
A clear illustration of these attitudes manifested itself as I informally observed an elective
eleventh and twelfth grade contemporary novel class. Mrs. Robin was prepared to ask the
students questions about Robert Cormier’s novel I am the Cheese to encourage class discussion.
In I am the Cheese (1977), an adolescent boy has experienced the tragedy of his parents’ death
and has suffered emotionally and psychologically as a result. The mystery that shrouded his
parents’ death complicated the plot and the main character’s life of isolation and confusion. The
students viewed excerpts of the movie of I am the Cheese throughout the unit. The outspoken
students in the class who dominated the whole class discussion categorized the plot of the novel
and its presentation as “stupid” and “unrealistic” as they joked about the main character’s
situation.
Mrs. Robin did not guide students to systematically consider the themes of the novel that
could have aided them in understanding the plot of the novel with greater acceptance. The
students and teacher dove into the plot without an introduction, any preparation, or a plan for
learning from or experiencing meaningfully I am the Cheese (Cormier, 1977), and the students
reacted negatively to the book. The illogical, confusing depiction of the main character’s
dilemma might have represented the antithesis of order that some students knew in their lives,
and they saw no reason to consider it seriously. Students retreated from confronting the
disturbing topics within the novel instead of meeting an opportunity that could challenge their
faith and once confronted, strengthen it.
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The students in Mrs. Robin’s ninth grade class passively received the information
included in her lectures as she presented information to them emphasizing the importance of
turning their personal sacrifices into prayer by not just accepting difficulties, but by “offering
them up” to God as Jesus Christ did. It seemed that this concept was not totally novel to them.
Mrs. Robin’s instruction highlighted one way that students could approach the spirit of
generosity that the Heartland school community embodied.
Coastal Catholic High School
Location. Coastal Catholic High School, located in an area of the United States with a
majority population of Catholics, is in the Deep South. Before it became a diocesan high school
in 1976, it was founded as a parish school in 1948. Although located in a provincial area, the
students were wise to cosmopolitan ways of life, living near one of the most famous cities in the
world, but they enjoyed the simplicity of their life hidden upstream from that city.
Population. The school population was 1% Asian; 2% Native American; 2% Hispanic;
26% African American; and 69% Caucasian. Its enrollment was 420 students.
Charism. A simple physical facility disguised a school community of academic integrity
that was technologically savvy. Since Coastal Catholic administrators believed in the integration
of technology in the classroom, the students were required to rent or purchase their own iPads for
use in their classes. Mrs. Moore, the teacher whom I observed and interviewed, told me that
since the region always knew the threat of destructive weather and had experienced extensive
damage associated with Hurricanes Katrina, Rita, and Isaac from 2005-2012, there was a way in
which the people of this school community valued faith and family intensely with little regard
for material or social prosperity and that Gospel values were intrinsically a part of their lives.
The Catholic faith seemed the paramount reality in their culture and was, seemingly
unconsciously, integrated into their daily routine. When I mentioned to the administrators that I
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was surprised that they would alter the school schedule to accommodate an all-school Mass on
the Solemnity of St. Joseph, which is not a holy day of obligation but a solemnity in the Catholic
Church calendar and an important observance in devout and pious families, they were surprised
that such a practice was not the norm in Catholic schools throughout the United States. The
principal told me that it was important for the boys in the school to celebrate and honor St.
Joseph, Jesus’ foster father and a working man. The observance of Catholic tradition in the lives
of the students at Coastal Catholic High School was an important element in calendar and
curriculum planning. Fish fry fund raisers took place at the school every Friday night during Lent
before the neighboring parish held Stations of the Cross and Benediction. The assistant principal
was trying to encourage the faculty to move beyond cultural experience of the Catholic religion
to better understand and transmit the Catholic intellectual tradition to their students.
Seven advanced placement courses were offered at Coastal Catholic. The school included
grades 8-12, so advanced placement English was titled as English V. In 2006 the administration
initiated Catholic Curriculum Design at Catholic Coastal to increase awareness of “the presence
of the sacred” (NCEA Convention presentation, 2013). The objective of this interdisciplinary
project was “designing a learning experience in light of the Gospel that invites discovery,
challenges assumptions of learners, and motivates action as it applies to the revelation of God’s
creation” (presentation handout, 2013). Department chairpersons and faculty members helped to
create this curricular approach and re-visited what had been done each year to strengthen the
curriculum. Every semester one question was included on each examination that aimed to
integrate knowledge of Catholic teaching with the subject being tested. Often these questions
were broad and open-ended so that students reflected in individual ways about their application
of Catholicism to the subject they studied. For example, the teacher whom I observed shared two
of the questions that she had included on her examinations in past years.
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1) In William Shakespeare’s tragedy Macbeth, the title character gives himself over to
evil by letting the witches’ prophecies sway his thoughts and later by willingly
seeking out their advice. The potential for good and evil lies in each one of us, but our
faith can help guide us to the light of truth and righteousness, despite all the “witches”
and “prophecies” that might come our way. Write an essay in which you explain how
one’s faith can be an aegis against evils that will come in one’s lifetime.
2) If you rewrote Everyman to apply to a modern audience, which “characters” would
your modern-day Everyman need to join him on his journey to his reckoning? Which
characters would be the ones that he thought were important but would ultimately
abandon him or cause him more harm than good?
The students seemed to enjoy their adolescence without preoccupations concerning
academic success and college decisions. At the same time, in all humility, faculty members were
dedicated to their Catholicism. Each of the many teachers whom I met and spoke with informally
shared with me how they carried out the Catholic Curriculum Design in their classes and how
Catholic social teaching permeated the faculty’s attitude toward community at Coastal Catholic.
Two different religious communities of Sisters had administered and taught in the school but not
in recent years. Some of the students had not met a religious sister before and were intrigued by
my visit to their school. The presence of dedicated Catholic male faculty members teaching in
the religion department offered a masculine and paternal dimension to the faculty and school
esprit de corps, because they challenged students to move beyond a casual affirmation of
Catholicism to understand it across the curriculum. These male administrators and teachers
related how they loved Catholicism and understood the secular ways of the world that intrigued
and challenged their students. They wanted to serve and seemed humble. Some of these men
worked as professionals in other fields before entering the profession of education for religious
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reasons. Some of them had taught at Catholic college preparatory schools in the city nearby.
Members of Coastal Catholic’s community were well aware of the reputations of these much
older and wealthier private Catholic high school communities, mentioning them in casual
conversation on occasion, but I could tell that they did not feel competitive with those schools,
nor did they really want to be. It seemed to me that the nature of their school spirit reflected
being “hidden with Christ in God” (Colossians 3:3) as St. Paul says and seemed to be the raison
d’être for academic pursuits at Coastal Catholic High School. When I mentioned this to the
assistant principal in charge of academics, he said, “Isn’t that the way that we are supposed to
be?”
Evidence of charism informing English instruction. The unit on Victorian poetry that
Mrs. Moore taught when I visited Coastal Catholic lasted only one week. She lectured her
students, but the eleventh graders seemed to listen to what she explained and were interested in
learning. Since Mrs. Moore spoke quickly and utilized technology effectively during class, she
kept her students’ attention. The students conversed with Mrs. Moore before and after class,
enjoyed her jokes during class, and congregated in her classroom during parts of their lunch
period. It seemed that she admired their intelligence and they appreciated her interest in them. In
her teacher-centered class, Mrs. Moore addressed the students using analogies that they
understood because they were familiar to them in their own experience of life.
Mountain Catholic High School
Location. Mountain Catholic High School is located in Western United States. Founded
in 1958, it is in an urban area.
Population. Mountain Catholic is a diocesan high school with a diverse student
population of 361 students. The student body is 1% African; 7% Asian; 11% African American;
15% multiracial; 18% Hispanic; and 48% Caucasian. In a city where there are several private
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Catholic high schools, Mountain Catholic had many donors who believed in the school’s mission
to offer excellent Catholic education to students who could not afford exclusive private
education. At the same time, there were affluent families who chose this high school for their
children because they valued the ethnic and economic diversity present in the school’s
population.
Charism. According to people knowledgeable about education with whom I met while
visiting the city where the school is located, Mountain Catholic High School’s faculty was highly
regarded in its metropolitan area. The school has a reputation for being academically strong with
55% of the students in honors or advanced placement classes. The teachers in the school’s
theology department reported that they were committed to teaching the students how to
understand, appreciate, and defend the Catholic faith. That commitment, one theology teacher
told me, translated into inquiry about the Catholic intellectual tradition in all of the students’
classes, creating conversations among theology faculty members and teachers in the other
academic departments. The sacramental identity of being Catholic was even more important in
the students’ formation at Mountain Catholic than the intellectual development of their
knowledge of the Catholic faith was. Since both were addressed as priorities in the school
community, students applied what they learned in theology classes to what they learned in their
other academic classes. The academic integrity of the Theology Department was strong and
respected. Like Coastal Catholic High School, there were dedicated men who zealously taught
theology and wholeheartedly believed in the efficacy of sacramental life in the Catholic Church.
The Learning Strategies Program at Mountain Catholic High School gave one-on-one
assistance to students with diagnosed learning or physical disabilities so that, with the help of
tutoring and individualized instruction, their work complemented their participation in required
courses offered at Mountain Catholic through differentiated instruction. The inclusive nature of
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the school community was an expression of its Catholic identity. When I visited with some
students informally after dismissal, we began to discuss the junior retreat that they had
completed a week earlier. As we talked, they mentioned how much closer they felt since
returning from the retreat and how blessed that they were to be together at Mountain Catholic
where they did not feel stereotyped by teachers or fellow students but appreciated for being
themselves, made uniquely in the image and likeness of God with gifts to share that no one else
has to give.
Throughout the 55-year history of the school, different religious communities of Sisters
have administered and taught at Mountain Catholic. When I observed, two consecrated religious
Sisters were present at the high school. There had been religious brothers and priests who served
on the faculty throughout the years. When I visited, one religious brother and one seminarian
taught at Mountain Catholic. The lay faculty of Mountain Catholic knew that their role in
curricular decisions was important. While other school communities bemoaned the fact that the
numbers of consecrated religious teachers had declined in the last forty years, the lay faculty at
Mountain Catholic realized that they needed to be the academic leaders. Unlike any other school
community I observed, it was noticeable through informal conversations with members of the
English and religion departments that shared beliefs about content unified department members
in on-going, unmandated curricular development. Administrators trusted faculty members,
stayed informed of their work in their departments, and trusted them to maintain diocesan and
state curriculum guidelines.
Evidence of charism informing English instruction. For three weeks I observed Sister
Mary Edith teaching eleventh graders as they studied A Farewell to Arms (Hemingway, 2012)
Sister spent the first five minutes of each class after prayers introducing five vocabulary words
she chose from the novel. On Fridays the students were quizzed on the words learned since the
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last quiz. After the vocabulary segment of class, Sister followed a class schedule posted on the
front board of her classroom. It was obvious to me that Sister prepared each lesson carefully,
sometimes highlighting her presentation and points that she wanted included in class discussions
with presentation slides. The students were expected to complete their reading assignments
before they came to class and were careful to take notes during class since Sister did not post
information concerning their studies online.
Comparisons of Sites’ Descriptions and Charisms
Manifestations of Catholicism in each classroom where I observed were evident.
Understanding of Catholicism as a calculated point of reference for the study of literature
according to five of the six benchmarks and incorporation of the Catholic optic were not.
Religious discussions in English classes sometimes supplemented the academic rigor required by
Benchmark 2.4 The school’s identity requires excellence in academic and intellectual formation
in all subjects including religious education. Religious education was its own subject and had its
own place in each school’s curriculum. If discussions concerning literature and religion
developed during class, most often they were secondary to plans for the class. Notable
exceptions to this finding were the plans that Sister Mary Edith included in her instruction
integrating discussion of theology of the body and the relationship between Catherine and
Frederic in A Farewell to Arms and Mrs. Moore’s instruction surrounding Elizabeth Barrett
Browning’s “Sonnet 43” (1845), “childlike faith,” and devotion to the Holy Eucharist.
Benchmark 7.2, Standards are adopted across the curriculum and include integration of
the religious, spiritual, moral, and ethical dimensions of learning all subjects did not manifest
itself through instructional strategies during the classes that I observed. It was not that the
importance of religion was overlooked. It was not considered to be important to the content area
of literature. Students and teachers viewed religion as a content area that stood alone as a subject
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in the way that Benchmark 2.4 may be interpreted when considered separately from Benchmarks
2.5, 7.1, 7.2, and 7.9. Integration of Benchmark 7.2 across the curriculum, specifically in English
class, did not deny the important role that Benchmark 7.2 could play in the schools’ charisms. If
students asked questions or brought into their comments religious, spiritual, moral, or ethical
matters, only one teacher whom I observed ignored those comments. The other teachers
discussed those topics, but there was no evidence of planning or preparation for their
incorporation into their classes. Since attention to developing Benchmark 7.9, Faculty and
professional support staff demonstrate and continuously improve knowledge and skills necessary
for effective instruction, cultural sensitivity, and modeling of Gospel values manifested itself in
only one high school, it seemed logical that initiating Benchmarks 2.5, 7.1, and 7.2 were left to
individual teachers’ preferences.
Each high school community in different ways responded to Benchmark 7.3, Curriculum
and instruction for twenty-first century learning provide students with knowledge,
understanding, and skills to become creative, reflective, literate, critical, and moral evaluators,
problem solvers, decision makers, and socially responsible global citizens. The libraries in all
five schools provided technology that supported studies through twenty-first century learning.
The English teachers whom I observed did not make use of their students’ abilities to apply their
knowledge, understanding, and skills in interactive learning opportunities that would have made
their class time more engaging, reflective, and critical. Teacher-centered instruction followed the
routine of lecture with brief opportunities for discussion and activities. The students’ intellects,
wills and emotions were addressed during instruction, but the teachers did not engage the
students through instructional strategies that would employ their memories or imaginations in
creative ways. Traditional means of teaching and learning took place. Students followed
directions, listened, and sometimes took notes.
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The bioethics curriculum animated the mission of Eastern Catholic, influencing the
studies in each academic department as students learned to be logical and methodical in their
deductions concerning their studies. While attention to ecumenism and the liberal arts
highlighted academic efforts at Foothills Catholic, the administrators and faculty expected the
students to conduct themselves responsibly and grow in their respect for all people by learning
about different religions and cultures. At Heartland Catholic, the administrators and faculty
wanted students to learn so that their education would afford them opportunities to serve others
in imitation of Christ, but even if they found the existential style of I am the Cheese strange, little
empathy was shown in English class for the main character’s painful situation in a mental
hospital. The special mission that animated Coastal Catholic’s school community was belief in
the beauty and validity of their Catholic heritage and the administration’s desire to maintain it
through their Catholic Curriculum Design while keeping abreast of technological advancements
to aid academics. At Mountain Catholic, the cultivation of Catholic apologists animated the
administrators and faculty as they instilled in students desire to understand Catholicism so to
convey it to others.
It seemed to be taken for granted that the Catholic identity of Heartland Catholic, Coastal
Catholic, and Foothills Catholic permeated the instructional practices of the teachers and
integrated the academic content with the Catholic optic. Four of the six teachers whom I
observed referred to Catholic beliefs and teachings, but rarely if ever used the Catholic optic as a
reference point from which students could learn a Catholic perspective for understanding the
literary work they studied. The lack of integration between the perception of being Catholic and
knowing the facts of the Catholic intellectual tradition created a dichotomy of experience in the
lives of many teachers and their students. After observing in these schools informally for 129
hours, it seemed that the neglect of commitment to deep study and prayer and instead the
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implementation of activism in those disciplines decreased teachers’ and students’ abilities to
delve beyond rudimentary experiences of the Catholic optic.
While the missions of the high schools varied, their approaches to academic pursuits were
quite similar. All of the observed teachers conducted their classes in traditional classroom
settings, and four of the six rarely departed from traditional routines of class lectures, class
discussions, and group discussions. At Heartland Catholic, Foothills Catholic, Mountain
Catholic, and Coastal Catholic, students manifested a will to learn that adapted to traditional
conditions for learning as they followed the same classroom routines every day during the units I
observed. They entered the classrooms, sat in the same desks each day, listened in silence to their
teachers, commented when encouraged to do so, and wrote notes while watching their teachers.
Because of the emphasis placed on summarizing what was read in class at these four high
schools, the students were competent at describing what they had read and at articulating why
what they had read seemed significant to them. At Foothills and Mountain Catholic, the
discussions always began and centered on explications of texts. Both Mrs. Short and Sister Mary
Edith guided the students through paragraph by paragraph or line by line of the sections that they
wanted to emphasize to make sure that the students understood what they had read. Each of the
teachers whom I interviewed and observed had at least a basic understanding of Catholic
teaching. Even though Mrs. Short was not Catholic, she had attended Catholic schools in grades
6-12. During the interviews, statements describing their curricula, their relationships with
members of the religion departments, and their own personal teaching ideologies reflected
commitment to the Catholic mission of their high schools in relational terms.
Teacher-Student Relationships and Academic Achievement
Students in all five schools commented on effective ways their teachers instructed them
and always mentioned they liked their teachers. All teachers commented on the pressure that
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they knew to prepare their students to excel academically so that they would be prepared for
honors classes and standardized testing in their futures. They did not mention Catholicism as a
point of reference in their content area. It seemed that during the interviews, both teachers and
students wanted to convince me that they appreciated each other and worked well together. For
them this quality reflected the affective dimension of Catholic community. At Eastern Catholic,
one student who admitted he struggled academically spoke of his teacher Sister Mary Patrick
positively:
Um, well my teacher, she is an amazing teacher. She likes to really interact with me and
the rest of the students in the class. She is not a teacher who sits down and just kind of sits
at her desk and has us do work or she just teaches from her desk. She really likes to stand
up, talk to the class, talk with us, ask us questions. We ask her questions. She is very
involved with everything we do. We even move the desks around and do plays or whatever
we need to do in order to understand what she is teaching us.
Sister Mary Patrick also included Catholic commentary as she taught, but this was not as
significant to her student as her ability to relate charitably to her students was.
Even at Heartland Catholic where Mrs. Robin instructed through monologues of lectures,
her students supported her choice of teaching style:
Researcher:

Now in your class, do you like it that the teacher pretty much carries the
ball the whole time and doesn't like throw the ball into your court?

Joel:

Sometimes it's good that the teacher just carries on the class because the
kids just change most of it. We wouldn't always get far in class.

In the informal essay that Joel wrote as a part of the unit that I observed on non-fiction, he
willingly shared with his teacher what I considered a personal and private episode from his life.
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Mrs. Robin had been successful in developing rapport with a student whom I viewed as shy and
introspective to the extent that he felt comfortable and safe writing about a most vulnerable time
in his life that even caused him to suffer physical ailments. In my interview with Joel, he
defended Mrs. Robin’s teaching style even when I gave him the opportunity to point out the
monotony of her lectures.
The emphasis that students and teachers placed on their rapport with one another signaled
that these relationships were an important dynamic at work from their perspectives in conveying
the Catholic optic even though this affective dimension had no bearing on Catholic content
mentioned in the six benchmarks. The students and teachers liked and trusted one another. They
believed that charitable relationships were essential if the school community was to be
considered Catholic, but many non-Catholic schools could claim the same characteristic. This
quality was essential because the charism of each school emphasized Gospel values that helped
define each school’s mission. Catholic content in learning was not the priority that virtue in
action and relationships were in those school communities.
Relationships rooted in the Body of Christ. Within the Catholic high schools, there was
genuine school spirit to which faculty members and students contributed. Students appreciated a
sense of belonging in a Catholic environment. This fervor was viewed as an important
expression of Catholic witness. Before leaving for a the state wrestling match and swimming
meet, student-athletes received a special blessing before the entire student body gathered in the
gym of Heartland Catholic. This was the way that all the students not only wished those athletes
well but prayed for their fellow students who would represent them in a statewide competition.
Recognitions of academic, service, and athletic achievements such as this were important rituals
at all five high schools.
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School traditions were rooted in relationships. One of the reasons the teachers and
students wanted to make clear that they appreciated and trusted one another was because they
believed in one another. No one mentioned that they saw themselves as members of the body of
Christ, but this communion rooted in something more than their school community was palpable
to me. These emotional feelings of communion, rooted in institutional memory, did not seem
directly related to academic pursuits. The students respected their teachers and the teachers
respected their students. Relationships seemed rooted in the love of Christ more than the
knowledge of Christ. Even at Eastern Catholic where the students were highly motivated to
strive for their own edification, the interviewed ninth graders always mentioned how much they
liked Sister Mary Patrick before they mentioned how much they appreciated what she taught.
After prodding questions they would mention the Catholic dimension of the instruction they
received from her.
Jeff:

Well, uh, in our English class, she—it’s not only about like literature and
everything. She like mixes it up with other, like, subjects. Religion: like,
we learned how Muslims and Catholics fought against each other. We
learned about the Crusades, through like stories. So, we’re getting English
but we’re also learning a little bit more for religion. So, it helps out the
courses. And even in history. So when I go to history class I know a little
bit more than I did through English class.

Researcher:

Interesting. Does your English teacher help you to make those
connections, umm, between what you’re learning in religion class and
what you’re reading in literature or are you making those connections
yourself?
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Jeff:

It’s like a little bit of both. Like, she helps you on your way to get it so that
you could figure it out yourself, too. So it’s kinda a little bit independent,
but she helps you—on your way.

Researcher:

Okay.

Jeff:

So it’s not like she’s giving you the answer. She wants you to figure it out
yourself, too. So you’re learning.

Researcher:

So that makes you, uh, more comfortable in what you’re learning because
you sort of really own it, too.

Jeff:

Yea, it makes my mind like actually work, cause like if someone gives
you direct answers you won’t really learn out of it. You’ve gotta figure it
out your own way, too, which helps.

Researcher:

Um, do you ever think your English teacher is reading too much into what
you’re reading in English class?

Jeff:

No, this is a Catholic school. We’re supposed to get religion, I think.

Researcher:

Is what you’re studying in religion class helping you to read literature?

Jeff:

Yea. Well, a little bit, too, ’cause like you understand what’s actually
going on in the story through, like, my Religion class. So we know what’s
the history, too, through our religion books. Like in Sacred Scripture when
we’re reading the Bible or going over certain topics, it helps back in
English class. So, I like those two classes ’cause they help out each other
and they can help me out, too.

It was obvious that Jeff was not exactly sure what the reason was for studying Arthurian legend
at the time that he was interviewed, but he also appreciated the fact that Sister gave him room to
figure out the lessons on his own.
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All six teachers were concerned about nurturing a healthy rapport with their students.
Mrs. Robin at Heartland Catholic expressed it this way:
Well, I think that the most important thing that they know is that I am a real person…I
want them to see me as a partner in their education rather than some dictator who says,
You’re going to do this or else. I’ve always been practical and because I grew up in such
a large family…It wasn’t about, “Well that’s not my job” or “That’s so and so’s…” or
“So and so didn’t do their part.” It didn’t matter whose job it was to do chores—
everybody pitched in and we all got it done. So, that philosophy carries over [in my
classroom]. Everything I do is about partnering with the children so they know, “Look,
I’m on your side.” I try very often to take that route with them. I don’t do much in the
way of discipline—the mean and down and dirty stuff unless I really have to because I
usually find if I just reason with them and say it plainly, they take it better than if I try
and mandate something. So, that’s just kind of my style.
She viewed her abilities to motivate her students as being intrinsically linked to her students’
relationships with her and being reasonable as she explained the rationale behind why she
assigned the work that the students were required to complete.
Mrs. Robin depended on the Catholic identity of the school to support the integration of
religion and literature. She seemed to want her students to pay attention to the stories and the
lessons that she shared more than she wanted them concerned with test and quiz performance:
It matters much more to me if those lessons last in their brains, in their hearts, and their
minds…[Students] remember the stories because of the lessons they’ve learned from the
stories. And to me that’s much more important than how many tests and quizzes can I get
done throughout the year.
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It did not seem to occur to Mrs. Robin that she might strengthen her rapport more
effectively with her students if they were to buy into the literature through excellent instruction
and the academic drill to reinforce it. The principles reflected in Benchmark 7.2 influenced Mrs.
Robin’s way of, as she put it, “partnering with the children so they know, ‘Look, I’m on your
side.’” The other five teachers also knew that students’ acceptance of the teachers personally
influenced their working relationships in class. They wanted to trigger their students’ emotions
positively. They wanted the students to feel comfortable with them so that they would then
accept what they taught them.
Relationships rooted in academic pursuits. Mrs. Short at Foothills Catholic, the only
non-Catholic teacher whom I observed, seemed to want to charm her students into interest in
Elizabethan poetry, and that was the reason that she wanted her students to like her.
Researcher:

Now, as I observe you teach, it is very interesting…because I have noticed
as I watch the students, you imitate their [exaggerated expressions, but in
an academic context]: “Isn't this just cool? I just love English.” You are
talking like an adolescent when you are with them, and it is very like—it
is interesting to see them react to you because then it's as if during the
course of a long class, they begin to buy into it. This really is substantial.
Is that you when you are actually teaching, or are you acting?

Mrs. Short:

It is a little acting I think. I definitely think part of my personality is
playful anyway, but it is acting. I like that. It is like, I don't know, the Julie
Show.

Researcher:

It is part of what you do when you teach?

Mrs. Short:

Because my seniors, I don't put it on for them as much because they don't
respond to that…I don't put it on as much because they are too mature for
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that. Whereas the freshmen, I feel like it disarms them a little bit and
maybe, if they are zoning out, I say something crazy, they are back with
me.
Mrs. Short was devoted to teaching Elizabethan poetry and appealed to the students’ fascination
with her youthful enthusiasm to encourage them to read and study Romeo and Juliet thoroughly.
When I asked Mrs. Short why she wanted her students to acquire a taste for literature, she
responded:
Because [the study of English] is the basis for everything. I mean writing and grammar,
and any job you do, you have to communicate through that, and to do that well, you have
to be able to read. The better you get at the reading, the better you get at the writing, and
it is just a cycle.
Since she avoided religious topics as she taught, her emphasis while teaching was on “excellence
in academic and intellectual formation,” reflected in Benchmark 2.4.
Academic Achievement as an Expression of Catholic Identity
The English teachers also wanted their students to learn the material in the curricula for
the specific classes they taught so they would make the grades they needed to proceed to honors
or advanced placement classes. They were responding to Benchmark 2.4 The school’s Catholic
Identity requires excellence in academic and intellectual formation in all subjects including
religious education while for the most part isolating religious education from their content area
of English. Although administrators in Catholic high schools had begun to implement the
NSBECS, few high school teachers were familiar with them yet. They did know that Catholic
high schools had reputations for academic excellence and since the mean cost of the freshman
year of Catholic high school education was $8,182 (USCCB, 2014), parents expected their
adolescents to receive quality academic instruction. English teachers knew that their students had
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to be able to comprehend well what they read and express themselves clearly in writing. It
seemed that within the school communities that I observed, this concern was more important
than the results of students’ standardized test scores. Dr. Murphy at Eastern Catholic summarized
her philosophy of education by incorporating her beliefs concerning relationships with the
students and her obligations to them.
I think education has to be—we have to have high standards, naturally. We have to have
high standards and challenge our students in order to bring out the best in them. That is
very important. But we also have to teach them with love and try to nurture the whole
person. And part of that is getting to know our students as much as we can…Getting to
know our students is a way of loving them and nurturing them and teaching them better.
All those things are important. And then of course that contributes to high standards. I
also am trying to make my students become more independent learners. Less
hand-holding, more where they take the lead. I am kind of famous for my sheets on the
wall already in this school. I go through pads of paper. I got asked this morning, How
many pads of poster paper do you think you are going to need for the rest of the school
year? so they can have enough for me. I think it is because I want to make sure that,
when students are more involved, and they take the lead in what they are learning, they
get more excited, and they light up, and that is where you get some of their confidence
building, and that just leads to more and more empowerment. I want to empower the
students. That is very important. My honors classes are going to become AP students next
year. I have never taught students who jump from honors classes to become AP students
and I feel a big responsibility to make them independent, to somehow foster a sense of
independent learning in them so they can handle the responsibility.
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Dr. Murphy wanted her students to be the best students that they could be. It seemed to
me that she equated academic achievement with acquiring personal discipline and assuming
responsibility, qualities that in a Catholic environment benefitted students in their spiritual
maturation, too. She verbalized what the other teachers implied—the importance of nurturing
students lovingly.
Dr. Murphy and Mrs. Short worked to achieve their objectives in very different ways, but
their two objectives were the same. Dr. Murphy and Sister Mary Edith believed that their
students understood and appreciated the cognitive dimension of their efforts first as they
predicated the relational dimension of the students’ rapport with them. All of the teachers whom
I observed formally took seriously the obligations that they had to cover the material outlined in
their curricula. The ways each teacher covered the material were traditional and similar, but each
cultivated relationships with her students believing those efforts made a positive difference in
how the students approached their studies and learned.
Charism-provoked teaching. Sister Mary Patrick balanced the need to challenge
students intellectually through academic routine and discipline with the desire to make difficult
lessons interesting. Sister Mary Patrick instructed her students in logical steps to think about and
imagine chivalrous practices of medieval Europe as they read Thomas Malory’s Le Morte
d’Arthur. She had students walk through manners and courtesies that some people still practice.
Doing so introduced the students to customs that would be included in what they read as they
studied British and American literature. She explained the deference to others that kindly
manners reinforce, and the students were intrigued by the ways that manners originated as
manifestations of thoughtfulness and charity. Sister accentuated this aspect of chivalry while
deemphasizing the evil aspects of war and the feudal way of life. Sister Mary Patrick’s
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methodical presentations of the literature intertwined with Catholic doctrine captivated some
students.
Sister Mary Patrick: How many are in the fellowship? How big is the round table? It is
big enough for 130 people to sit around it. Why is it round?
Sam:

Every knight who meets around it is equal.

Sister Mary Patrick: Boom, beautiful. Each seat, who knew where they were sitting,
how did they know where they were sitting? They did. Ah, the
table itself was surrounded by chairs with letters of gold. When the
person was born, he was supposed to fill that seat. The seats were
not called seats, they were called sieges.
Jayne:

Isn’t that like when you take over something?

Sister Mary Patrick: It is like when you take over—you are sitting there, brilliant. Now
watch this. There was the holiest man of them all; there was a seat
that never had a name. It was called the Siege Perilous, and it was
avoided, it was danger fraught with peril. It was the Siege Perilous.
They all have their siege. Think about what your siege is named.
When you were born, if you sat at the round table, which would
your siege be? [The virtues of] Generosity, patience, courage,
long-suffering, thoughtfulness, kindliness, but no doubt each of
you has a siege, a seat reserved in your kingdom. And what is your
kingdom?
Sam:

Heaven.

Sister Mary Patrick: Isn’t it? And you have a siege. And you have to lay siege to heaven
and claim your right to a siege, and you will have your rightful
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name. You will see yourself the way God sees you…Remember at
this time, what religion was everyone in England? They were
Catholic Christian—there was no division in the Catholic
community. Oh—130 seats. They would light up in letters of gold
when the person was born, Siege Perilous. There was a knight, and
he was Lancelot. And before he was—he was a magnificent
knight, the strongest of them all. Why? Because he was pure.
There is a word called virgin, and it can be applied to a boy or a
girl, mostly it is applied to a girl, but this is Lancelot. He was the
purest of the knights. Therefore he had, none of his physical
energy went out into ways that they shouldn’t have gone. He was
completely strong. He was able to be the most powerful knight of
them all. Later, when he is—I don’t know, proud—then he falls
into adultery with Guinevere. Fortunately he didn’t lose his
strength. But he loses the strength of the soul. And so when there is
a chance to pursue the Holy Grail, he may not be chosen because
he has lost his strength of soul, he could never live through that
Siege Perilous. He leaves Guinevere, she enters a convent, and he
marries Elaine back in France, and they have a child. Their child is
Galahad, and he fulfills the promise of his father and is the most
pure and virtuous of all of the knights ever. And guess who gets
then to sit in the Siege Perilous? Sir Galahad. And guess who then
gets to seek for the Holy Grail?
Stephen:

Galahad.
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Sister Mary Patrick: Yes, and what is the Holy Grail? Once upon a time there was a
person named Jesus. He had a last supper with his disciples, and at
that last supper he gave them his blood in his cup. His cup is later
reclaimed by Joseph of Arimathea. He coats it in silver and then it
is hidden for safe keeping somewhere…And so we are thinking of
Sir Galahad, the purest of the pure, that was worthy to sit in the
Siege Perilous and go and search for the Holy Grail Jesus himself
touched, and yet the priest, in the person of Jesus, is holding the
grail. We receive the host. Sometimes we receive the precious
blood. Let’s go on and see if we can continue reading this wild
thing. Who is up?
Sister Mary Patrick reviewed rhyme scheme and rhythm with the students at an
accelerated pace. Her presentation of material was engaging, not methodical, but without
reinforcement of the topics covered, some students were unable to follow the way that she
skipped from content to poetic convention to historical allusions to myth and then addressed
religious implications, too. This discrepancy manifested itself in the final examination when only
29% of the students correctly completed the multiple choice statement, “Arthur’s mother Igraine
(a. did b. did not) commit the sin of adultery with Uther by which Arthur was conceived.” Sister
Mary Patrick taught the students that Uther tricked Igraine into believing that he was her
husband, but they did not understand that deception freed her from the guilt of sin. This
misunderstanding illustrated that students needed reinforcement in instruction. Sister Mary
Patrick believed that the students only needed the information and would then remember and
understand it. In Table 5 the number of references to evil, vices, and virtue are frequent in Sister
Mary Patrick’s class, but the item analysis of Sister’s final examination reflected that the
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students did not understand how circumstances could mitigate or eliminate the guilt of sin (see
Appendix D).
While Sister Mary Patrick planned her instruction for the brightest students in her class,
she did not ignore the students who did not understand what she taught as quickly as they did.
They were noticeably interested in her presentation, but were not as quick to retain the
information that she shared with them in simple teacher-centered instruction. Those students
seemed to appreciate the cognitive demands that instruction placed on them, even if they made
average grades in Sister’s class at Eastern Catholic. The affective dimension of instruction was
impressive, but it seemed that intellectual retention on the part of all the students could have
been increased through greater student participation during learning.
Coastal Catholic’s clear and compelling charism. While the administrators, faculty,
and staff struggled to challenge themselves and their students to improve themselves and learn
through the implementation of Catholic Curriculum Design, all stakeholders knew their roles and
were forced to hold themselves accountable to each other in their school community. It was
interesting to watch adolescents attempt to take advantage of teachers or one another and be
challenged by other students or other teachers to be academically responsible. Even though the
students and teachers admitted that they did not understand fully the ramifications of CCD, they
realized that it was an administrative initiative that should strengthen their teaching and learning.
Mrs. Moore said of the Catholic Curriculum Design initiative that Coastal Catholic began
in 2006:
As English teachers we have an easier time because it is—with so much stuff we teach—
it is so easy to incorporate religion into it. Where we have an easier time than math
teachers might or stuff like that …Whenever you can bring God into a lesson, it is a
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joiner, it doesn't separate. It brings things together, so it encourages discussion among the
students.
Mr. Troy, the assistant principal of academics appreciated Mrs. Moore’s commitment to
following the CCD objectives, but acknowledged to me the fact that he had a challenging time
evaluating teachers and pointing out that they needed to do more to implement CCD into
instruction in their content areas.
When I substituted for Mrs. Moore the day of her great aunt’s funeral, I taught “God’s
Grandeur” (1985a) and “A Lantern Out of Doors” (1918) by Gerard Manley Hopkins. Knowing
that CCD was an important component of Coastal Catholic’s charism and wanting to help the
students to understand that Hopkins was not only a poet, but a convert to Catholicism and a
Jesuit, I mentioned to them that he would have been familiar with the lives of William
Wilberforce and his children, two of whom were also graduates of Oxford University and
converts to Catholicism. The students came alive at the end of class as they made the connection
between the protagonist of the movie Amazing Grace, Wilberforce and the poet Hopkins. During
the first semester they had enjoyed watching the movie in religion class and their American
history teacher had referenced the movie when he taught a unit on slavery. The faculty’s
implementation of CCD was making an impact within the Coastal Catholic community, because
I saw an enthusiasm among the boys in the class about the historical connection that they
appreciated that was similar to their excitement as they conveyed to me their happiness over
having won a close baseball game with a rival the day before the class I taught.
Administrators and faculty took it upon themselves to learn more about Catholicism as it
applied to every content area. They wanted the Catholic optic to permeate the perspectives of
their students so that Catholic devotional life, a part of their heredity and environment, would be
meaningful and not just meaningless tradition and therefore shallow piety. Mr. Troy viewed the
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process of implementing CCD realistically; therefore, the transformation taking place was not
artificial. The foundational steps taken to begin the process of CCD had significance for every
member of the school, because semester examination grades reflected its influence on the student
body.
References to Topics Reflecting Teaching and Learning in Light of the NSBECS
Catholic Topics Mentioned During Units of Instruction
Phrases signifying potential for the Catholic optic. The Sisters, Mrs. Robin, and Mrs.
Moore sometimes used Catholic tradition and doctrine in their instruction to introduce or apply
the Catholic optic through literature. They encouraged students to consider the moral and
spiritual implications of what they read as mentioned in Benchmark 7.2. For example, Sister
Mary Edith incorporated a moral interpretation into her instruction as eleventh graders in her
class read A Farewell to Arms (Hemingway, 2012).
After coding the transcriptions of the classes that I observed and the interviews that I
conducted, I noted the numbers of times according to speaker turn that Catholic topics were
mentioned during class in Table 8.
Table 8
Number of Times Catholic Topics were Mentioned by Teacher and Students during Unit
Theme
ECHS¹
ECHS²
HCHS
CCHS
FCHS
MCHS
Scripture References
1
12
4
4
3
6
Incarnation
4
8
12
10
2
11
Redemption
0
10
10
4
0
6
Holy Eucharist
0
21
0
2
0
0
Virtues
7
26
18
6
4
12
Dignity of Life
10
14
28
5
0
18
Theology of the Body
0
2
0
1
1
30
Body of Christ
0
3
2
5
0
7
Vices
8
15
4
1
5
31
Evil
6
8
10
4
10
9
Catholic Tradition
1
6
7
3
5
8
¹Dr. Murphy
²Sister Mary Patrick
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The primary reason why these figures are noteworthy is that while Catholic topics were at times
mentioned repeatedly during class, students’ did not comment specifically on their significance
in the interviews that I conducted with them or in assignments that they completed (see
Appendices D, M, N, O, and P).
NSBECS and units of instruction. The peripheral references to integration of the
Catholic optic represented by six benchmarks reflected their rudimentary inclusion in the units
that I observed. It was difficult to isolate the benchmarks to list in Table 9 since they were broad
generalizations of ways in which Catholic teaching should be incorporated into instruction across
the curricula. The use of the Catholic optic as a way of interpreting differences among the
benchmarks influenced my application of specific benchmarks to specific classroom instruction.
For example, Benchmark 7.1 described Mrs. Moore’s instruction on death when she and her
students read and interpreted “Crossing the Bar” more accurately than Benchmarks 2.5 or 7.2 did
because her presentation and their discussion on death mirrored “Catholic values” more than
“lenses of Scripture and Catholic intellectual tradition” (Benchmark 2.5) or “integration of the
religious, spiritual, moral, and ethical dimensions of learning” (Benchmark 7.2).
Table 9
Number of Times Benchmarks were Observed during Instruction by Teacher of Unit
Benchmarks
ECHS¹
ECHS²
HCHS
CCHS
FCHS
2.4
5
5
1
5
1
2.5
5
5
3
3
0
7.1
5
5
1
1
0
7.2
1
1
0
1
0
7.3
0
0
0
0
0
7.9
1
1
0
1
0
¹Dr. Murphy
²Sister Mary Patrick

MCHS
5
5
1
0
0
1

There was an obvious discrepancy in references to Catholic optic terminology (Table 8)
and integrated instruction described by the six benchmarks (Table 9). Students heard references
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to words associated with Catholic teaching, they were even reminded of their doctrinal and moral
subtleties in particular situations (i.e., Sister Mary Patrick’s instruction concerning Igraine’s
innocence and lack of culpability in the sin of adultery), but they missed implications of deeper
meaning and were unable to strengthen their Catholic optic without assistance from their
teachers in doing so.
Powers of the soul addressed during units of instruction. Table 10 refers to the
appearance of words that signify the use of each of the five powers of the soul. Table 10 records
the number of times according to speaker turn that the powers of the soul were referenced during
instructional time. It is noteworthy that even those references that are made concerning the
intellect do not necessarily reflect thought-provoking engagement of the intellect even though it
is the highest power of the soul. It seemed to me that teachers and students referenced the powers
of the soul without transformative implications. While teachers spoke of imagination or intellect,
they did not necessarily engage the Catholic optic of their students.
Table 10
Number of Times Powers of the Soul Incorporated into Instruction of Unit
Power of the Soul
ECHS¹
ECHS²
HCHS
CCHS
Intellect
4
7
3
26
Will
2
4
4
5
Memory
2
4
4
13
Imagination
4
5
1
15
Emotions
2
8
1
26
¹Dr. Murphy
²Sister Mary Patrick

FCHS
23
4
1
17
6

MCHS
31
21
10
14
18

The intellect and emotions were by far the most frequently addressed powers (141
instances), while memory and imagination were referenced fewer times (74 instances). With will
engaged and exercised through graded assignments, mention was made of necessity and
obligation 40 times. While teachers addressed the intellect, it was not focused on the Catholic
optic intellectually through the powers of the soul although students could have interpreted it that
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way. References incorporating the Catholic optic were broad and general. For example, the
concept of offering up sufferings presented by Mrs. Robin was not accompanied with theological
considerations of the salvific mystery of suffering, but presented as a maxim similar to grin and
bear it. Even though Incarnation was mentioned twelve times and the dignity of life fourteen
times during the unit, Mrs. Robin engaged the students intellectually three times (see Tables 8
and 10).
Since the instruction that I observed was almost all teacher-centered, little data gathered
reflected engagement of the powers of the soul on the part of the students. Since interviews with
students leaned to discussions of their appreciation of their teachers’ rapport with them without
specific references to their successful instructional strategies or masterful content knowledge, the
simple use of words referring to the powers of the soul stood alone.
Transmitting the Catholic Optic
English teachers transmitted the Catholic optic primarily through their own instructional
plans, while they followed their departments’ curriculum guides and course descriptions that
were similar to ones that would be used in non-religious schools (see Appendices J, K, and L).
The one exception to this generalization was the English department at Eastern Catholic High
School (see Appendix C).
Planned Curricular Development of the Catholic Optic and the Six Benchmarks
My interview with Sister Mary Patrick reflected deliberate Catholic beliefs at play in the
ideology that influenced the way that she developed the English curriculum at Eastern Catholic.
Her approach to curriculum planning included coordination with the mission of Eastern Catholic
and enhanced the charism of the school. With a goal-oriented attitude to her work as department
head and teacher, Sister Mary Patrick led the members of her department in an appreciation of all
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of the benchmarks that would influence teaching literature, encompassing elements of the
Catholic optic related to academic content.
I wanted to choose literature that would make virtue appear attractive and that would
make them [students] want to be good, and that would make the students want to reject
what was evil as being not conducive to their happiness. So we talked about what was
true and good and beautiful, and we [founders of Eastern Catholic High School] decided
that we wanted the English Department to represent always that…
Sister Mary Patrick treated the moral implications of instruction as paramount to teaching and
learning in literature. Because of her extensive knowledge of literature, Sister followed the
curriculum guides issued by the state department of education where the school was located, but
copied the works of literature of her choosing from the internet and had students purchase copies
of novels or collections of short stories, essays, or poems. As chair of the English department at
Eastern Catholic, she encouraged the teachers to cultivate appreciation for and practice explicit
transmission of the Catholic optic.
Dr. Murphy stated that she benefitted from the opportunity that she had to teach at
Eastern Catholic even though her pedagogical style was very different from Sister Mary
Patrick’s.
Well, when I was here subbing last spring; I was here subbing first. That is how I got to
know the school and the people. I got so much benefit working in this environment.
Being here with Sister Mary Patrick, being able to pray in the chapel every day, being in
an authentic Catholic environment, well I knew that I wanted to work in a school like
this, a place like this. That is what I really wanted. As far as what I was aiming for, I was
aiming for a work environment like this—this kind of a school. Frankly, my daughter
goes to college now…and if it came down to don’t pay her tuition or work in government
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for instance, I certainly would take that job, but my preference and my desire and what I
was seeking for my own religious development and my relationship to the Lord is to be at
a place like this. I was so—I feel very blessed and very fortunate that everything worked
out the way it did, that I could get to be here.
Dr. Murphy chose to be in a school environment that nurtured Catholic tradition throughout the
school and mentioned that English department meetings included professional development that
enriched her desire to incorporate Catholic perspective into her planning. Benchmark 7.9
influenced the English teachers on a routine basis at Eastern Catholic. Sister Mary Patrick told
me that Dr. Murphy’s doctorate in urban education helped her to learn more about pedagogy
while Dr. Murphy was eager to learn more about the mission of Eastern Catholic’s English
department. She told me that she appreciated the fact that the curriculum Sister Mary Patrick
developed instigated a familiarity with literature that was traditional and morally
unobjectionable. Her desire to be nurtured in the Catholic optic while at the same time that she
taught it found her learning by doing. She did not mention that she believed that she had gifts
and talents that allowed her to form her students in the Catholic optic.
As a member of the Eastern Catholic faculty, Dr. Murphy saw herself as a student as well
as a teacher. She worked closely with Sister Mary Patrick as she learned more about conveying
the Catholic optic to her students and depended on them to help her do so. It was evident during
my observations that Dr. Murphy was confused about definitions associated with the Catholic
optic when she tried to expound upon ancient Greek and Christian ideas of heroism. Sister Mary
Patrick explained the administration’s commitment to the spiritual formation of the faculty so
that the Catholic optic would develop in them. Dr. Murphy was a novice learning to perceive
with the Catholic optic and Sister Mary Patrick a proficient. I observed a prayerful dimension to
their instruction that influenced their students to seem as if they were meditating on what they
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were learning, using the powers of their souls to delve into the literature that they read, not just
completing activities or learning facts.
The mission statement that the English faculty developed at Eastern Catholic quoted one
of St. Paul’s letters and emphasized incarnational principles. The section of the mission
statement that dealt with the teaching of literature reflected the principles expressed in
Benchmarks 2.5 and 7.1:
Instill in all of us a longing for our immortal destiny, a honing device for heaven.
Proposes the beauty and truth of the Catholic faith, or provides a contrast against which
the faith shines as a solution. We affirm the truth of human culture as an expression of
God’s communion.
None of the other English departments in the high schools where I observed had formulated their
own mission statements. The statement emphasized what Sister Mary Patrick and
Dr. Murphy mentioned about the importance of virtue in pursuit of academic integrity.
Similarities with the Common Core Catholic Identity Initiative. The self-direction
manifested by the administrators and faculty at Eastern Catholic in terms of professional
educational development (see Appendix F) was singular among the five schools that I observed.
They practiced thorough planning and preparation that NCBECS and CCCII encouraged without
incorporation of those particular initiatives into their mission or charism. Through CCD,
administrators and faculty members at Coastal Catholic initiated integration of the Catholic optic
into their academic routine in all of the content areas through a slow, sure process guaranteed by
the inclusion of examination questions that integrated Catholic teaching with the content tested.
It is interesting to note that CCD was a curricular reform initiated at Coastal Catholic High
School two years before Eastern Catholic High School was founded.
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Theology of the body as a rudimentary theme in A Farewell to Arms. In discussions, Sister
Mary Edith led the students through thought-provoking, imaginative steps comparing the beauty
of true love and the moral life with the self-absorption and immorality that the main characters in
A Farewell to Arms portrayed. The juxtaposition that Sister helped her students to create was not
done so didactically. It was organized through questions that she would ask in response to
comments made by students as they discussed the relationship between Frederic and Catherine,
the main characters of the novel.
Sister Mary Edith:

Look at page 105. [Reads the passage.] Does he know himself? So
we have two lonely people who don’t know themselves. What does
he need to do? Is this a good thing for him? [Students discuss
unclearly].

Hank:

They’re just using each other for their own pleasure.

Sister Mary Edith:

And what’s wrong with that?

Hank:

It’s not true love.

Sister Mary Edith:

How do we know it’s true love? [Students answer unclearly.]
What’s good for both of them?

Students:

Wait ’til they’re married.

Sister Mary Edith:

Yes and why is that good for both of them?

Hank:

Sex complicates things.

During this part of the discussion, Sister references information that she knows her students
would be familiar with through their study of theology of the body in religion class earlier in the
year, but the peripheral references to the powers of the soul without deep engagement of the
students’ intellects during class limited what could have developed into transformative
opportunities of focusing the Catholic optic.
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Sister Mary Edith:

Yes and what does [the preparation for and sacrament of] marriage
do to help them?

Bert:

Then you know yourself and you’re able to love.

Sister Mary Edith:

He won’t have to lie. She doesn’t have to hide this from other
women. They won’t have to feel ashamed. [Continues reading
page 106.] Is that what marriage is supposed to be? Are they really
becoming one in this conversation?

Students:

No [and discuss unclearly].

Sister Mary Edith:

I don’t want us to get confused here. Some of you are saying yes or
no. But in marriage two become one and it is a mutual giving of
each other but she’s like, “No. It’s all about you.” She’s basically
worshiping him. I know this is going to seem like we’re skipping
around. There’s one part where she says, “You’re my religion.”
Page 116. Why is that going overboard? [Students discuss
unclearly.] But she loves him. [Students discuss unclearly. Sister
reads from page 116.]

At this point in the discussion, Sister instructed her students in how to use the Catholic optic as
one interpretation of the dialogue between Catherine and Frederic.
Jaylee:

She’s an idiot.

Sister Mary Edith:

It is very sad and that’s why when we call her an idiot it’s a little
harsh because she is lost and she is trying to find her way. She
needs some help.
[Students discuss unclearly.]
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Bert:

She’s putting him above herself and by putting him up high she’s
kind of dehumanizing herself and putting herself beneath him as an
object.

Sister Mary Edith:

Right. And can he live up to that expectation? Can any person be
God to another person?

Students:

No.

Sister Mary Edith:

Only God.

Eli:

Well a lot of people do that now in movies and TV shows. They
build them up to be like a character in the movie and the book.
They expect him to live up to that and when he doesn’t, it’s
disappointing.

Bert:

Like in a book that’s made into a movie?

Billy:

Yeah.

At this point in the discussion there was confusion that I wanted to clarify, but could not. Eli’s
comment seemed to draw a comparison between Catherine idolizing Frederic and people
idolizing actors and actresses, but Bert and Billy understood the comment as referring to the way
they see movies becoming more important than reality. If Sister had intervened for the sake of
clarification during the discussion, the conversation could have moved to penetrate her points
about theology of the body and examined another realm of consideration within the novel. The
discussion could have moved from theology of the body to misconceptions about incarnational
love and the loneliness in Catherine’s life that she sought to overcome.
Sister Mary Edith led with questions that integrated what her students were learning in
their religion classes as they studied morality with their thoughts about the relationship between
Frederic and Catherine. Sister also asked the students imaginatively to analyze Catherine’s grief
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concerning the loss of her fiancé and how she projected his memory onto Frederic. At the same
time that she facilitated the discussion using moral dimensions as referenced in Benchmark 7.2,
it could be argued that the relationships in the novel were construed as examples for a morality
lesson. While she juxtaposed the Catholic optic concerning theology of the body with
Hemingway’s development of the characters of Catherine and Frederic, Sister failed to take
advantage of a teachable moment. Bert suggested that the human need for God sometimes seeks
fulfillment in other human beings. Eli seemed to compare what Bert said to people’s adulation of
popular actors and actresses. The discussion could have developed into a deeper consideration of
the needs of the human soul, not just cross-referencing topics from religion class. Sister Mary
Edith acknowledged Catherine’s neediness and defended her when Jaylee calls her an idiot, but
discussion of the reason why her predicament is “sad” was an opportunity missed in the
application of the Catholic optic.
Students’ recognition of planned transmission of the Catholic optic. While sometimes it
seemed that the emphasis Sister Mary Edith placed on Catholic moral teachings while directing
discussions about A Farewell to Arms was disproportionate when compared to the amount of
time spent discussing literary elements at work in the novel, that attitude of mine was not shared
by the students. When I asked a student,
Do you ever notice that religious themes run over into the novels that you read for
English class? If so, why do you think that happens? Is it just because you have a Sister
that religious subjects come up in English class?
She responded,
Yes, I do notice that religious themes come up. I think it happens because many people
have some understanding of proper morals and God but don't know how else to express
it, so they use writing. I think that religious subjects do come up more with a Sister but I
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think they would still be brought up no matter what if they were present in the reading
and if the reader really understands the reading.
Sister Mary Edith took time to prepare lesson plans that contrasted Hemingway’s ideology
illustrated throughout the plot of A Farewell to Arms and Catholic teaching. This Catholic
exegesis helped her students to identify the Catholic optic and the seemingly repetitive process at
work in her pedagogy was not offensive to the eleventh graders. The students whom I
interviewed responded favorably to Sister’s instruction even if they did not like the novel, but it
did not seem that the instruction reached their souls in such a way that it helped them to develop
within themselves the Catholic optic.
At Mountain Catholic High School, the integration of Catholic teaching in the analysis of
A Farewell to Arms incorporated aspects of all six Benchmarks. When I asked Sister Mary Edith
about the noticeable influence of Catholic values in class discussions of the novel, she said,
I think it does have something to do with the Religion department in that I think a lot of
the—my experience with the classes that I have observed or discussions I have had with
the religion teachers, the religion is very much in living, a part of life, a living
experience—not just a table of rules or doctrine. I think the one real focus in the religion
department here has been to relate the teaching of the Catholic Church to God's desire to
share his happiness with us, and that these rules are not arbitrary, and they are not to just
make life difficult or to exert power and control over us. They do reflect truly what is
good for us…I know I have two students in particular who have struggled with their
relationships and being more intimate than they know they should be, both in terms of
religious teaching, and I think also in terms of personal prudence. And yet both of them
were—they were not trying to excuse the behavior of the characters in the novel, they
weren't—they see that this is behavior that is destructive, and yet I think they themselves
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feel kind of frustrated as to how you stop giving in to it. I mean we all see our weakness
in our temptations. I think they are very much aware of yea, this is probably not what is
right for me but somehow I can't get out of it. So even though they may not always be
living what they have learned, I think they realize, at least deep down, that there is a
reality behind it, that it is not made up or imposed upon them.
This statement reflected the desired results of the NSBECS. It differentiated between the
Catholic optic that comes through religious training and more general personal prudence that the
unformed conscience senses. The two students understood what they studied concerning the
relationship between Catherine and Frederic and it seemed to Sister Mary Edith that they were
comparing what they learned in religion class with what they read in A Farewell to Arms. Sister
Mary Edith tried to impress them sensually and inform the powers of their souls to create a
tension that at least the two students whom Sister mentioned did not ignore. Had there been a
more thorough response on Sister’s part to the students’ comments about idolization, a
consideration and discussion of misplaced love could have taken place. That theme developed
throughout the unit could have engaged students’ imaginations and memories in ways that would
have helped them develop the Catholic optic within themselves and not just treat it as a
discussion question on a test.
Explicit Omission of the Catholic Optic
Sometimes, even if the Catholic optic was avoided in a teacher’s instruction, the students
seemed to make comparisons and consider the ramifications of characters’ actions in light of the
students’ own experiences. Students’ understanding of Catholic doctrine in general and moral
teachings in particular seemed to influence their evaluations of the literature they studied,
whether or not their teachers used the Catholic religion as a framework or point of reference for
moral inquiry. When teachers did not outline such a framework highlighting the Catholic optic
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for their students, the students sometimes identified moral implications that they experienced
vicariously as they identified with the literary characters.
Mrs. Short, who was not Catholic and said she did not feel comfortable integrating
spiritual and academic themes, believed that teaching literature included more than following
plots and observing the intricacies of character development while she taught ninth graders.
I don't know if I see religion as much as God or spirituality because we have had students
who are Hindu or have completely different beliefs and whatever. I guess I see it more in
terms of the literature has lessons to offer us through, you know, about who we are as
human beings, about our souls, about our heart, about our minds, just the human spirit
and how strong that it is. And religion, it ties in, because there are different religions and
people travel places because of things and make decisions because of that religion, so
yea, I guess it does come in. I never really thought about it.
In Mrs. Short’s class, the students were left on their own to bring their understandings of religion
to their studies and reflections since it was not emphasized directly by Mrs. Short in her
instruction. Incarnational beliefs were not ignored or even minimized in the school’s learning
environment, but even though Mrs. Short acknowledged her belief in them when I interviewed
her, she did not include instruction in them during the unit that I observed.
One of Mrs. Short’s students discussed her beliefs about the integration of Catholic
religion and literature. In Mrs. Short’s ninth grade class studying Romeo and Juliet, the romance
of the plot overshadowed the tragedy of the play. In love with Elizabethan poetry, Mrs. Short
would make comments similar to the following, focusing on important themes but not in a way
that seemed religiously oriented at all:
That is why Shakespeare is such a genius because human nature hasn’t changed in
thousands of years. Thousands of years and people are still the same—they still want the
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same things, they still love the same way, they still hate the same way, they still feel
anger just like we do. Isn’t that great? Okay.
The moral dilemmas of the play did not complicate the beauty of its poetry in her class. Mrs.
Short wanted her students to appreciate the passions depicted through the poetry, but she did not
discuss them with the students except for acknowledging the beauty of Shakespeare’s poetry that
conveyed those emotions. As I interviewed Mrs. Short and observed her teaching, I remembered
comments made by Brother James and Sister Mary Patrick when I interviewed them and they
were clarifying their opinions about the Catholic optic and the teaching of literature. At
Heartland Catholic, the principal Brother James mentioned the ninth grade study of Romeo and
Juliet. “Look at how Shakespeare talks about Romeo and Juliet, and look at the role of the Friar.
That is not an accident.” In an analysis of the play made by Sister Mary Patrick, Friar Laurence
aids and abets a terrible accident under the guise of assisting Juliet and Romeo in overcoming
their families’ feuds. The end (i.e., marriage between two rival families in hopes of
reconciliation) does not justify the means (i.e., elopement that ignores proper marriage
preparation).
The analysis of Romeo and Juliet at Foothills Catholic took the form of explication.
When I interviewed the three students at Foothills Catholic, I learned that the two parochial
grade schools that accounted for one-third of the student population in the freshman class were
familiar with subtleties of the play’s poetic conventions and vocabulary before beginning their
freshman year at Foothills Catholic. Those students had studied Romeo and Juliet at the end of
seventh and the beginning of eighth grades. During the three week unit at Foothills, fate or
choice consumed the class discussions scene after scene as did completing worksheets. Jan, a
thoughtful and articulate student commented:
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Jan:

I mean at middle school it was good because it helped me prepare for this,
and now this year—like last year we just did the basics of it, and this year
we are getting into details. We are learning it better.

When I pressed Jan to explain what more she learned about Romeo and Juliet in ninth
grade:
Researcher:

What do you think you could take away from this play?

Jan:

A lot. Just like—a lot of people could take a lot of things away from it.
You just don't jump into love, don't look for looks in a person, and don't
try to get in a fight all the time.

When I encouraged Jan to be more specific in her answer by integrating what she implied that
she knew about the tempestuous nature of adolescent love with what she read for literature
classes, she did not see a connection:
Jan:

Um, I mean, most things we read don't have to be just Catholic, so I think
[there is] not really [a connection]. I think my faith is really strong so I
don't have to have any doubts about it.

Researcher:

Sometimes doubts can help you grow stronger in our faith, too. What
about—so what does literature teach you?

Jan:

It teaches me to comprehend well. It teaches me life lessons actually.
Things that you read you try to understand it and you apply it to your own
life, which is really good. You can use your own life lessons with it.

Since Jan had been the student who mentioned theology of the body in the prior knowledge
exercise when the unit on Romeo and Juliet began, I gave her one more opportunity to connect
the two in our interview.
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Researcher:

But you do that with your beliefs in religion, too, don't you? So do you see
them dovetailing at all?

Jan:

Not really.

Researcher:

Why do you say that?

Jan:

I don't know. Just some things don't agree with each other I guess.

Researcher:

So there is no real agreement in your estimation between what you are
studying in Romeo and Juliet and what you study in theology?

Jan:

It is like in theology it is like you find a relationship, you stay with it, and
then you get married and wait to have sex and kids. And then in this [play]
they fall in love, and then they get married like right away and not
thinking it through.

Researcher:

That’s an interesting interpretation of that. But because of what you have
learned in religion, you are making a value judgment on Romeo and Juliet,
right?

Jan:

Yes.

From Jan’s perspective, religion class presented the correct way to define and understand
marriage. It presented the Catholic identity of marriage. Romeo and Juliet was a tragedy that
entertained through poetry and acting. Correlations between the play and theology of the body
were not illustrated by Mrs. Short. Jan learned one lesson about love in religion class and then
read of Romeo and Juliet ignoring a moral injunction about love in the literature that she read.
Jan believed that the play was not Catholic; therefore, she does not believe or understand that the
Catholic optic could lend an interpretation to the play. The fact that Jan separated what she
learned in English class from what she learned in religion class was not an isolated reaction. In
many of the interviews with students, an appreciation of their schools’ Catholic identity
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outweighed the integration of the Catholic optic initiated by their English teachers as they
studied literature. In their estimation, each subject stood alone. They did not understand the
process of Catholic optic in the interpretation of literature. The concept of comparing studies in
religion with studies in literature was a foreign and unrecognizable process to Jan and her
classmates. Jan reflected the attitudes of students at Foothills and the other high schools where I
observed: literature is for entertainment and religion is for right-living.
Mrs. Short avoided topics that involved adolescent love while she and her students
studied Romeo and Juliet.
Researcher:

One day when you were introducing the unit after the two day poetry unit,
one of the girls, you were doing some great preparation work with them in
getting them to kind of think ahead with an anticipation guide, and one girl
mentioned theology of the body. Are you at all acquainted with what she
was talking about?

Mrs. Short:

A little bit, yeah. I have seen the test [from the theology class] in the
workroom, and I have heard kids talk about it before, which is probably
why I skipped right over it.

Researcher:

It made you feel a little awkward?

Mrs. Short:

I do not like talking about that with them, and I know that some teachers
are more comfortable with it, but I am not, and I have never been, and I
will never be. That little girl [Jan], she is always throwing in—she is a
challenge because she, what the kids always see as characteristically the
wrong answers. You know what I mean?

Researcher:

It was a like a very, very deep answer.

Mrs. Short:

Right, exactly.
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Researcher:

And a lot of what they have watched in the movie really illustrates what
she was referring to.

Mrs. Short:

I try to make the silliest, grossest faces I can think of when it comes to that
kind of stuff. It makes me so uncomfortable with them because I know
that is what they are thinking about all the time, and that is their
development…

Researcher:

And you want them to look at it from a literary point of view.

Mrs. Short:

Yea, I am trying to move it away.

Mrs. Short avoided a teachable moment when the Catholic optic could have been incorporated
smoothly into instruction or discussion of Romeo and Juliet because she felt uncomfortable
facilitating such instruction or discussions. Brad, one of Mrs. Short’s students, discussed his
reaction to Romeo:
Researcher:

Okay. What about with Romeo and Juliet? Did you find yourself
analyzing anything about Romeo from a perspective—I mean he is
probably 18, 19, 20 years old. But did you find yourself putting yourself
in his position?

Brad:

Yea, I think somewhat…

Researcher:

Would you have been the way he was?

Brad:

No.

Researcher:

Why?

Brad:

Well, I just wouldn't have gotten into the situation he was in.

Researcher:

Why?

Brad:

He did dumb stuff to get in the situation. I guess I try not to do dumb stuff.

Researcher:

Okay, how was it dumb?
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Brad:

He went to some party where everybody hated him and wanted to kill
him…

Researcher:

But the sneaking around wasn't a problem for you?

Brad:

No, I wouldn't have done that.

Researcher:

Well what about the role of Friar Lawrence?

Brad:

I thought he was wise and gave lots of good advice to Romeo.

Researcher:

Like what advice?

Brad:

If you go too fast, you will fall—him and Juliet were going too fast, so
they are probably going to—it is not going to end well. Stuff like that.

Often the analysis of the literature studied remained closely linked to characterization and plot.
As I listened to Brad’s analysis of Romeo’s character, it seemed to me that his answers were
vague and theologically inarticulate, but certainly morally intoned. His comments seemed similar
to those that could be made by an adolescent in a non-Catholic high school who received no
religious instruction from parents or teachers. He expressed an aversion to imprudent decisions
that Romeo made while stirred by emotion, but his teacher did not help him address the moral
implications of Romeo’s character development within the play. Mrs. Short provided no
framework for analysis in that regard while she did refine the students’ appreciation and
understanding of Elizabethan poetry. Brad seemed to contrast Romeo’s actions with what he
knew from experience, but he did so without guidance or encouragement in class from Mrs.
Short.
Spontaneous Extension of the Catholic Optic
One eleventh grader made an interesting comment concerning his participation during
Mrs. Moore’s English IV class.
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English makes me think about myself, and I put myself, I tend to do this with everything,
I put myself in the position of the author, the situation that is going on and see what I
would do or what I wouldn't do. Just something I do.
I had noticed this student while I observed at Coastal Catholic because he was engaged in
Mrs. Moore’s lecture each class. Since he said that he applied what he studied to himself, I
believed that Mrs. Moore guided his attention and broadened his Catholic optic when she made
the comparison between a child’s eagerness to receive Holy Communion and Elizabeth Barrett
Browning’s description of love. In fact, he and several students would answer, audibly but
quietly every question that their teacher asked during her instruction. Although the following
segment of Mrs. Moore’s lesson on “Sonnet 43” reads like a monologue, I could see how the
students participated without speaking words as they actively listened to Mrs. Moore.
“And then I love thee with a passion put to use in my old griefs and with my
childhood’s faith.” And this is a line that a lot of people had different issues with, too.
We get the whole I love thee with a passion, that’s great we all want to be passionate
when we love. Okay? But what about that “I put to use” with a passion put to use in my
old griefs and with my childhood’s faith?
How many of you were hopelessly in love with someone in elementary school?
It’s okay. It’s okay. When you were in love with that person weren’t you like totally into
it? You like loved the person. If they didn’t love you back you were going to die. You
kind of can’t help it. You have to kind of have to love that kind of admiration so wrapped
up in something. They are just so caught up in it that all their emotions are bunched up in
it. That is what she is kind of talking about with your old griefs. Those things as a kid that
used to bother you and you put so much passion into, your old griefs. She loves you with
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this kind of passion that you put into those old griefs, those growing pains that you had to
go through. And with my childhood’s faith.
I remember at St. Rita Church when we were going through catechism and we
were learning in second grade when you learn about your first communion and your
reconciliation and you are trying for all those kind of things. My grandmother and my
great aunt they would buy us these little prayer books. We would bring them to Mass
with us, my sister and I would read through the prayer books and we loved those little
prayer books. We felt like little adults because, I don’t know if your grandparents still
have some of this stuff, but they used to always bring their prayer books to Mass. These
little prayer pamphlets folded over or their rosaries and novena things they’d bring them
to the Mass. They gave us ours and we’d have ours, so we felt so devoted. My
grandparents were always so devoted to their faith and then you have me with my little
prayer book. Little kids are like that. When they go up to receive communion, their first
communion, you see them now in Mass, they have their hands folded and they are so
serious when they go up there as we all should be and be more reverent but we
sometimes become, unfortunately, irreverent. That little child with faith. Childhood faith
is strong. Praying by your bed when you go to bed, on your knees with your sister, and
those kinds of things or praying with your parents. It is so ingrained in you.
You have your faith and it is so strong. That is what she compares [her love to her
husband] to. She loves him with that kind of passion and that kind of fervor that she had
as a child, with her childhood faith.
Mrs. Moore blended interpretation of human and divine love when she taught Elizabeth
Barrett Browning’s “Sonnet 43.” She developed a way of considering Eucharistic devotion
among childlike people with a meditation that she offered on the marital love that inspired
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Browning’s love sonnet written for her husband. Mrs. Moore kept her meditation true to the text
by encouraging the students to help her explicate the poem. She weaved her appreciation of
sacramental, grace-filled marriage into the class discussion. While Shane projected his
adolescent wariness of love poetry into what he heard, he nonetheless took note of Mrs. Moore’s
instruction because it was based on a literal reading of the poem. The importance of setting the
poem in history faded away as she developed an analogy to help her students appreciate the
sacramental value of marriage and move beyond the structure of the sonnet. Then as Mrs. Moore
ended her lesson, bringing it to a planned ending, not just teaching to the bell, she addressed the
Catholic optic and Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s place in the canon of British poetry.
Mrs. Moore: “And if God choose, I shall but love thee better after death.” Now how is
that possible? If God chooses, to love thee better after death?
Julie:

It shows she believes in life after death.

Mrs. Moore: Yes, it definitely shows proof in her belief in the afterlife, because that is
the only way, after death there has to be some kind of life after death for
her to “love thee” better. How could you love someone better after death?
Julie:

Because she has more time to love them. [Students giggle in a mature,
agreeing way.]

Mrs. Moore: You have more time. That is definitely true. What we want to believe
about heaven is that it is our perfect reward. If there was a place where
you could love somebody better than you do now, wouldn’t you think it
would be in heaven?
Shane:

A place where you didn’t have the human problems…

Mrs. Moore: If God allowed, because after that it is God’s plan, if it is God’s will, you
could love even more. Because you are right, all the life issues are taken
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away, all the worries are gone, the trials are over; the reward is there…
Remember when we did John Donne’s, “A Valediction Forbidding
Mourning”, when he was telling us what it could buy, he said our love is
more than that physical love. Like when you are absent from each other,
their love can’t survive because it is just physical. He kept comparing it to
how their love was transcendent. It was more than that; their souls were
joined together, and it made it more sacred that way. That is kind of what
she is doing here. Her love is something sacred. It is something reverent to
her. And because of that we remember it more. It is Sonnet 43—she wrote
44 in the sequence, so it is the second to last one. If you like her stuff, all
her poems are kind of like this. This is her most famous one. Many people
can see “How do I love thee?” You can answer that for anybody. You can
write your own little poem to somebody and show them how you love
them.
It seemed to me that the questions were rhetorical, but the students participated in the teacher’s
presentations by responding to her in unobtrusive, yet concrete ways that I observed as active
participation. They participated in this classroom routine as some people prayerfully respond
during Mass. For those students, Mrs. Moore created a learning experience that engaged their
wills and imaginations into active response that was also private and personal much like
individual recollection during communal prayer and deep reflection during post communion
thanksgiving.
When I asked another student in Mrs. Moore’s class about his reaction to “Sonnet 43,” he
and I embarrassed ourselves.
Researcher:

What sort of life lessons have you learned this week?
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Shane:

To see the beauty in everything in life. With “Crossing the Bar”
(Tennyson, 1889) I learned that everyone’s going to die and how to
embrace it. In “Pied Beauty” (Hopkins, 1985b), I learned how to see the
little things. Don’t miss the little things in life.

Researcher:

What about the Elizabeth Barrett Browning poem? That was pretty intense
for a guy. It was more kind of a girl thing. You know love. Did you learn
anything from that?

Shane:

I’m not so big on the love thing.

Researcher:

What it is in science that you enjoy so much?

Shane:

In science things don’t change. English will change. Science and math are
factual. English can vary. I tend to like science and math. I’m better in
science and math then in English.

Researcher:

As far as religion classes are concerned, how does religion factor into your
life?

Shane:

I went to my primary school that was a Catholic school, too. I have never
known not to have religion. It is like a habit. I’m used to it by now. I can’t
imagine not being able to talk about God in class.

Shane talked at length with me about his grandmother’s diagnosis of bone cancer and how she
beat it. His admiration of her was so great that he took the name Francis when he received the
sacrament of confirmation, because her name is Frances, not just because he admired St. Francis
of Assisi. Neither he nor I wanted to reflect on the statements considered about “Sonnet 43.” We
both understood the depth of meaning concerning love, marriage, and Eucharistic devotion that
Mrs. Moore had elicited from us during class. It was personal and private. The students’ positive
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relationship with Mrs. Moore freed them from self-consciousness during her instruction about
“Sonnet 43.”
The ways that a person contemplates personal concerns can be very different from the
way that same person contemplates Catholic matters. Although the two may intersect, they do
not necessarily. The answer of a Mountain Catholic junior illustrated this difference when I
asked a similar question to the one asked of the Coastal Catholic student:
Researcher:

Did you find yourself comparing what you have learned or are learning in
religion class with what you were learning about A Farewell to Arms?”

Bert:

Yes, most definitely, especially when discussing love in its truest form and
the wrongs of premarital sex, and from there, comparing what the
characters' actions were and how the result can be connected to what
happens in real life.

This student’s response in light of instruction that explicitly transmitted the Catholic optic
illustrated a different focus than the Coastal Catholic student gained through spontaneous
extension of the Catholic optic in the instruction that he received. The Coastal Catholic student’s
comments guarded his personal reactions to the poetry he studied in class, while the Mountain
Catholic student’s words outlined specifically and systematically applications of ideas gleaned in
class about the novel studied.
Analogies and Unfocused, Spontaneous Catholic optic
A tale of two little girls. Another way that teachers contrasted Catholic thought and
characters’ situations to engage and exercise their students in class discussions happened when
they initiated appeal beyond basic summary and analysis of the texts. It seemed that sometimes
the teachers did not realize that they were incorporating contrasts dependent on Catholic analysis
into their instruction because the Catholic optic was the primary way that they viewed life and,
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therefore, the way they viewed the literature they taught. They seemed either uncertain of how to
share the Catholic optic or unaware of the need to share it at all. Mrs. Robin spent one class
period outlining for her students her mother’s commitment to her Catholic religion and to her
family. It seemed to me that she intended to accomplish two goals by sharing the story of her
mother’s childhood and early adolescence: 1) she was contrasting her mother’s Catholic
character formation with those of characters that her students read about, and 2) she wanted her
students to think about their own hardships in order to complete a writing assignment during the
non-fiction unit that she was teaching.
The challenges Mrs. Robin’s mother faced provided a contrast to the ones that Jeanne
Wakatsuki Houston endured in Farewell to Manzanar (2006), and Mrs. Robin made an
important comparison between her mother’s practice of offering it up and the attitude of
endurance embraced by Jeanne Wakatsuki’s mother. Mrs. Robin explained:
Look at this page—look at page 325 at the top. The people [experiencing horrible
conditions in the Japanese internment camp] have this same response…just not quite as
religious. “It cannot be helped; it must be done. You must accept.” It becomes for them a
survival mode; for my mother it’s a way of life—it has been from tiny, tiny on. Think
about how you deal with things. And so, from a very young age, I learned, and so did my
brothers and sisters, that you don’t complain, and life is not fair, and suffering is a part of
it, and so you just have to move on…because there’s no use worrying about it. If we—I
always say, “you know if this world was perfect, if everything was fair, we wouldn’t be
here—we’d be in Heaven.” We’re not in Heaven, we’re on Earth. So suffering is part of
life. However, do you see how patiently and quietly they endure, because there’s nothing
else to do—even when they are humiliated in the most basic levels?
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Although it seemed to me that Mrs. Robin and her students realized that the situation the
government forced the Wakatsuki family and many other families to endure was far worse than
what her mother endured, that fact was never stated. Mrs. Robin used the excerpt from Farewell
to Manzanar to help the students to remember times in their own lives when they had to endure
situations that were not of their choice, but she did not differentiate between suffering in
imitation of Christ and stoicism. She integrated reading assignments from the ninth graders’
non-fiction unit in their literature book while she prepared the students to complete a writing
assignment in which they described challenges that they have faced in their lives. While the
freshmen were obviously moved by Mrs. Houston’s vivid prose and attentive to Mrs. Robin’s
story about her mother when she was young, there was no way to know whether the students
learned to apply the Catholic optic to the contrast illustrated because Mrs. Robin lectured
throughout the class and none of the students questioned or commented on her lecture.
When the Catholic optic was utilized in the study of literature, teachers and students
incorporated incarnational perspective into their literary analyses. Mrs. Robin explained her
position concerning the influence of literature in her students’ lives,
And so, they are already making value judgments based on what they’ve experienced and
they’re able to now take that to a character and discern, “Hey look …” and for me
especially with all of the [deep sigh] sub-par literature that is out there—that is the nicest
way I can say it. I want them to have a discerning eye. I don’t want them to just read and
say “Oh, it’s in that book—it must be true.” I want them to question. I want them to
search for truth…
Mrs. Robin did not minimize suffering, but none of the students questioned whether a
valid comparison was being made. What Mrs. Robin did do was explain in detail the redemptive
dimension of suffering that gives her mother’s life meaning and purpose. What she failed to do
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was apply the Catholic optic to the comparison that she was inferring between her mother and
Jeanne’s mother. The readers of Jeanne’s memoirs do not know, but have no reason to believe,
that Jeanne’s mother participated in the same world view or religious beliefs as Mrs. Robin’s
mother. Mrs. Robin articulated how love of God allows a person in her being, “to make up for
what is lacking in the sufferings of Christ” (Colossians 1:24), and although that might be painful,
that person would be expressing love in a deep way and in reverence for Christ. She did not
identify the absence of this frame of reference in Jeanne’s and her mother’s experience. Since
this connection is not made for the students, only a few, if any, would have understood the
analogy that Mrs. Robin is implying, and an opportunity for cultivating the Catholic optic was
lost.
Catholic interpretation of a poem. In Mrs. Moore’s Victorian poetry unit life, death,
and literature intersected. Mrs. Moore taught Tennyson’s “Crossing the Bar” (1889) after her
great aunt’s death and before the wake and funeral. At the beginning of the week while her
students worked with her to explicate the poem, she facilitated a whole class discussion while
she was emotionally drained. The students projected Catholic doctrine about the four last things
(i.e., death, judgment, heaven, and hell) into their interpretations of the poem, even though
Tennyson viewed death as a transition from temporality into eternity without much concern over
judgment.
Mrs. Moore’s teaching was teacher-centered, but her students listened attentively.
Although their comments were much shorter than hers, they were perceptive and reflected
consideration of what was presented, not just perfunctory interjections to affirm Mrs. Moore.
Mrs. Moore: Okay, what is the literal meaning? Or is there a pattern that the speaker of
the poem seems to be following in this? Or who is the speaker of the
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poem? Obviously it is Tennyson, but Tennyson had an occupation. The
speaker of the poem had an occupation, what would it be?
Steve:

A Sailor?

Mrs. Moore: Probably sailor. And what does the speaker of the poem seem to be talking
about? What is he talking about?
Steve:

Going out to sea.

Mrs. Moore: What does he mean by crossing the sandbar?
Steve:

Leaving the river and going out to sea.

Mrs. Moore: The sandbar is what—some gathering sand that usually when the waves—
coming in, breaking on the shore, it kind of slows down the waves a little
bit, and once you cross, if you are going back out to the open water, it
becomes deep, the water becomes deep once you pass that point. It is a
little more open, and from that point it is yours, a little less work. That is
what he is talking about when he says crossing the bar. So we see a lot of
nautical language being used throughout this. Sunset and evening star and
one clear call for me! If we are sticking with the literal, what does that
mean? What is the call? Don't go figurative, stay literal. Stay sailor.
Julie:

It is night, starry night.

By doing this, Mrs. Moore emphasized the literal meaning of the poem so that the students
would be better prepared to make consistent analogies to ideas about dying and death.
Mrs. Moore: So what call is he hearing? The call of what? The call of the sea…So he
wants a smooth [departure]. May there be no trouble. He wants a smooth
path out to the sea. Stay on the literal level. The next stanza, though, we
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see a little transition where we have but—But such a tide as moving seems
asleep. If a tide is asleep, what do they mean? It is not moving, right?
Steve:

This time it is not helping you. Sometimes the tide can help put a boat
out—you go with the tide. If the tide isn't there, there is some resistance.

Mrs. Moore: “Too full for sound and foam.” Too heavy. “When that which drew from
out the boundless deep turned again home.” So sometimes there is
resistance going out there—right…How is the first stanza similar—how is
the third stanza similar to the first stanza? “Twilight and evening bell and
after that the dark. And may there be no sadness of farewell when I
embark.” How is it similar?
Julie:

He is just kind of like restating the first one. The first one says “Sunset
and evening star” like twilight—it is the same thing.

Mrs. Moore: So they parallel with that—you have sunset and twilight, two very natural
images, right?
Julie:

“May there be no sadness of farewell.”

Mrs. Moore: Sadness for who—who would be sad? Is the speaker sad? Who would be
the sad people?
Julie:

I was thinking like the ocean or something, I don't know.

At this point the speaker of the poem dictated a transition from the literal to the figurative
meaning within the poem. Julie continued a literal reading of the poem.
Mrs. Moore: The people he is leaving…When he crosses over the sandbar, he hopes to
see that pilot and have him do what for him? Guide him. Literal level.
What is this poem really about? [long pause] It is about death. It is about
facing death. How does the speaker seem to want to face his death? What
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kind of view of death is this? We have seen a lot of poems about death.
We saw [death] with Dickinson, Donne and a lot of poems, but this again,
we emphasize the optimism of Victorian age, and he is the great
comforter. He writes this when he is 81. Do you think he is afraid to die?
As Mrs. Moore shifted to the literal meaning of death, she obviously excluded the Catholic optic
from her commentary of the poem, but did not make that transition clear to her students.
Steve:

He embraced it. I want to see it face-to-face. I want to see everything.

Mrs. Moore: And it is more than that. I'll answer Shane's question before we go on.
Shane:

I really don't know why, but I kind of see the speaker as the boat instead of
a sailor.

Mrs. Moore: He's a part of the boat; I'd be okay with that. See what images of death—
the conventional image of death in poetry, those kinds of things…Sunset,
twilight, sleep, the dark, the boundless deep, put out to sea, farewell. [Bell
rings.] Okay, we will finish talking about it tomorrow and then we will
move on to the next one, too. Thanks.
The students wrestled with the poem, listening to Mrs. Moore’s interpretation of it and
considering their own ideas and interpretations at play as they read it. The students interpreted
the poem according to their beliefs and did not take into consideration that Tennyson’s beliefs
were different from their own.
As death is the most important part of life from an incarnational perspective,
Mrs. Moore’s students learned at the end of the week that Mrs. Moore was sharing in the Paschal
Mystery of Christ. It was a teachable moment that she highlighted even as she mourned the loss
of a relative who was very close to and supportive of her. Studying “Crossing the Bar” was an
important part of her grieving and she incorporated her personal experience into her instruction. I
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saw the students listen kindly and attentively to the statement that she made at the end of the unit
on Victorian poetry.
I know my generation is; I know I am nowhere near as amazing as my great aunt was.
She has inspired me in more ways than one. I don't want us to lose that, guys. I don't want
that kind of passion and that kind of zest for life and that kind of faithfulness, I don't want
us to lose that. And if you are still lucky enough to have those people in your lives, please
just do this for me. Just make sure you tell them you love them and make sure they know
how much you care about them...I am still dealing with it, still very sad, but it will get
easier I am sure. But those great people that you have in your lives—just make sure they
know it. They make us who we are. I just wish you could have known her. She would
have loved ya'll.
Mrs. Moore stated that she had completed her syllabus for the class during the summer and in
God’s providence, without having any idea of the coincidence in timing, she had planned to
teach “Crossing the Bar” immediately after her great-aunt’s death. She commented to her
students that with God there are no coincidences and that teaching and sharing the poem with
them provided her “tremendous solace.”
Students’ spontaneous interpretations of the Catholic optic. When I interviewed Mrs.
Robin’s students, they did not comment on the current unit. They discussed stories or excerpts
from novels in their literature anthologies studied earlier in the school year. Mrs. Robin’s student
Angela was one of only a few minority students at Heartland. The story of the little girl caught in
a mudslide in “And of Clay are We Created” (Allende, 2005) resonated with Angela. She
realized that her uncle and his wife adopted her and brought her to the United States from her
second-world homeland so that she could live a better life than she would have known. Since her
uncle was unable to sponsor her brothers, Angela wrote to her brothers frequently although she
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had returned to her homeland only twice. She mentioned that she prayed for them often because
she wondered what they were doing, knew that she had “a better life with more opportunities”
but that her brothers were fortunate to be in her homeland where the culture was Catholic. Her
brother who was 18 was very prayerful and studying to be a priest. She felt close to her older
brother spiritually even though they lived far away from each other and admired the spirit of
sacrifice reflected in his letters. Angela’s comments reflected that she understood about the
salvific nature of suffering that Mrs. Robin had described in class and that she maintained a
positive attitude toward offering it up.
Angela told me about “And of Clay are We Created” by Isabel Allende that her class read
last semester. She summarized the story for me since I was not familiar with it.
We have studied, we just got—last semester we studied all fiction, like realistic fiction.
There is this one story that was my favorite. It was called—I don't— “At the End We are
Clay”—something like that. It talks about this girl, how she was trapped in a mud slide...
She talks with an interviewer who stays with her. The little girl, her name was—it
translated into Lily, and the little girl touched the part of him…a part of his past because
his sister was mentally handicapped and their father would beat them. Her mother sent
him away to save him, but she knew that she couldn't save her sister…and she [Lily]
touched that part of him and helped him go through it and work through it out of her own
misery. In the end, they get the pump there, but it is a day late, and she ends up dying. It
just, it changed him, and it talked about—she said the last thing she regretted about her
life was she was never loved, and he looked at her. He said he loved her for touching
him, and it talked about like a love that was stronger than relationship love, and like a
love that touched deep in like the most inner part of you.
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Lily and the media interviewer shared love and suffering during a tragic predicament that
could have disillusioned them both, causing them to despair. Angela identified the redeeming
value of the short story as incarnational as she applied it to her own life. By her own admission
she seemed to have little to offer up, but understood the concept as she applied it to her favorite
short story.
Researcher:

So in terms of, for example, that story or others maybe, how does that pull
on your heart in terms of being whatever religion you are?

Angela:

Well, just talking about that kind of love, it reminds me of like how God
loves us. Because he loves us stronger than anyone can imagine, and he
always helps us work through problems, and you always know that he is
there. Like even though you can't see him, you feel it.

Angela’s interest in literature helped her to draw connections between her faith and her life.
Angela integrated aspects of her understanding of Catholicism with what she read that helped her
reflect upon and understand her life with thoughtful consideration. Mrs. Robin instructed her
students to penetrate the obvious to perceive God’s providence at work in their lives. Angela
understood her instruction but saw more ramifications through her own interpretations than Mrs.
Robin outlined in her perspective through simple comparison of her mother’s life with Farewell
to Manzanar’s Mrs. Wakatsuki and Jeanne.
Mrs. Robin told a story about sacrifice and imitation of Christ through offering it up, but
did not complete the analogy so her students could understand the Catholic optic with which she
viewed the limitations that Jeanne Wakatsuki had to endure the internment camp. Mrs. Robin
expressed her dependence on the lived experience of Catholic religion this way:
Researcher:

So, lived experience of the faith makes more of an impact on what’s going
on in the classroom than the book-learning?
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Mrs. Robin:

Sometimes.

Researcher:

Of the theology?

Mrs. Robin:

Sometimes, but I think the important part is the book learning of theology
is like the factual proof and the lived life is the evidence—is like “Well,
okay here’s the example, well, you know how you learned this example in
the book—well, here’s how it’s lived.” Here’s how that doctrine is lived
out. Or here’s how that message that Jesus gave us is lived out—look right
here in the classroom—here it is. So, I don’t know. I guess I have always
just taken that approach in my teaching.

“And of Clay are We Created” resonated with Angela and she commented on it instead of
Farewell to Manzanar. It seemed to me that she might have used Mrs. Robin’s perspective on
literature in her interpretation of Lily’s life and meaning in her death, “Here’s how that doctrine
is lived out.” Mrs. Robin was reading her life into what she read and taught. Angela was
approaching what she read that way, too. Students heard stories about Mrs. Robin’s mother, but
the lack of discussion during the class kept me from discerning if the ninth graders understood
the points that Mrs. Robin illustrated about the Catholic optic.
Inconsistencies in spontaneous extension of the Catholic optic
Christian-Catholic Optic
Even though Eastern Catholic High School is located in an area of the United States that is
not predominantly Catholic, the fact that the word Catholic was used instead of the word
Christian in the following excerpt from a class discussion is noteworthy. Such an oversight is
often made when the majority of a population is Catholic, but not in an area where the Catholics
know that they are a minority. It seemed to me that this interchange of words reflected a
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prevalent attitude within the school community that did not alienate non-Catholics, but
emphasized Catholicism in an exclusive instead of inclusive way of defining belief and doctrine.
Dr. Murphy: Anyone else? What about #3— “What goes around comes around.” Matt?
Matt:

I agree. Like if you do something bad to somebody—somebody is going
to do something to you. Somebody is going do something to get you back.

Dr. Murphy: Do you want to give us an example there?
Matt:

If somebody like made fun of somebody else, eventually somebody is
going to make fun of them or something is going to happen to that person,
and they will make fun of somebody else.

Dr. Murphy: Oh, so it keeps it going.
Matt:

What does that phrase even mean?

Dr. Murphy: What does it mean? Is it a rhetorical question?
James:

What does this phrase mean?

Dr. Murphy: What does it even mean?
John:

Boomerang.

Dr. Murphy: What does it mean to you Sam?
Sebastian:

Justice.

Jane:

Well it is not part of the Catholic doctrine, I know that. [Several
voices talking]

Dr. Murphy: You raise a very good point. You said it is not part of the Catholic
doctrine. What goes around comes around. How is it not part of the
Catholic doctrine?
What is Catholic is Christian in the development of definitions concerning heroism.
Acknowledging Catholic-Christianity in juxtaposition to what is pre-Christian Greek is essential
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to understanding the Catholic optic correctly. The fact that these references are treated as if they
are different when they are not is confusing.
Jane:

Turn the other cheek. But they are not Christian. Their justice is strict.

Dr. Murphy:

Anyone else for “What goes around comes around?” But you raise a very
good question. How is that narrowly defined?

Sebastian:

They are Greek, reading a Greek play.

Dr. Murphy: That’s true. They are not Catholic. How is that not part of – when
are we as Catholics try to think regarding #3. Kathy?
Kathy:

Do unto others as you want them to do unto you. It is sort of part
of the doctrine of the Golden Rule.

Dr. Murphy: Okay. Any other comments or observations for # 3? Emily?
Emily:

I agree, but like it is more than that, because it is a battle with someone for
more than just self, but it also goes for the contents of the situation.

Dr. Murphy: So you look at it in a positive way—taking the first step. So that is kind of
related to the Catholic doctrine…
As the facilitator of student discussions, Dr. Murphy spent class time monitoring small
groups as they considered different ways to view Jason’s and Medea’s relationship, their
character flaws, and the role of revenge in the play. The students were cognizant of the fact that
the ancient Greek idea of hero was different from the definition of hero that they had inherited
culturally at home and school. What they were not cognizant of was that their use of the word
Catholic did not differ from their understanding and use of the word Christian during their
discussion of revenge. The Golden Rule was related to Catholic doctrine and to Christian
doctrine as well. The reference was not incorrect, but it was not inclusive. These statements
reflected a lack of preparation that Dr. Murphy should have prevented through careful lesson
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planning if indeed the benchmarks’ ideals were important and truly operative within the school
community. For non-Catholics this mistake could easily encourage an all too prevalent
misconception that Catholic is not Christian.
Undefined Catholic Optic
Sister Mary Edith attempted to transmit the Catholic optic by introducing the principle of
double effect during explication and discussion of the mutiny that Frederic reacted to in A
Farewell to Arms.
Sister Mary Edith:

I hope you got up to about 220. Let’s look at page 220, please.
Actually, before we start, what was the very surprising, very
shocking situation that happened?

Anastasia:

The guy shot the soldier that was running away from him when he
was ordering them to help them.

Jim:

They were Sergeants.

Julio:

They were Italians.

Sister Mary Edith:

Yes, Frederic Henry shot the sergeants who were Italians. Did you
think that Henry was capable of shooting somebody?

Students:

No.

Sister Mary Edith:

Why do you think that he was suddenly capable of shooting
somebody?

Mike:

Because of all of the anger built up inside of him.

Sister Mary Edith:

All right, the anger was building up. Where was the anger coming
from? What was building up the anger?

Susan:

So much change was going on.
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Sister Mary Edith:

Can you give me some examples? What is the situation? Why are
they trying to drive away when they get stuck in the mud?

Julio:

They get stuck and he lost the ambulance that he was supposed to
take there.

Sister Mary Edith:

What was the straw that broke the camel’s back?

Ed:

They weren’t listening to him.

Sister Mary Edith:

They weren’t listening to him! Right!

Mike:

They didn’t care about his feelings.

Sister Mary Edith:

No, they didn’t care about his feelings. He brought the one guy
down first and then the other guy took the revolver and went over
and finished him off. Is it okay to shoot somebody because you’re
frustrated?

[Students break-out in conversations among themselves.]
Sister Mary Edith:

Chris has a good point. This is not ordinary life. There is a
difference in the situation that might make it more reasonable for
him to shoot the sergeants. Let’s listen to Chris.

Chris:

In Saving Private Ryan (Spielberg, 1999) they were arguing and
the guy pulled out a gun on one of his own soldiers. A lot of times
when they do that because they’re like, if you go off and do what
you want then you’re risking the lives of the other guys and they
already saw the German troops. So if they give away their position
more guys are going to die just because he’s doing what he wants
to do.
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Sister Mary Edith led her students in their interpretations of mutiny. The students realized
how complicated Frederic’s (i.e., the main character) role was in this rebellious situation. It was
obvious that she wanted the students to arrive at particular conclusions concerning the
characters’ actions, but she did not dictate them in the form of a lecture. Instead she navigated
the discussion to arrive at the conclusion that she sought. She also gave the students time to
discuss among themselves the moral implications of the soldiers’ and Frederic’s actions. When
she noticed in the various conversations that developed during the whole-class discussion that
Chris had the answer that she wanted all the students to know, she called on him to speak. Sister
did not point out that Chris’s answer was morally acceptable. The students seemed to accept it as
such. It was instruction in the Catholic optic substantiated with an example from a secular
source: the movie, Saving Private Ryan.
Sister Mary Edith did not explain the nuances of the principle of double effect. It seemed
that she assumed her students were familiar with that moral teaching from their studies in
theology. She refused for this episode in the novel to be interpreted as a black or white issue. She
allowed the students to ruminate on the ramifications of deciding on a good act that causes a bad
effect. The horror of this situation described disturbingly by Hemingway aroused the powers of
their souls, activating through their imaginations responses of the intellect, memory, and
emotions. The gray of the situation Frederic faced illustrated the perplexities involved in
focusing the Catholic optic. The students participated in the complexity of the moral dilemma
because Sister Mary Edith created a learning experience for them that complicated and did not
simplify the matter.
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Reactions to the Catholic Optic
Comparisons of comments made by students at Coastal Catholic and Mountain Catholic
accentuate the different perspectives held by the students from the two schools. I asked students
from Mountain Catholic,
Researcher:

Do you ever notice that religious themes run over into the novels that you
read for English class? If so, why do you think that happens? Is it just
because you have a Religious Sister that religious subjects come up in
English class?

Matt:

No. I feel that it is only natural for religious themes to run over into
English class. I say this because by human nature we are always seeking to
understand our purpose and essence and in some way religious
perspectives are always present.”

Julio’s answer to these questions was more dogmatic.
Julio:

The religious themes go into novels in English class because God is
universal. The rules and themes that He teaches go into everybody and
everything. So, it would be perfectly normal for such themes to go into the
novels.

Matt and Julio had been trained to apply doctrinal themes to the analyses of what they studied in
literature and answered my questions in precise religious terminology, articulating the Catholic
optic with precision.
Since Coastal Catholic students were not in positions where they had to consider
defending their Catholic beliefs, they spoke in broad generalizations about what they learned
through literature because it seemed that in many ways they took the Catholic optic that was
their birthright for granted. All of Mrs. Moore’s students would be familiar with the sacramental
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rite of passage that she used in her analogy between a child’s longing for Holy Communion and
Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s description of zealous love. For that reason, it seemed that the
implementation of Catholic Curriculum Design was more challenging within a Catholic culture
than the implementation of the English department’s mission statement at Eastern Catholic. The
academic assistant principal at Coastal Catholic said that the implementation of Catholic
Curriculum Design was a much slower process than he had anticipated it being.
Non-Catholic Students’ Interpretations of the Catholic Optic
At times instruction in the Catholic optic succeeded in helping students to penetrate the
subjects of religion and literature to glean insight into their own lives and experiences. This was
the case in particular for one non-Christian student in Sister Mary Patrick’s class and for the
eleventh graders in Mrs. Moore’s class.
At Eastern Catholic High School there was a focused English curriculum that encouraged
students to live their faith as they study literature. The curriculum’s perimeters were bound by a
Thomistic definition of claritas. The pedagogy employed by the English teachers was not
scripted nor did the students view it as didactic. It aimed directly to attract the intellects of the
students. One particular exchange in Sister Mary Patrick’s class was most interesting. Sister was
discussing the importance of the Holy Grail in Le Morte d’Arthur. As she did so, she asked the
students, “What are the three holiest things in the world that humans can touch in their hands?”
The students immediately shouted out two of the three—the Holy Bible and the Holy Eucharist.
One student said, “A child, another human, the fruit of the marital embrace.” Sister was
obviously moved by the answer, believing that none of her students would figure it out and that
she would need to supply it. Later Sister explained to me that the reason she was overwhelmed
by the answer was because the student who completed the answer is Muslim, the only nonChristian in her freshman English class. She said that the insight and perceptiveness that he
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reflects in class mirrored a devout contemplative life. When I interviewed this young man,
Boutros, he spoke of his father’s role in his life as frequently as he spoke of what he learned at
school. He admired the way that Sister Mary Patrick conducted her class and said that his father
wanted him to be in a Catholic school so he could understand about Catholicism’s influence on
the world as he learned his Muslim faith at home. Boutros assuredly answered my questions and
placed importance on the study of English.
Boutros:

English is one of my favorite subjects. Like history, you can’t have it
without English. There wouldn’t be history without English; there
wouldn’t be science. So that’s the core. So that’s really interesting to know
that’s where everything that I’m learning has one origin and English is that
origin.

Boutros said that he knew that everything that he was learning in English, not just Arthurian
legend, was important for him to “stay engaged in,” and that it was “very beneficial to him.”
Boutros understood that Sister Mary Patrick integrated religious points with the study of
literature.
Researcher:

How do you compare what you’re learning with what you believe?

Boutros:

I know my religion and I like to compare and contrast…I am an internal
thinker…I’d rather keep things to myself…I’m not here to cause
controversy…I like to stay in my zone.

When Boutros referred to his religion, he spoke of the importance of the number one and the
similarity between Christianity and Islam in their belief in one God. He also commented on how
Christians and Muslims follow natural law, “understanding rights and wrongs” as well as
worshipping one God.
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Sister Mary Patrick related to me a development that took place in the spring after I
observed at Eastern Catholic that speaks to the intellectual integrity inherent in the school
community. Boutros, because of his impressive character and strong religious beliefs, influenced
one of his classmates and friends to become a Muslim, too. The way that Sister related this fact
to me reflected a deep understanding of free will and a proper understanding of the role of the
intellect in the life of the human person. The intense loyalty to the Catholic Church embodied in
the lives and teaching of faculty members would not be minimized through manipulative
proselytization, even in a school with a calculated, cross-curricular Catholic curriculum. Boutros
had told me, “God has an impact on me.” While I am sure that Sister Mary Patrick prays that
both of those students will come to believe the teachings of the Catholic Church, her intellectual
integrity acknowledged room for intellectual freedom within the mission of the school. Boutros
benefitted from his knowledge of the Catholic optic while maintaining his belief in the Muslim
optic shared with him by his father.
Gisele, a student at Coastal Catholic who had attended another school before attending
Coastal Catholic, answered my question, “So unpack for me a little bit—like if you had to put in
just one paragraph what you have learned in this English class this year, in terms of learning in
this class and anything about what you have been able to glean in terms of matters of the heart
and soul.”
Okay, the eyes are the windows to the soul, right? Everybody's windows are tinted a
different color. Like when you read poetry, I am not going to get the same thing out of it as
you might, and he is not going to get the same out of it that I do. I learned that very well. I
like writing poetry, I like reading it. I don't think I am all that great in interpreting the way
that people think it should be interpreted. But nobody is going to see things the same way.
That's like a major thing I have gotten out of the class.
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Gisele, a Protestant, interpreted the Catholic identity of Coastal Catholic positively. Her
comment reflected that she benefited from the school community’s Catholic optic, just as
Boutros did from his school, without fully participating in it herself. The Catholic culture of the
school included her in a way that she had not been accepted at her former school. “I didn't fit in
at all that great at my old school. Here, everybody was just like, ‘Hey.’ You know.”
After I commented, “That's beautiful. So in a way, you have come to appreciate…”
Gisele interrupted me, completing my sentence, “the family feeling.” This family feeling at work
in all five Catholic high schools influenced the Catholic optic whatever way it was focused in the
six classes that I observed. Family feeling, though, is only a small part of the experience of the
Catholic optic and can be considered generic and not specifically Catholic.
Lack of Enthusiasm over Teachers' Use of Catholic Optic
For Catholic students whose guardians and parents reared them in the Catholic Church
and sent them to Catholic elementary schools, it was easy for the study of religion to become
routine as it remained departmentalized and segregated from the other academic disciplines that
they studied. The rudimentary integration of the Catholic optic in English classes would be
enough to captivate non-Catholic students who were unfamiliar with Catholic teaching before
being exposed to it in high school. This was the case for Gisele and Boutros. Teachers did not
prioritize opportunities for Catholic students to mature in their faith through its application in
content areas other than religion. It seemed that Catholic students’ lack of fervor concerning their
studies in literature during English classes could be caused in part because their teachers did not
realize that their students’ application of the Catholic optic, not just their references to it, could
be a tool similar to a reading strategy. That tool’s potential to ignite transformative academic
performance would allow students to participate actively in the affective, cognitive, and spiritual
dimensions, bringing their religion to life.
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Allie articulated a common attitude held by Catholic students concerning application of
the Catholic optic in the study of literature during English class.
Researcher:

Does your English teacher help you to make connections between what
you are learning in religion class and what you are reading in literature?

Allie:

Not really unless it is like something critical.

Researcher:

Critical in what way, like in terms of criticism?

Allie:

If it is against the Catholic faith.

Researcher:

Okay, and then she might bring that up or do you all kind of bring it up in
questions to her?

Allie:

Both tend to bring it up. Like she might bring it up, and then there might
be a lot more questions.

Researcher:

Okay. Do you ever find yourself thinking about things that you study in
religion here when you are in literature class?

Allie:

No.

Researcher:

Okay. Have you ever been in a position in your English class where you
feel like maybe your English teacher is reading too much religion into the
literature that you read for your English class?

Allie:

No, it is evenly balanced.

As teachers engaged the powers of their students’ souls during instruction, they did so in ways
that encouraged memorization and comprehension more often than analysis and evaluation. The
Catholic optic as a reference for interpretation was not incorporated into course descriptions,
curriculum mapping, syllabi, or class handouts (see Appendices G, J, K, L, and O); therefore, the
English teachers whom I observed seemed to take for granted the Catholic worldview within the
context of their content area instead of enhancing and cultivating it through meaningful
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instruction. Obvious exceptions to this generalization were Sister Mary Patrick’s enthusiastic
instruction and Mrs. Moore’s cultivation of a meditative mood in their classrooms. Even so,
without incorporating feedback strategies from students during class, encouraging a balanced
student-centered environment within a teacher-led class, these two impressive presentations of
information lacked the fullness of students’ soulful engagement.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Overview
Chapter 1 suggested that English teachers in Catholic high schools are most effective
when they instruct their students to employ the powers of their souls to analyze literature
according to “literary standards” (Eliot, 1950, p. 343), and according to “theological standards”
(p. 343) related to the teachings of the Catholic Church. How teachers encouraged their students
to cultivate this perspective, referred to as the Catholic optic, developed into a consideration for
research. It occurred to me that high school students might learn the Catholic optic just as they
learned to use reading strategies when they studied. By asking, How was the charism of each
school reflected in each class that I observed? How did the Catholic optic inform Catholic high
school teachers’ literature pedagogy? and How did Catholic high school English teachers
address their students to encourage the exercise of the powers of their souls in the study of
literature? I hoped to see how English teachers used Catholic religion to instruct in
transformative ways. Since Jago (2011b) and Rose (2005) wrote that the instruction that they
received in Catholic high schools taught them how to engage the powers of their students’ souls
in secular settings, I wanted to investigate the ways that Catholic secondary English educators
continued that instruction. Six of the seventy benchmarks included in the NSBECS helped focus
the study on content and the interpenetration of the Catholic optic during literary analysis.
Chapter 2 presented the history of Catholic education in the United States since the
1920s. There seemed to be no prior research and little literature dealing directly with the
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application of the Catholic optic by teachers who taught literature in Catholic high school
English classes during that time period. After summarizing the curriculum by DelFra (2005), I
considered the research completed by Schweber and Irwin (2003) and by Spector (2007) on units
of Holocaust study and religious interpretations. I examined the theories of Bernard Suhor (1992)
and Giussani (2001) concerning Catholic worldview to use as references for my consideration of
schools’ charisms. This information introduced the possibility that religious studies could be
nonproductive or counterproductive in literature classes. The literature review also took into
consideration Jago’s (2011b) and Rose’s (2005) implementation of instruction addressing the
powers of the soul in ways similar to the instruction that they had received as Catholic high
school students.
Chapter 3 outlined the methodology and procedures for carrying out research through
observations and interviews to prepare case studies highlighting the interpenetration of religion
and literature in six Catholic high school English classes. Chapter 3 also describes the data
analysis developed to comb the transcriptions and field notes gathered during the observations
and interviews. Since teachers experience the Catholic optic in many ways that influence and
overlap with one another, I differentiated between formal and informal observations that I
completed. In informal observations, I interacted with different members of the school
communities in different settings (e.g., before and after school, before and after Mass at local
Churches, during school sporting events, during school lunches, during pep rallies) making
conversation with them and watching what they were doing. I also studied the schools’ websites.
By combining my experience of their communities with the formal observations that I
completed, I received information that helped me understand why teachers failed to articulate
instruction and took for granted that their students understood the Catholic optic when they did
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not. The informal observations also helped me realize that the teachers, in some respects, had
rudimentary understandings and experiences of the Catholic optic.
Chapter 4 summarized the findings from the observations and interviews conducted.
Descriptions of the high schools’ charisms illustrated the unique, yet Catholic character of each.
Coding identified common themes found in the ways that teachers and students used the Catholic
optic in their reactions to literature. Teachers and students, accustomed to compartmentalization
of their faith during worship, reception of the sacraments, and religion classes, did not show
evidence of its implementation in deep or provocative instruction or discussions during English
classes. Their vision of Catholicism was of something outside themselves, not perspective or
optic that would become part of themselves and within their beings or souls (John 14: 16-18).
Chapter 5 discusses the findings and focus of the Catholic optic in the literature curricula
of the English classes that I observed. While the six benchmarks of the NSBECS address the
need to join faith and reason through the integration of the religious, spiritual, moral, and ethical
dimensions of all subjects, the data showed that a Cartesian division in English classrooms
makes progress in this regard difficult. Consideration of ways to move beyond rudimentary
treatment of the Catholic optic follow the summary of the findings in a discussion that suggests
Eliot’s (1950) ideology and Pope Francis’s (2013) pedagogy as models for the teaching of
literature in Catholic high schools throughout the United States. From the early 1960s until the
beginning of the twenty-first century, tremendous advancements have been made in educational
technology and its application to high school pedagogy. This chapter considers the fact that even
though the Second Vatican Council and the New Evangelization attempt to update the Catholic
Church’s role in the modern world in an equally transformative way, its implementation in
Catholic high schools is a complicated matter that is difficult to instigate.
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Schools’ Charisms
Asking the question, How is the charism of each school reflected in each class that I
observed? allowed me to consider curricular planning that would have practical applications in
and out of the classroom. While the NSBECS referred to the fundamental importance of each
schools’ Catholic identity expressed in its own charism, my research reflected that teachers had
difficulty introducing the Catholic optic into meaningful and transformative conversations about
literature within their classrooms. Teachers and students could reference religious beliefs and
traditions, (specifically scripture, tradition, doctrine, and theology of the body), with which they
were familiar because of their belonging to a Catholic school community, but they did so
rudimentarily.
For example, Sister Mary Edith encouraged the eleventh graders to apply what they
learned in religion class about theology of the body to the relationship between Catherine and
Frederic in A Farewell to Arms. She did not ask the students to frame their analyses of Frederic
and Catherine by imagining how their relationship would be different if they followed the
teachings of theology of the body in the adverse circumstances in which those two characters
found themselves. Such an application of religious instruction would have transcended the easier
condemnation of their behavior to examine the novel thematically. Imagining the presence of
God’s love found in virtuous, chaste behavior albeit during the horror of World War I would
provide an interesting contrast to the relationships in the novel that Hemingway developed based
on the Nietzchean philosophy of nihilism.
The teachers whom I observed had the best of intentions in wanting to help their students
to complete close readings and textual analyses of the literature that they read. Sister Mary
Patrick spent time during class making sure that her students understood the customs of court in
Le Morte d’Arthur. At the same time that those objectives were evident, the Catholic optic in as
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far as the Catholic intellectual tradition was considered did not serve as a perspective that
influenced their literary study deeply as demonstrated by her ninth graders’ inability to
differentiate among degrees of moral culpability concerning sin (see Appendix D). Students were
not fluent in the language or vision of the Catholic optic; therefore, it reflected a tradition with
which they should have been familiar so that they could know and participate in it, as Giussani
(2001) recommended, but they were not.
While the study of literature could have deepened the teachers’ and students’ analyses
and discussions of complicated theological considerations, I rarely observed thought-provoking
and soul-engaging conversations among students and teachers. One notable exception was Mrs.
Moore’s lesson on Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s “Sonnet 43.” It was as if the Catholic identity of
the schools that could fuel the Catholic optic and find expression through deep literary study as
well as find expression through school spirit at extracurricular activities remained distant from
teaching and learning in the classrooms. This finding clearly stands in contrast to the stated
vision of Catholic education found in the NSBECS (2012). Cartesian, linear approaches (Taylor,
1998) to the academic environments of the high schools professed Catholicity in terms of the
soul’s emotions, but thwarted the soul’s intellectual development in expressing and integrating
Catholicity in the classroom.
Deepening Catholic Perspective in the English Classroom
Spector (2007) found that one of her teacher participants tried to stay away from religious
issues in the classroom due to fear of controversy. Most of the teacher participants in the
research I completed did not echo that same sentiment. Only Mrs. Short said that she felt
uncomfortable discussing a religious issue, and in her case, it was one particular issue—sex. The
participants in my study, operating within an understood religious mandate that helped to define
the charisms of each school, were clearly freer than Spector’s (2007) participant to explore
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religious issues; however, despite the mandate, I argue that what kept my participants more
focused on secular rather than sacred elements of literary interpretation was a lack of deep
knowledge about Catholic doctrine. They believed that what they did teach and the way that they
taught was either Catholic enough or did not need to reflect Catholicity. With only so many
minutes to teach and learn during a class, teachers introduced material systematically and quickly
and might have feared that engaging the Catholic optic would be time consuming and counterproductive as well as outside the limits of their purview. Again, this was a missed opportunity to
integrate rather than separate the sacred and the secular.
Integration would be in keeping with the objectives of NSBECS (2012) and Eliot (1950).
The teachers whom I observed were familiar with neither, but both NSBECS and Eliot’s essay
provided this study with criteria that can be useful in implementing CCCII throughout Catholic
high school English departments. The teachers whom I observed needed to be encouraged not to
fear the mandate, but to embrace a deeper understanding of their realm of influence as literature
teachers by referencing the Catholic optic. By allowing a Catholic worldview to influence their
own literary perspectives as well as the intellectual lives of students’ souls in relation to claritas
(Beckett, 2006), teachers would animate their students’ cognitive pursuits of the Catholic optic
in their English classrooms. Then as Dawson (1961) observed, students would experience
Catholic education as a gateway leading to intellectual freedom and not academic repression.
Spector’s teacher participants did not reach into the powers of their students’ souls to
ignite an understanding of Holocaust literature’s deepest lessons. This difficulty in connecting
students through meaningful instructional strategies with depth of content limited the teacher
participants of this study as well. All of the teachers except for Dr. Murphy lectured or answered
their own questions much more than their students actively participated in class. Students
noticeably settled into passive positions of listening in each of those five classrooms without
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feeling responsible to participate actively during instruction. Teachers worked to build rapport
with their students according to an affective dimension of relationships and then strove to attain
academic achievement in terms of the cognitive dimension of learning separately. For the most
part, the powers of the soul were not engaged in ways that Jago (2011a) and Rose (2009)
encouraged. Without meaningful collaboration and conversation among teachers and students in
the classrooms, teaching and learning were linear processes that included some integration of
Catholicism and literature mentioned in the six benchmarks, but only as subjects of lectures and
limited periods of questions and answers. Comparing the data collected during this study with
the six benchmarks in light of extended knowledge of the Catholic optic highlighted the
possibilities for improvement. Consideration of the limitations of teaching and learning I
observed follow. With these shortcomings viewed as challenges, future research could consider
implementation of effective instructional and reading strategies that engage the powers of the
soul as Jago (2011a) and Rose (2009) have suggested so that the benchmarks could be
meaningfully implemented through teaching and learning in English classrooms.
Professional Development and the Catholic Optic
As Niemann (2013) explained, twenty-first century adolescents in Catholic high schools
are willing to learn. Their teachers in Catholic high schools should be reflective practitioners and
life-long learners of their content areas and Catholicism if they plan to challenge and interest
their students in learning. Dr. Murphy allowed the students to wrestle with definitions of hero as
they worked in groups discussing Medea (Euripides, 431 B.C.) without her interference. It was
interesting for me to keep in mind what they had studied, realizing that Le Morte d’Arthur was, if
even slightly, a point of reference for them. The Catholic optic was separated from their
considerations of Greek heroism. At the same time that they worked consistently and
methodically, the process of their class work was linear and lacked adolescent energy. The same
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was true in Mrs. Short’s class where she eliminated consideration of the Catholic optic
completely. These incidences illustrate that Catholic high school teachers need professional
development opportunities that are well planned and informative to encourage them to be lifelong learners about religion in general and Christian denominations and Catholicism in particular
so that they can appreciate the roles that the affective, spiritual, and cognitive dimensions of life
must play in meaningful teaching and learning (Buchanan & Hyde, 2008).
Since not all future Catholic high school English teachers will attend Catholic colleges or
universities, mentoring those new teachers so that they will cultivate an understanding of the
Catholic optic is essential in helping students to believe in its importance. In Catholic schools
and colleges of education, it is important to form pre-service student teachers and teacher
candidates in an understanding of how to blend faith and reason within their English classrooms
and how to share the knowledge of doing so with their professional peers. Their students will
have many opportunities to know Christ and to enjoy being parts of his body the Church, but
learning to read and understand literature with the Catholic optic will give them insights into life
that will nourish them so that faith and love will be a source of motivation and strength in their
daily routines.
Glatz (2014) quoted Pope Francis’ literature student saying that this pedagogical
approach set apart Pope Francis as a truly effective teacher. Just as reading strategies organize
and simplify the process of reading well, so the application of the Catholic optic to literature in
the English classroom can give students opportunities to integrate their faith vision with their
perceptions of daily living. Teachers benefitting from in-service workshops on theology and its
practical application in the English classroom will feel better prepared to encourage their
students to make connections between faith and reason. They will connect the Catholic identity
of their schools with their content areas. The Catholic optic then becomes the vision of a
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tradition that allows them and their students, as Giussani (2001) expressed it, “to criticize.” In
other words, they can put into a context what they learn so that they can understand it. The use of
the powers of the soul is instrumental in this regard and helps to answer the needs that the six
benchmarks manifest. If Catholic students are to be fully engaged in the study of literature, the
Catholic optic is necessary. Leaving it out of the English classroom ignores an important
component in the Catholic high school experience. According to Weigel’s (2004) definition, the
Catholic optic depends upon the powers of the soul, so secular directive in education (Jago,
2011a; Rose, 2009) points to the need for the integration of the Catholic optic to effectively
address the six benchmarks in English classrooms so that twenty-first century adolescents will be
even more willing to learn.
English Teachers’ Pedagogies
The question, How does the Catholic optic inform Catholic high school English teachers’
literature pedagogy? assumed that the Catholic optic would be cultivated and focused through
classroom instruction. The teachers whom I observed assumed that the Catholicity of the school
permeated their teaching of literature through the Catholic character of the school community in
such a way that students could integrate what they knew and experienced of Catholicism on their
own. The intellectual pursuit of the Catholic optic seemed to be taken for granted instead of
positioned for use in analysis to strengthen learning so that teachers and students could move
beyond thought to what Taylor (1998) referred to as understanding reality, keeping in mind that
catholic means universal. For all practical purposes the teachers whom I observed did not apply
the Catholic optic with forethought and planning in ways similar to those suggested through the
NSBECS.
While Pope Francis did not mention assisting his students in applying the Catholic optic
to their reading of Spanish literature, the fact that he referred to reading the “racy literary works”
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(Spadaro, 2013, p. 15) of Federico Garcia Lorca and Fernando de Rojas as risky implies that he
was mindful of the obligation that was his in bridging a gap between exposing his students to
provocative literature and helping them to appreciate great literature from a Catholic perspective.
That thoughtful consideration of exposing students to the Catholic optic’s absence in literary
works did not occur at all in the classes that I observed. At Eastern Catholic, in the name of
teaching what is true, good, and beautiful, such provocative literature was not included in the
English course of study. Pope Francis wanted his students to have his help in understanding why
literature could be great stylistically, but problematic as it reflected ideas contrary to the truth
embodied in claritas.
Instead of acknowledging the challenge involved to integrate the Catholic optic when
teaching literature, the teachers whom I observed acted as if they were addressing the
interpenetration of Catholic thought with the literature when their literary analyses from a
Catholic perspective failed to delve into the mystery of important themes (sin, forgiveness,
redemption) in Romeo and Juliet, the non-fiction unit, and Le Morte d’Arthur. It is probably for
this reason that students spoke more about liking their teachers for their personalities and
affability than for their interesting pedagogy. Completing close readings of the texts is an
extensive undertaking for underclassmen. Instructing students to examine the author's structure
of a literary work and to develop the logic that leads to an analysis of themes is complicated. Yet
in a Catholic high school a literature teacher can acknowledge straddling two (sacred and sacral)
cultures in the critical analysis of literature. If such acknowledgements are not made, then the
Catholic high school is complaisant in forming “worldly minds with Catholic patches” (Walsh,
1961). Sister Mary Patrick, Mrs. Robin, and Mrs. Short had a Catholic platform on which their
close readings could have found a firm foundation. Their students’ ninth grade religion classes
provided a foundation and a catalyst for literary analysis, but the three teachers focused on their
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teaching in their content area as opposed to their students’ learning in integrated ways that would
deepen and connect what they already knew with deeper understanding and new information.
In my observations, it became obvious that making such distinctions in their instruction
was not specifically a defining element of Catholic education and that “Catholic patches”
sufficed as Catholic identity in four of the five high schools that I visited. Only at Eastern
Catholic High School was there a departmental mission statement that integrated Catholic moral
teachings and the Catholic optic into the very fiber of the English curriculum as detailed in my
analysis of the interviews that I conducted with Sister Mary Patrick. Even so, the absence of
accepting the challenge that Pope Francis had accepted when he taught literature contradicting
Catholic teaching avoided opportunities to educate students in the Catholic optic. The NSBECS
would allow for different high schools’ English departments’ interpretations in this regard.
Relational and Affective Aspects of Teaching and Learning
Especially through the interviews with teachers and students, it became apparent that
more energy was expended and more emphasis placed on the part of teachers to be perceived as
kind and considerate than to be well prepared in their content areas to teach well. Preparation to
address both the cognitive and spiritual dimensions (Buchanan & Hyde, 2008) of teaching and
learning seemed less important to teachers than the affective dimension (Buchanan & Hyde,
2008). Observations reflected that teachers spent less time preparing lessons for their units of
study than they did establishing rapport with their students. There was no evidence to
substantiate the concept that they thought prioritizing academic rigor and the Catholic optic
through English instruction could endear them to their students.
Partial Applications of the Catholic Optic
Although I chose six benchmarks that are related to the teaching of literature in Catholic
high schools, I realized that the ways that they are phrased implied that teachers would know
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how to teach across the curriculum when in fact only one of the teachers whom I observed was
educated to do so. The NSBECS assumed that Catholic high school English teachers have
received liberal arts educations and have studied the Catholic religion extensively or are wise
pedagogues and know how to encourage their students to integrate what they are learning in their
Catholic high school religion classes into serious intellectual considerations of the texts that they
are reading in literature. This was not the case. For example, the concept of offering up
sufferings presented by Mrs. Robin was not accompanied with theological considerations of the
salvific mystery of suffering, but presented as a maxim similar to grin and bear it. Even though
Incarnation was mentioned twelve times and the dignity of life fourteen times during the unit,
Mrs. Robin engaged the students intellectually three times (see Tables 8 and 10).
As I compared the generalities expressed in the NSBECS with the focus implied through
the Catholic optic, I noticed examples of four different practices among the teachers whom I
observed (i.e., explicit transmission of the Catholic optic, explicit omission of the Catholic optic,
spontaneous extension, and laborious expression of the Catholic optic). When teachers explicitly
transmitted the Catholic optic, students in turn made explicit comparisons among their
considerations of their faith, the Catholic religion, and literature or students did not perceive the
difference between the Catholic optic and other interpretations of literature. This type of literary
analysis took place in Sister Mary Edith’s class studying A Farewell to Arms as they applied
theology of the body to the relationship of Catherine and Frederic. When teachers laboriously
expressed or spontaneously extended the Catholic optic in their teaching of literature, students
understood the teachers’ references, did not have enough background to understand the
references, did not understand the references, or took the Catholic optic for granted. This use of
the Catholic optic in literary analysis manifested itself well in Mrs. Moore’s instruction of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s “Sonnet 43,” but without student engagement, and poorly during
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Mrs. Robin’s lecture about her mother offering it up when Mrs. Robin failed to define the
doctrinal concept behind the idiom, and students were led to believe that stoicism and Christian
sacrifice were synonymous. When a teacher explicitly omitted the Catholic optic, students either
tried to connect what they were learning in religion and literature on their own or kept their study
of literature separate from their study and experience of religion. To observe an eager class of
students in Mrs. Short’s class bereft of literary analysis including the Catholic optic as they
studied with exquisite detail the imagery and poetic conventions of Romeo and Juliet signified
lost teachable Catholic moments according to the terrain map of NSBECS.
Pedagogical Implications
During the units in the six classes that I observed, students rarely took notes, except in
Sister Mary Edith’s and Mrs. Short’s classes. The other four teachers would refer to their
websites saying that material pertinent to class would be posted for the students. They also had
advance organizer packets or worksheets that guided students through the material that they
covered during class. The teachers would sometimes ask students to refrain from taking notes
because they wanted them to listen attentively to their lectures or participate in the details of
class discussions. Most of the activities in the classes that I observed evolved through summary
and analysis that were led and facilitated by the teachers. At times Sister Mary Patrick and Sister
Mary Edith added Catholic exegesis into the literary analyses and interpretations as they taught if
the students did not have the Catholic optic with which they could meaningfully analyze the text.
Mrs. Moore and Mrs. Robin would share their Catholic perspectives with their students as
discussions evolved, but those developments did not seem to be planned as exegesis. Dr. Murphy
encouraged comparisons between Greek and Christian definitions of heroism in her study of
Medea, but the students initiated and refined the comparisons. The student-centered activity in
Dr. Murphy’s class established understanding of the text without her direct leadership in a way
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similar to the understanding of the text that Sister Mary Edith led her students to grasp as she
directed the class discussion.
Untapped intellect and salvation mystery. Jago (2011b) and Rose (2005) learned to
understand and focus the Catholic optic during their literary studies in their high school
experiences. Whereas all but one of the teachers whom I observed had learned to do the same,
they were challenged a generation later to convey what they had learned. Not only had the
repercussions of the Second Vatican Council encouraged Catholic educators to shy away from
Catholic content since the late 1960s, but the academic climate in Catholic high schools had
changed. With enrollments dropping, administrators saw the need to market their schools to
prospective students and their parents as academically sound and competitive with secular
college preparatory schools having reputations for high college entrance examination score
averages. Under pressure to meet or exceed those academic standards, teachers concerned
themselves less with the religious significance that their content area might include and spent
that time on more test preparation to help their students prepare for standardized tests (Walch,
2003; Youniss & Convey, 2000).
Adolescents are perceptive and they want to enjoy themselves. Pope Francis has written,
“… our efforts in the field of education do not produce the results expected.” (Evangelii
Gaudium, 2013, p. 438) I found this to be the case in the classes where I visited. I had been under
the impression that what I would observe would be examples of the best secondary school
English education in United States Catholic high schools today. It might have been, but there is
need for improvement. Pope Francis goes on to write, “Young people call us to renewed and
expansive hope, for they represent new directions for humanity and open us up to the future, lest
we cling to nostalgia for structures and customs which are no longer life-giving in today’s
world” (p. 439). Pedagogy that includes teaching adolescents how to improve their reading
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comprehension and their intellectual and emotional sensitivity to what they comprehend
addresses the concern that Pope Francis has about the education of young people and how it
should be updated.
In 2013 as I completed the case studies, I read about the integration of faith and reason in
the curricular guides, policies, and procedures followed in four of the six Catholic high school
English classrooms, but did not see them implemented in class. Academic policies mentioned
standards akin to the NSBECS, but instruction did not reflect written policy. Incorporating the
fullness of the faith into literary instruction could have accomplished the cognitive goal and
more. Instead, religion was only brushed upon during the study of literature and the two
remained segregated. This discrepancy between Catholic identity and Catholic content in the
subject area of literature weakened the Catholic school culture in three of the five high schools
where I observed. It has taken its toll on the inculcation of the Catholic optic as a way of learning
how to know, will, remember, imagine, and feel for almost two generations so that now, as Pope
Francis states, “The formation of the laity and the evangelization of professional and intellectual
life represent a significant pastoral challenge” (Evangelii Gaudium, 2013, p. 438).
Secularization of these Catholic diocesan high schools has left a void represented by the
fact that their literary culture mirrors the curricula found in non-Catholic schools (Applebee, p.
193). Although the review of literature reflected the absence of documentation, research, and
curriculum development concerning the transmission of the application of the Catholic faith
through the analysis and interpretation of literature, it does provides analysis of reasons why
administrators and English department faculty members unknowingly allowed this oversight to
develop. Suggesting ways that Catholic exegesis can become a part of the English curriculum in
Catholic high schools again or in schools where it has never been before are important
considerations within this chapter. The integration of the study of literature and religion in
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Catholic high schools has the potential to facilitate the New Evangelization and bring about
deeper understanding of and appreciation for Catholic truth in contemporary American culture.
In Catholic education the principle “grace builds on nature” (Aquinas, 1952) can be
applied to the attitudes and practices of the six teachers whom I observed. Foundational
pedagogical concerns influenced those teachers before they concerned themselves with
transmitting the Catholic optic. The two concerns that dealt with “nature” that the six teachers
held in common were the impact that their relationships with their students had on their students’
willingness to learn and the responsibility that was theirs to prepare the students for their next
level of study in literature. It was interesting to me that these concerns did not deal with Catholic
considerations specifically, but were universal and could be concerns in secular private and
public high schools, too. As I continued to examine the comments made by the teachers, it
seemed to me that the five teachers who were Catholics wanted their students to appreciate their
academic integrity and their Catholic faith. They did not want their students to think that since
they took their Catholic faith seriously that they would be less than competent teachers of
English and literature.
Meaningful instruction through the Catholic optic. The way that students read and
analyzed poetry in the class that I observed at Coastal Catholic allowed them to project their
beliefs and convictions into the poem “Sonnet 43” (Browning, 1845). Mrs. Moore took time to
describe the life of Elizabeth Barrett Browning before she and the students read and discussed
the poem. Symbolic readings of poetry at Coastal Catholic kept in the students’ minds the poet’s
life and perspective in terms of New Historicism. The poems were explicated and then studied as
expressions of the poets’ lives and longings.
To help the students imagine the transcendent, sacred nature of love that Elizabeth Barrett
Browning attempted to convey, Mrs. Moore moved beyond analogies of romantic love to
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describe the intensity with which a child prayerfully participates at Mass, longing to be united
with Christ in Holy Communion. Since Mrs. Moore and all but three of the students in the class
had been Catholics since they were baptized as infants, they had experienced or were familiar
with a description of the emotional beauty of sacred love through sacramental union with Christ.
The reception of First Holy Communion is a rite of passage of tremendous importance in
Catholic culture. Mrs. Moore utilized what she believed to be the students’ Catholic optic
concerning childlike desire and joy in receiving Christ in Holy Communion to lend meaning to
Browning’s words, “the depth and breadth and heighth” (Browning, 1845, l. 2). She engaged
students’ memories, imaginations, and emotions to describe the sacred, spiritual love that
Browning had for her husband.
As I observed the students while Mrs. Moore developed this analogy, I could tell how she
and most of the students were making a comparison through their imaginations as they
remembered the childlike wonder and love with which they had received their First Holy
Communions. The connection she drew was interesting and pertinent to them because the
students remained attentive and maintained a referential awe akin to behavior during Eucharistic
adoration. She encouraged them to consider deeper ramifications of human love because they are
divine. Mrs. Moore traced Browning’s use of the word “grace” (Browning, 1845, l. 4) in
reference to both “quiet need” (l. 6) and the beauty of love that is sacred and transcendent. Since
Mrs. Moore explained Browning’s expression “my childhood’s faith” (l. 10) in terms of a child’s
eagerness to receive Holy Communion, the analogy she outlined allowed students to fathom a
dimension that Browning cherished in human love in terms that she might not have understood,
but that Mrs. Moore and most of her students did in a way that included but surpassed cognition.
Mrs. Moore knew how to implement the subjective nature of the Catholic optic to create
an idea employing sacramental images that conveyed emotional credibility. There was not a
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method to the Catholic optic the way that Mrs. Moore focused lenses of New Criticism and New
Historicism as she helped her students to read “Sonnet 43.” What Mrs. Moore introduced to her
students was a comparison with which she felt fairly sure they could relate. She primarily created
a mood through which her students enkindled a memory. Her instructional strategy did not
include feedback from the students, so I could easily have projected imaginative participation on
the students’ part which was not taking place. Nonetheless Mrs. Moore’s presentation delved
into the sacramental mysteries of Eucharist and Matrimony through a convincing interpretation
of imagery in a poem that has had a tendency to become a cliché after the one hundredth
anniversary of its original publication.
The teaching and learning that I observed as Mrs. Moore and her students read and
meditated on “Sonnet 43” inspired me, because I thought I saw the Catholic optic develop in the
intellects of the grade 11 students. The instruction was organized and systematic. Although Mrs.
Moore could have implemented instructional strategies to strengthen the students’ participation
during class the way that Jago (2011b) suggested, she chose to create a teacher-centered,
contemplative mood to emphasize the mystery involved in the paradox of marital love. Eliot
(1950) wrote about the process of becoming a discerning reader through the application of
religion as a standard for literary criticism. Mrs. Moore helped her students appreciate the
mystery of love as they studied “Sonnet 43” through just such a process.
The teachers whom I observed worked within accepted “structures and customs” (Pope
Francis, 2013). All of the teachers appealed directly to the students’ intellects, wills, or emotions
and sometimes to their memories and imaginations to encourage them to learn, but in traditional
classroom environments and in conventional pedagogical ways. Sister Mary Patrick, Mrs. Robin,
and Mrs. Short were animated in their instruction. Dr. Murphy, Mrs. Moore, and Sister Mary
Edith were restrained in their instruction, but concrete in their statements and encouragement of
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discussions among the students. In all but Mrs. Short’s class, the teachers believed that they
appealed to or addressed the powers of the students’ souls to help them distinguish underlying
dependence on religious themes for purposes of analogy.
Even though Mrs. Robin lectured without inviting class participation except in writing,
the comparison that she made between her mother’s childhood experiences and those of Jeanne
Wakatsuki in Farewell to Manzanar made use of a Catholic expression, offer it up, that refers to
making one’s work and sacrifice into a prayer. When encouraged or admonished to offer it up,
people familiar with the expression and scripture could translate the comment positively as,
“Now I rejoice in my sufferings for your sake, and in my flesh I complete what is lacking in
Christ’s afflictions for the sake of his body, that is, the church” (Colossians 1:24). Mrs. Robin’s
mother had learned to renounce her own will for the sake of her family’s needs. Jeanne had to
suffer unjustly, not to help her family, but because of ethnic misunderstanding and fear on the
part of the United States government after the Japanese Air Force attacked Naval Station Pearl
Harbor. Mrs. Robin seemed to equate the subservient position her mother had as a maid with the
deprivations of an internment camp that Jeanne experienced. Mrs. Robin seemed to want to teach
resiliency as a virtue.
Mrs. Robin and the other teachers whom I observed assumed their dignity and the dignity
of their students. They also identified greatness in literary characters, comparing those qualities
to immortal qualities of human souls. Mrs. Robin told her students what to believe about the
non-fiction that they studied in a two week unit. She compared the challenges of the people with
the challenges that her mother had known as a child and adolescent. She wanted her students to
see that attitudes of resilience were supported by the Catholic faith that her mother trusted to
support her. It was obvious by her lectures that she wanted her students to find that support from
the Catholic faith, too.
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Need for Implementation of the New Evangelization in the English Classroom
My research reflected that the six English teachers at the five Catholic diocesan high
schools where I observed are faculty members of twenty-first century educational communities
who benefit from state of the art technology, but who during class teach according to
pedagogical and catechetical standards that date back to the mid-twentieth century. At a time
when the Catholic Church is trying to initiate the New Evangelization throughout the world,
these teachers were not aware of these initiatives. Through their adherence to academic practices
that challenge students to study and learn, but hamper them from doing so in ways that
incorporate all of the powers of their souls through literary analysis engaging the Catholic optic
as a point of reference for them to see the human condition reflected through literature, these
teachers could be inspired by the six benchmarks of the NSBECS that pertain to teaching and
learning of academic subjects.
Through careful consideration of Benchmark 7.3, Curriculum and instruction for twentyfirst century learning provide students with knowledge, understanding, and skills to become
creative, reflective, literate, critical, and moral evaluators, problem solvers, decision makers,
and socially responsible global citizens, using the Catholic optic while teaching and learning
literature could assist the teachers in animating their students’ participation so that their
classrooms could move from being static learning environments to vibrant think tanks of the New
Evangelization as well as student-centered classes of intriguing literary consideration and
discussion. Both catechetical and academic teaching and learning would be deepened and
updated. Sacral and secular aspects of teaching and learning would benefit through the initiation
of Benchmark 7.3 as an English department goal.
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Faith, Reason, Intellect, and the Powers of English Students’ Souls
Asking the question How do Catholic high School English teachers address their
students to encourage the exercise of the powers of their souls in the study of literature? framed
analysis of the transcendent domain of intellectual endeavor taking place in the classes that I
observed. When adolescents learn reading strategies, they acquire powers that aid them in
comprehending information and literature that they read. When adolescents understand the roles
that the powers of their souls play in comprehending what they read, then they can become more
discerning as they read and understand the roles that their emotions play in their reactions to
what they read. It is more than metacognition because students recognize that the powers of their
souls transcend the powers of their minds. The six benchmarks allude to this transcendence as a
quality of Catholicism. Miller (2000), whose writing was a resource used to formulate NSBECS,
encouraged teachers to remember that the intellect and will should lead the other powers of the
soul, and that the intellect is a power of the mind as well as the soul. Engaging the intellect in its
fullness is the greatest challenge that teachers have. When English teachers acknowledge that
challenge as twofold then they can help their students to delve into the layers of meaning within
the literature that they study.
Superficial Engagement of the Powers of the Soul in Literary Analysis
The teachers who sought to engage the powers of their students’ souls by exercising their
abilities to analyze, contrast, and evaluate literature using Catholic teaching within their lectures
and discussions did so in ways that avoided fundamental didactics akin to the instruction on The
Hiding Place in Mrs. Barrett’s class at Eternal Grace School (Schweber & Irwin, 2003), but their
approaches did not minimize other forms of critical analysis used in their classes. Mrs. Short
eliminated and Dr. Murphy, Mrs. Robin, and Sister Mary Edith minimized the role of religion in
literary exegesis in terms of depth; therefore, references to theology and philosophy were
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limited. Mrs. Moore and Sister Mary Patrick lectured extensively during their instruction;
therefore, it was difficult to discern the depth of learning that their students attained. The fact that
three of the six classes observed were freshman classes and that their teachers were instructing
them in close readings of the texts that they studied seemed to impact the amount and type of
literary analysis at work in those classrooms. Only Mrs. Short ignored a religious topic
introduced by a student during class discussion and that was because she said that she was
personally embarrassed by and felt ill at ease discussing the topic of theology of the body in
reference to Romeo and Juliet. The other five teachers always responded as best they could to
religious questions that the students had about their reading assignments. More often than not,
those responses were superficial and not cross-curricular in content.
The lack of response to students’ intrigue with religious topics that Spector (2007)
observed at Adams Junior High School and River Hill Academy did not happen in the classes
that I observed at Eastern, Heartland, Mountain, or Coastal Catholic High Schools, but the
teachers did seem poorly prepared to challenge students applications of religion in meaningful
ways as they discussed the literature that they studied. Among the students whom I interviewed,
only the two non-Catholic students commented specifically on the ways that the Catholic
dimension of their English classes intrigued them, and I wondered if that was because those two
students had not attended Catholic elementary schools; therefore, they were not as familiar with
Catholic teaching as their classmates. The few and simple references to Catholicism in their
English classes were novel to them, but not to the students who had attended Catholic schools for
nine to eleven years.
Striving for Academic Excellence through Powers of the Soul
Just as Jago (2010) and Rose (2011) referred to engaging powers of the soul in their
instruction, Mrs. Short at Foothills Catholic pushed her students to engage themselves
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intellectually into their efforts at understanding Elizabethan poetry in Shakespeare’s Romeo and
Juliet. As Benchmark 2.4 suggests, her teaching reflected “excellence in academic and
intellectual formation.” She helped them to imagine what the words and lines signified, but
depended on the constant repetition of reading sections and explicating lines. While Sister Mary
Edith helped her students to feel the loneliness of selfish love, the void created in those class
discussions about A Farewell to Arms was not identified as nihilism. There was an opportunity to
complement Catholic moral teaching by examining the influence that nihilism had on
Christianity in general and Hemingway in particular, but it was not developed during class.
Imitation of Christ’s Pedagogy in the Catholic High School English Classroom
The motivation behind Catholic education is Jesus Christ, the Son of God who challenged
his disciples to be unconventional. If Catholic education is true to its mission, as Pope Francis
(2013) has pointed out, it is of God. Worldliness can distract the powers of the soul, but religion
functions within worldly challenges. Catholic education is supposed to form the intellect for
participation in temporality and eternity. This creative, academic tension of learning about the
world, but investigating and incorporating it into consideration of supernatural implications of
temporal and eternal life in tandem, presented a paradox within the Catholic high school that
should be no paradox at all, but instead instruction in the Catholic optic. At Eastern Catholic
High School, emphasis placed on learning what is true, good, and beautiful so that claritas
(Beckett, 2006) becomes a goal, an ideal by which wisdom can be visualized and understood,
became the intention of the English department. At the other high schools where I observed,
academic goals were not idealistic to the point of being exclusive in the choices of literature
read. For example, Sister Mary Patrick stated that A Farewell to Arms would not be read at
Eastern Catholic, but it was included in the curriculum as a three week unit at Mountain Catholic
High School. Sister Mary Edith believed that juxtaposing secular literature that included morally
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objective topics and themes with Catholic moral teaching within the safe environment of her
classroom might detract from the pure presentation of what is “true, good, and beautiful,” but
exposed her students to explanations that helped them to see more clearly the validity of
arguments opposed to Hemingway’s nihilistic attitudes toward life.
In the twenty-first century Catholic high school English teachers could pedagogically
move beyond conventional modes of instruction to imitate Christ and the engagement that was
his teaching style as recorded in the Gospels. While I was primarily interested in how teachers
integrated literature and religion, it was clear that five of six teachers who participated in my
research utilized only traditional teaching techniques (e.g., lecture, slide presentations, individual
work, and initiate, response, and evaluate patterns of discourse). It may be that more progressive
methods would liberate discussion further by encouraging small group interaction and provide
more time to wrestle with questions that interest students rather than adhering to a teachercentered pedagogy.
Mrs. Moore provided a historical framework from which her students considered poetry
of the Victorian Period (see Appendix P). She included one insightful analogy for her students
that compared Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s belief about childlike love in “Sonnet 43” to a
child’s eagerness to receive Holy Communion that seemed almost inspired; however, theological
connections with the literature were rare. Mrs. Robin in her unit on non-fiction compared her
mother’s experiences as a child with the demands made upon a Japanese American girl forced
into an internment camp with her family at the beginning of World War II. She wanted the
students to see how they could use the non-fiction excerpts to generate in their imaginations’
connections between their experiences and those of people who probably suffered much more
than they did. She built into her story of her mother’s childhood how her mother learned to make
her sacrifices for her family into personal prayer. She illustrated how this attitude on the part of
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her mother strengthened her character and helped to form hers. Her lectures gave her students
much to consider about their own attitudes concerning their challenges in life.
Engaging the Powers of Ninth Graders’ Souls while Developing Reading Strategies
Students read texts for their literal meaning first. The teachers sometimes instructed
students in literal interpretations of the texts only. They geared their plans and pedagogy in ways
that emphasized the intellect and emotions. Rarely did they engage students’ memories and
imaginations. There were times when their involvement was encouraged in instruction, but
primarily in brief references during lectures or discussions. Their use was not heightened to
strengthen the intellect’s participation in learning. Interviews indicated that while they read
assignments, students often compared their own ideas and circumstances with the actions of
protagonists, antagonists, and minor characters.
Mrs. Robin engaged her students’ memories in the excerpts read in their non-fiction unit
and then encouraged them to ask themselves if they had experienced dilemmas similar to those
that the characters experienced. Sister Mary Patrick and Mrs. Moore enkindled their students’
imaginations as they read. Dr. Murphy’s brainstorming drills in groups forced the students to
interrogate the text of Medea and find proof for their opinions about the play. By engaging their
wills, she pushed the students to uncover information in the text that they would not have
identified without that pressure. Through constant inquiry, Sister Mary Edith encouraged her
students to make connections between their studies in morality and developments in the plot of A
Farewell to Arms. In this way she engaged their memories and imaginations. Such examples
occurred rarely during instruction that was a majority of the time rudimentary and linear in its
presentation on the part of the teacher as opposed to investigative and collaborative among
teacher and students in investigation of the text considered.
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The Absence of Intrigue in Instructional Strategies
After studying the impact of the schools’ charisms, Catholic optic, and NSBECS on
teaching and learning in the six classes I observed through the data collected, I did not perceive
that the mystery of the Catholic optic appeared routinely or systematically to enhance or offer
contrast during the study of literature. The pragmatic and utilitarian demands of academic routine
overshadowed the possibilities that English teachers could apply the principles of their schools’
missions to their pedagogical encounters in their classrooms. Classroom management
requirements overshadowed the experience of literature and relegated it to a secondary position
of importance; therefore, the positivistic science of education seemed to complicate instead of
enhance learning. The separation of faith and reason manifested itself pedagogically to thwart the
beauty of the academic mystery of reading and learning literature.
Compared to Jago’s (2013) vibrant memories of the Dominican Sisters who taught her
and Rose’s (2005) fond memories of his teacher Jack McFarland, it seemed that the teachers
whom I observed attempted to engage the powers of their students’ souls without first engaging
their own. Unlike the Dominican Sisters and Jack McFarland, Mrs. Moore, Mrs. Robin, Dr.
Murphy, Sister Mary Edith, and Mrs. Short had not benefitted from opportunities to consider and
practice integration of the Catholic intellectual tradition through the engagement of their own
powers of the soul so as to heighten their experiences of the Catholic optic. The zeal for life that
Weigel (2004) associated with the Catholic optic, especially by showing his readers how to
engage their memories and imaginations in their understanding of the Catholic intellectual
tradition, was absent in those teachers’ classes. Dull routine ruled each class period, although the
subject matter could be interesting and students made efforts to participate in class. Sister Mary
Patrick’s lively instruction revealed how her soul’s powers had been activated in her learning
from the time that she was a child. She incorporated childlike zeal in her instruction, not as an
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act, but as an expression of her joy about what she taught and what her students learned. Her
happiness and excitement as she taught were contagious. Former students of hers might one day
write about her teaching as Rose wrote about Jack McFarland.
The secularization of Catholic thought and attitudes detracts from authentic Catholic
teaching and positions that are held as true in the Magisterium. The reactions to the Second
Vatican Council incorporated needed reforms within the Catholic Church, but at the same time
less emphasis was placed on the interpretation of how Catholic theology speaks to the modern
world about itself. As the Catholic population in the United States grows and matures, it needs
an integrated pedagogy in its schools to bring out the fullness of Catholic beliefs and teachings
alluded to in the six benchmarks so that members of the Church can counter misinformation and
biases that harbor intolerance among Catholics and non-Catholics alike.
If English educators pronounce what is true, good, and beautiful (Aquinas, 1952) in the
Catholic intellectual tradition and literary conventions so that the Catholic optic has credibility,
then the analysis of literature gains a transcendent dimension through which students identify
and appreciate style and form as well as essence and substance. Such integration supplements the
curriculum; it does not dominate or overshadow it. This was what the NCEA hoped that the
implementation of the NSBECS would do for Catholic high schools. But the NCEA must
acknowledge the fact that the six benchmarks that deal specifically with content take for granted
that teachers in all of the content areas have the knowledge that they need to integrate the points
of the Catholic intellectual tradition that pertain to their subjects so that their students gain and
focus their Catholic optic as they learn. Many of these teachers have not grown up with or been
educated focusing the Catholic optic. There are gaps between what NSBECS expects concerning
learning outcomes and teachers’ competencies.
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Opportunities for Future Research
Heeding the Need for the New Evangelization in the English Classroom
There is much that administrators and faculty can do to advance the cause of the New
Evangelization through professional development as well as religious devotion and catechesis.
This approach to Catholic education, teachers of different disciplines learning about the impact
that Catholicism has on the academic subjects that they teach, epitomizes the emphasis that must
be placed on “communion” in a culture that encourages individualism (Vigneron, 2003, p. 108),
especially as the Catholic Church initiates the New Evangelization. What Niemann (2013) has
written about adolescents’ eagerness to learn in Catholic high school settings is convincing, but
cannot be actualized without the eagerness of teachers who have the goals of the New
Evangelization in mind to guide them. Pope Francis did not underestimate his students’ potential
to learn through the powers of their souls.
Future research should explore ways to broaden teachers’ competencies in terms of the
practice of pedagogies that teach to all of the soul’s powers, not just the intellect with the mind
primarily in view. As teachers learn to accept the infinite nature of their work, then they can
instruct in ways that focus on unleashing their students’ abilities to experience the Catholic optic,
not containing them to learn certain skills of writing and interpretations of literature. This new
attitude is an important component in the New Evangelization and a reason why this initiative is
difficult for people to understand. Teachers must change their perceptions of learning so that
they can teach students whose perceptions of life have been formed in ways different from their
own.
Moving Beyond Mercenary Considerations of Education
Within the Catholic tradition of education there are ideas that sometimes blend into the
teaching of literature in high school English classes, but are rarely referred to by name since they
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are early and medieval Christian philosophical concepts (Torchia, 2008). Because of the ways
that some English teachers were reared in Catholic families or learned as students in Catholic
grade schools and high schools, patterns of thinking are consciously or unconsciously part of
their pedagogical style. Within the realm of Catholic education, the pedagogy used in teaching
religion and that can be applied to the study of literature when it is analyzed from a religious
perspective is called catechesis. It is catechesis that influenced many Catholic high school
teachers’ upbringings and character formation that in turn influenced their attitudes toward
teaching. Unfortunately in the past there have been times when catechesis has been influenced
negatively by societal concerns. Pope Francis (2013) has acknowledged the negative influence of
social and economic conformity that influenced education. Pragmatism and utilitarianism in
Catholic education detracted teachers from conveying the beauty and fullness of the Gospel
message. The NSBECS call into question institutional policies and practices in Catholic
education. Future research could explore the ways that particular high school communities
accept the challenges of the NSBECS and respond to the New Evangelization, especially in
focusing the Catholic optic within their academic departments to impact classroom instruction.
Teachers and students in Catholic high schools should realize that there can be a dynamic
at work in their teaching and learning that is beyond them. Some people refer to it as the Holy
Spirit inspiring the teacher and students to collaborate and comprehend more than they could
ever do on their own. Willey (2008) spoke of the driving force for both teacher and student as
being Christ. The cognitive, affective, and spiritual dimensions of education (Buchanan & Hyde,
2008) are graced to participate in the wisdom of God. Souls are formed at the same time that
intellects exercise their abilities to learn, know, and understand. This way of experiencing and
interpreting literature is one of many that students in Catholic high schools should understand as
part of their academic inheritance. Future research should explore ways to help teachers never
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lose their zeal for the beauty of the mystery that animates Catholic education while at the same
time being realistic about how the mystery of Christ’s love can help them face the tremendous
classroom management and discipline demands that are theirs.
The Important Role of the Imagination in Secondary English Education
Reality is elusive and its supernatural subtleties are often lost on adolescents. Wrestling
with the topics of literature gives students opportunities to ruminate upon lofty ideas. Catholic
education deals with the formation of souls as well as the education of minds. This is the reason
why the work of Catholic school teachers is very demanding. It should assist students in
perceiving the truth and living it freely. Pope Benedict quoted two recurring themes in the
preaching and writings of Pope John Paul II when he preached, “man is the way of the Church,
and Christ is the way of man” (1979). The Second Vatican Council emphasized that all people
are called to holiness. As the laity come to deeper understandings of their roles in society, it is
important that the young laity learn to embody the totality of their Catholic faith and their
spiritual lives with their daily experiences.
The imagination is important in the practice of religion as well as in literary
interpretation. The application of different perspectives to what one reads happens through the
imagination. All too often what adolescents learn in theology classes in Catholic high schools is
compartmentalized. It is not applied to life in general or in ways that will help students learn
more about understanding themselves and other people. When the sacramental imagination is
cultivated in the adolescent soul, the Catholic optic does not narrow vision. It broadens the
human intellect, even with all of its limitations, to participate in the wisdom of God. When
focused it is universal in scope. A synonym for catholic is universal.
As students learn about literary elements, they should begin to comprehend texts in
different ways. Further research could identify teachers of upperclassmen who encourage their
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students to interpret the texts from varied perspectives, using literary theories and criticisms that
are used by biblical scholars (Aquinas, 1952). The spiritual sense of interpreting scripture is
academically valid and teachers could incorporate it into their planning and preparation for
teaching literature in English classes. Planning is important in such interpretation of literature
because some teachers automatically apply the three spiritual senses (allegorical, tropological,
and anagogical) into the literary analysis that they do and teach, but in shallow ways. This
spiritual analysis should be painstakingly planned and calculatingly taught to highlight the
academic practices of identifying literary conventions and memorizing of vocabulary. When the
four senses (the fourth being the literal sense) for reading scripture are applied to the reading of
literature, students learn a meditative approach to their study that can animate what might have
become mundane for them through their years of participating in English classes. If research
could highlight the practices of teachers who apply the four senses of scriptural interpretation to
literary interpretation, a common vocabulary within Catholic high schools could revolutionize
the efforts of the New Evangelization in cross-curricular studies and have real life applications
for students as they transition to college and life after school.
The Benchmarks, the Catholic Optic, and the Powers of Adolescents’ Souls
If Catholicism is a distinctive “way of seeing things” (Weigel, 2004, p. 10) and living
life, then the formal education the Catholic Church sponsors must be distinctive. It must integrate
its “distinctive perception of reality” (p. 10) into the way that students learn all of their subjects,
especially literature. A work of literature affects us wholly as does our religion (Eliot 1950), so it
follows that what adolescents read impacts what they think and who they are. Focusing the
Catholic optic for purposes of literary analysis exercises the powers of the soul to meaningful
search for God’s presence in the world. The NSBECS aid Catholic diocesan high schools’
administrators, teachers, and students in learning Catholicism’s potential in the modern world.
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APPENDIX A
IRB APPROVAL
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APPENDIX B
SAMPLE QUESTIONS
Some of the questions that could be asked of the English teachers are:
How does the scope and sequence for this course dictate the integration of religion with
the way that you planned your class?
Is the way that religion interpenetrates your English class something that you plan,
something that you do without planning, or something that you respond to at the initiation of
your students?
Have you ever used young adult literature in planning your classes to generate more
interest and participation from your students during class discussions?
Could there be any similarities in referencing what your students study in religion to what
you reference when you use young adult literature to help your students understand certain
themes in literature that is more difficult for them to read?
Some questions that could be asked of religion teachers are:
How do you view your cross-curricular role as you teach religion at this high school?
Are your students interested in making connections between what you are teaching and
how they live their lives?
Do English teachers in this school community speak with you on occasion about common
themes that they and you are covering in your classes? If so, what do you remember discussing?
Have you ever used young adult literature in your religion classes to illustrate
complicated moral dilemmas? If you have, describe the way that you have used one novel in that
way.
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Some questions that could be asked of students are:
Today during class you made an interesting statement that to me seemed to integrate your
thoughts about religion with themes discussed in literature class. How did you make those
connections?
Does your English teacher help you to make connections between what you are learning
in religion class and what you are reading in literature?
Do you ever think that your English teacher is reading too much religion into the
literature that you read for class?
Is what you are studying in religion class help you to read literature?
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APPENDIX C
EASTERN CATHOLIC ENGLISH DEPARTMENT MISSION STATEMENT
Philosophy
Finally, brethren,
whatever is true, whatever is honorable,
whatever is just, whatever is pure,
whatever is lovely, whatever is gracious,
if there is any excellence,
if there is anything worthy of praise,
think about these things. (Phil 4:8)
Formation:
We will deliberately build up whatever is true, whatever is lovely, whatever is honorable to
form students’ moral imagination, teaching them through the classic literature to like what
is good and dislike what is evil.
Environment:
Teach the dignity of work and scholastic excellence, while promoting the success of
students of differing abilities, backgrounds, and learning styles.
Literature:
Instill in all of us a longing for our immortal destiny, a honing device for heaven.
Proposes the beauty and truth of the Catholic faith, or provides a contrast against which
the faith shines as a solution.
We affirm the truth of human culture as an expression of God’s communion,
We work collaboratively with teachers on the same level and within the four year sequence.
Using the truths taught in Religion and Bioethics, History and other academic subjects,
English dept gives students the tools to write, read and analyze, and speak about these
truths.
The literature supports both the bioethics and history curricula.
We will actively choose, rather than passively pass on.


Cooperating with the parents and families of our students, recognizing them as the
primary educators of their children.
Praxis
•
•

Planning calendars
longing for heaven-journey, quest, character analysis, poetry analysis

In justice to parents’ costs, use the books that the students have been told to purchase.
In preparing to teach a piece, read with an eye to what is good, true and beautiful, what
will support the message of the dignity of each human person.
Teach the curriculum in its entirety. Arrange the content in quarter charts.
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Having taught the curriculum, and if there is a valid need to propose additional materials
or any selection that is not included on the syllabus, please get approval
• submit the selection two weeks before you would like to teach it
• articulate what is true, beautiful, good and integral about the piece and how it
supports the mission of PJP the Great.
• the department chair will either validate or explain the difficulty with the selection.
9th grade—genre study
10th grade—American literature
11th grade— world literature
12th grade— British literature

School Mission

Rooted in the
Dominican
tradition of
prayer, study,
community and
service, Pope
John Paul the
Great Catholic
High School is
committed to the
formation of
youth with
special emphasis
on the ethical
development of
the students. We
strive to provide
an environment
where students
can grow in the
image of Jesus
Christ while
developing
intellectual,
theological, and
moral virtues.
In order to carry
out this mission,

Departmental
Mission for
English 20122013
Finally,
brethren,
whatever is true,
whatever is
honorable,
whatever is just,
whatever is pure,
whatever is
lovely, whatever
is gracious,
if there is any
excellence,
if there is
anything worthy
of praise,
think about these
things. (Phil 4:8)
We will
deliberately
build up
whatever is true,
whatever is
lovely, whatever
is honorable to
form students’
moral
imagination,

Department
Goals for
English 20122013
1. Formation:
Students read
literature that
instills in all
of us a
longing for
our immortal
destiny, a
homing
device for
heaven, and
that proposes
the beauty
and truth of
the Catholic
faith, or
provides a
contrast
against
which the
faith shines
as a solution.
2. Students are
able to
analyze what
they read in
light of their
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Collaboration
with other
departments
Selections of
literature chosen
to cross over
curricula:
Topics in
Bioethics, with
stories such as
The Birthmark.
Historical time
periods and
locations in
History
Literature such as
Scarlet Letter,
The Great
Gatsby, and The
Chosen, allows
history teachers to
make direct
references to the
cultural trends of
those books
Classic works of
authors who are
Catholic—

Department
grows within the
mission of the
school
Using the truths
taught in
Religion and
Bioethics,
History and other
academic
subjects, English
department gives
students the tools
to write, read and
analyze, and
speak about
these truths.
The literature
supports both the
bioethics and
history curricula.

the faculty and
staff are
committed to:

teaching them
own eternal
through the rich
destiny and
grist of classic
the value of
literature to like
the literature
what is good and
in forming
• Providing an
them as
environment in dislike what is
evil and to
members of
which the
express
their
the Kingdom.
profound
unique story, that 3. Environment:
dignity of
of an immortal
Students of
every student
being on an
differing
is affirmed,
heroic journey to
abilities,
thus enabling
heaven.
backgrounds,
them to grow
and learning
in the
Affirming the
styles learn
knowledge of
truth of human
the dignity of
their worth as
work and
creatures made culture as an
scholastic
in God’s image expression of
God’s
excellence,
and invited to
communion, the
achieving
share divine
English
success in
life with Him.
department
receiving and
• Providing an
teaches
the
skills
communicati
environment in
needed for
ng
which the
knowledge
communication
Catholic faith
and truth.
and
is vibrant so
4. Writing:
communion—a
that students
Students
common sense of
can grow in
develop a
right and wrong,
their
robust, fluid,
good
and
evil,
relationship
cogent
truth and
with Jesus
writing style.
falsehood,
so
Christ and are
that students can 5. Students
motivated to
creatively
analyze what
take an ever
contribute to
they read and
more active
the culture,
write in the light
role in his
telling stories
of the true, good
Church.
and
beautiful,
that matter.
• Cooperating
and
so
that
they
with the
can creatively
parents and
families of our contribute to
building up the
students,
culture.
recognizing
them as the
primary
educators of
their children.
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Religion
English published
to all teachers the
tools that the
students have
been taught.
The skill sets of
writing,
reasoning,
speaking, and
reading are
applicable to each
of the other
departments.
However, each
discipline must
teach the written
structure specific
to its field; e.g.,
Science would
teach the lab
report format,
History teaches
the Data Based
Question essay
format, Digital
Media teaches its
newscast or
storytelling
format.
History/English—
joint research
paper
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